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ABSTRACT 

 

In this thesis work, the graphene layer transferred on two substrates, glass and 

quartz and bilayer graphene deposited on copper substrates were characterized using the 

multilayer microstrip line technique. Graphene transferred on both glass and quartz 

substrates of the dimension 1×1 were procured from Graphene Industries, USA. 

Bilayer graphene was grown by using Hot Filament Chemical Vapor Deposition 

(HFCVD) system on Cu sheet at two different temperatures 850C and 950 C. A new 

de-embedding method was adopted and verified with standard ABCD de-embedding 

method by comparing obtained results such as effective relative permittivity, phase 

velocity and group velocity in 100 MHz - 10 GHz range.We found occurrence of 

anomalous dispersion in single layer graphene in terms of higher group velocity than 

phase velocity. Then, the intrinsic properties, complex relative permittivity and 

refractive index of single layer graphene (SLG) and bilayer graphene (BLG) have been 

obtained by using expressions of conformal mapping after S-parameter measurements in 

10 MHz to 26.5 GHz range. In SLG, the real part (  
 ) of relative permittivity was found 

~ 6.71 to 7.62 whereas the imaginary part (  
 ) is decreased from  9.58 @ 10 MHz to 

8.47 @ 1.92 GHz. For both BLG samples, same values of   
  and   

  are obtained in the 

range of 5.58 – 5.67 and 6.97 – 7.025, respectively. The value of the refractive index (n) 

and extinction coefficient () for SLG are in the range of 2.95 - 3.15 and 1.43 - 1.52, 

respectively in the frequency range of study.  In both BLG samples, same values of n 

and were obtained and these are ~ 2.69 and ~ 1.28, respectively.  

To observe the behaviour of waves in SLG and BLG, phase velocity, group 

velocity and optical effective mass have been evaluated. In BLG, high phase velocity 



vi 

and group velocity represent faster propagation of energy than in SLG. The mass ratio 

(   
   ⁄ )was found from 10

-10 
@10 MHz to  0.2  10

-8 
@ 26.5 GHz and  0.16  

10
-8 

@ 26.5 GHz,respectively for SLG and BLG, where the free electron mass,    

           kg. In addition, the lower effective mass of photons in BLG has resulted 

due to smaller refractive index, which in turn suggests minor interaction between 

photon-charge carriers. 

 Theoretically, potential application of graphene as an efficient transparent 

conducting electrode was investigated in silicon heterojunction cells in n/p and p/n 

configurations and cell parameters were analyzed using AFORS-HET (Automat FOR 

Simulation of HETero-structures) software  under air mass 1.5 (AM1.5) illuminations 

with power density of 100 mW/cm
2
.Independent effects of the layer’s parameters on the 

performance of cell structure and insights behind the cell responses have been 

discussed. After optimizing the parameters of both layers of graphene and silicon, an 

efficiency of 9.812 % was achieved and an optimum efficiency of 11.47 % has been 

achieved for 100 µm thick commercial silicon layer in p-graphene/n-cSi cells, whereas 

simulation efficiency of 13.66 % was achieved and an optimum efficiency of 8.491 % 

has been achieved for commercial silicon of same thickness in n-graphene/p-cSi 

cells.Finally, we demonstrate that p-type and n-type multilayer graphene can act as an 

efficient transparent conducting electrode in graphene/silicon heterojunction cell.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1. Basic structure and electronic properties of graphene 
 

1.1.1 Graphene: an introduction 

 

  Graphene is one-atom-thick planar sheet of sp
2
-bonded carbon atoms where 

atoms are tightly packed into a two-dimensional (2D) honeycomb crystal lattice [1, 2]. 

First time in 1962, term ―graphene‖ was given by Hanns-Peter Boehm to a single-layer 

carbon foil [3]. Furthermore, graphene is known as a basic building block of all types of 

allotropes of carbon having different dimensionality including graphite, charcoal, 

carbon nanotube and fullerenes. Initially, graphene was presumed not to exist in the 

free-state, and was believed to be unstable because of long wavelength fluctuations. 

According to the Mermin Wagner theorem [4] it formed the curved structures such as 

soot, fullerenes and nanotubes. Suddenly in 2004, this incredible material turned into 

reality, when free-standing single layer of graphene was unpredictably found and 

successfully isolated using a mechanical exfoliation method by Prof. A. K. Geim and 

Dr. K. S. Novoselov at Manchester University [5]. Theoretically, graphene was 

considered as a parent material for various graphitic structures such as graphite, 

charcoal, carbon nanotube and fullerenes, it was expected that graphene has an 

astonishing electronic and mechanical properties due to its honeycomb lattice and 

electronic band structure in close proximity to first Brillouin zone as shown in Fig. 1.1 

[2, 6-7]. The lattice structure has two carbon atoms per unit cell denoted as A and B at a 

distance 1.42 Å  and possesses two types of C-C bonds  (red) and  (blue) 
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constructed from four valence orbitals (2s, 2px, 2py and 2pz), here z-direction is taken 

along c-axis of graphene sheet. The hybridized fourth bond is associated with the 

overlap of pz orbital and forms the bonding () and anti-bonding (*) (in blue) as 

illustrated in Fig.1.1 (b) [2, 6].These -bondings determine the electronic properties of 

graphene and participate in forming of valence () and conduction (*) bands in first 

Brillouin zone near to Fermi level. Electronic bands of graphene always form a cone 

that touches at the high symmetry points, known as Dirac points labelled as K and K.  

 

 

 

Fig.1.1 (a) Lattice and (b) electronic structure of graphene in Brillouin zone. 

 

 Due to this cone shape of electronic bands, graphene is considered as a gapless 

semiconductor. Near Dirac points, electronic dispersion is found to be linear where 

energy E and the carrier wave vector k (=√  
    

 ) can be related as        , 

consequently carriers in graphene is considered as massless Dirac fermions [2, 6], here  

is the reduced Planck’s constant and        m/s is the electron Fermi velocity in 

graphene. It has been reported that  in graphene, charge carriers can be tuned 

continuously between electrons and holes in concentration n as high as 10
14

 cm
-2 

[1] 

with mobility () as high as 15,000 cm
2
/Vs. The mobility can be further improved even 
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up to 100,000 cm
2
/Vs at room temperature by chemical doping and 2  10

5
 cm

2
/Vs in 

suspended graphene [8]. Recently, it was reported that even at such high carrier 

concentration 10
12

 cm
-2

, ballistic carrier transport with mean free path of  0.3m 

occurs [1]. Graphene is also reported to possess other extraordinary properties like an 

elastic stiffness of 340 N/m [9], high intrinsic mobility (200,000 cm
2
/Vs) [8, 10-11], 

high thermal conductivity (~5000 W/mK) [12],large specific surface area (2630 m
2
/g) 

[13] and Young’s modulus (~ 1.0 TPa) [9], high optical transparency as 2.3 % 

absorption of visible light only [14].  

 

1.1.2 Comparison of single, bilayer and multilayer graphene 

 As graphene is a 2D material and electronic structure deeply depends on number 

of layers till it becomes a 3D limit of graphite at 10 layers [15]. Both single layer and 

bilayer graphene can be considered as a zero-bandgap semiconductor [1, 7].  For three 

or more layers, the electronic spectra becomes more complicated, which results in the 

appearance of several charge carriers [5, 16] and the conduction and valence bands start 

notably overlapping [5, 15]. This kind of behaviour for electronic bands distinguish 

single, bilayer and few layer (3 to <10) graphene to be considered as three types of 

graphene. Typical schematic of crystal structure and band structure of single layer 

graphene, bilayer graphene and trilayer graphene are illustrated in Fig. 1.2. 

 The bilayer graphene consists of two single layer graphene bounded together by 

weak van der Waals forces. As compared to AA stacking, AB stacking is more stable 

and explored widely (Fig. 1.2c). In bilayer, most of the low energy band dispersion 

characteristics are expressed by a tight binding calculation through the in-plane nearest 

neighbour coupling (i.e. hopping from A-B in both layers) and the interlayer coupling 

between A atom of one layer with B atom of second layer [17]. The bilayer’ band has a 
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set of four parabolic bands in each of the two symmetries K and K points, which has 

bonding 1 and anti-bonding 1* (red) touching each other, whereas 2 and anti-bonding 

2* (blue) develop a bandgap due to interlayer symmetry (Fig. 1.2d).  

  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.2 Schematic crystal structure and band structure of single layer graphene (a and 

b), bilayer graphene (c and d) and trilayer graphene (e and f). 

  

 Between carbon atoms in different layers, the minimum distance is 3.4 Å [18]. 

For more than two layers, a gap can be opened in a stack with Bernal ordering shown in 
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Fig. 1.2e, where the subband structure of a trilayer has included two touching parabolic 

bands and third one with Dirac dispersion, combining the features of both single layer 

and bilayer graphene. In experimental studies [18, 5], it has been shown that with an 

increasing number of layers, the graphene stack based system becomes more metallic 

and so several types of electron and hole like carriers have appeared near Dirac points. 

As an inhomogeneous charge distribution between layers becomes very dominant in 

transport properties of graphene stacks, it is therefore leading to 2D electron and hole 

systems, which only occupy a few graphene layers near the surface [18]. 

 

1.2 Importance of graphene for microwave applications 

 In recent reports, FLG is reported to exhibit carrier mobility as high as 10
5
 

cm
2
/Vs at room temperature [19], controllable sheet resistance from 100 to 8.8 

Ω/square, sheet carrier densities as high as 8.9 × 10
14

 cm
−2

 and carrier mean free path as 

large as ∼0.6 μm [20] as well as impressive flexibility and controllable conductivity. 

Due to these properties, graphene has potential to be used in microwave devices 

operating in the terahertz (THz) and infrared portion of electromagnetic spectrum. 

Previously, it was demonstrated that due to high impedance greater than 10 k, carbon 

nanotube (CNT) cannot be used in microwave devices as impedance of 50  is 

essentially required for such devices [21]. Later on, this limitation has been overcome in 

perfectly dense and aligned arrays of CNTs. However, it is a very difficult to grow such 

array of CNT on a large substrate even if using CVD techniques. In graphene, 

impedance limitation does not occur. Recently, it was reported that a metallic pattern of 

coplanar waveguide (CPW) line on graphene can be fabricated and 50  impedance 

with moderate losses in frequency band of 40 MHz-110 GHz was found [22]. 
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Furthermore, in 2D graphene, conductivity has a finite minimum value of      

    ⁄ [1], where e is the electron charge and h is Planck’s constant whereas in CNT, 

conductance is quantized and equivalent resistance is 6.3 k, impedance of perfectly 

dense and aligned arrays of CNTs cannot be reduced to 50 [22-23]. With such 

properties, graphene may be a realistic solution due to its mobility as high as 15000 

cm
2
/V and reported ballistic transport of micrometre range even on SiO2 substrate [24]. 

These characteristics enable the design and fabrication of high mobility graphene-FET 

with cut-off frequency as high as 100 GHz [25-26].To use the graphene in microwave 

active and passive components such as patch antenna [27-29], graphene microstrip 

attenuator [30] etc., detailed studies on transmission and dielectric properties of 

graphene are to be known experimentally. 

 

1.3 Graphene as a transparent conducting electrode in solar cells 

 In silicon heterojunction, transparent conducting electrode (TCE) develops a 

built-in electric field across the interface between the electrode and the active layer of 

silicon and transports the photo-generated charge carriers towards the cell terminals as 

well as serves the role of anti-reflector [31-33]. In order to perform the task effectively, 

the TCE must have low sheet resistance, high optical transmission and mobility, for 

example ITO has typically < 20 Ω/square with 85% optical transmission and mobility as 

high as > 20 cm
2
/Vs [20, 31]. Recently, high mobility has been reported in multilayer 

graphene and makes it an emerging TCE material [20, 34 - 36]. In 2010, Bae et al.[37] 

reported that sheet resistance of multilayer graphene can be reduced to 10 Ω/square with 

85 % optical transmission by stacking four monolayer graphene with chemical doping 

of HNO3. In further advances, Khrapach et al.[20] reported that interaction of multilayer 

graphene film with FeCl3 reduces its sheet resistance to 8.8 Ω/square with 84 % optical 
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transmission even for a carrier density as high as 8.9 × 10
14

 cm
−2

 with mean free path as 

large as ∼0.6 μm. The chemical doping with HNO3 as well as FeCl3 makes graphene 

film strongly p-type [20, 37] whereas graphene became n-type by doping 

withZnMgandhydrazine monohydrate [38, 39] or via the aluminium nanoparticle 

decoration approach [40]. Furthermore, epitaxial graphene grown on silicon carbide has 

been found naturally n-doped [41]. Recently, in order to explore possible applications of 

graphene as TCE, few layer graphene (FLG) and graphite film grown by using chemical 

vapor deposition (CVD) were probed and observed to posses sheet resistance as low as 

200 Ω/sq with 85 % transmission. Furthermore, it was reported that conductivity of 

graphene films can be enhanced by chemical doping with some volatile oxidants like 

HNO3, SOCl2, H2O2, and HCl [42]. Above-mentioned properties certify that multilayer 

graphene can be used as a new TCE material in the graphene/silicon heterojunction 

solar cells.  

 

1.4 Techniques used for synthesis of single layer and multi layer 

graphene 

 Graphene can be synthesized by adopting both processes i.e. top-down and 

bottom-up. In a top-down process, graphene is derived by stripping layers from 

graphite.  For example, method such as mechanical exfoliation or scotch tape stripping, 

ion sputtering, pulsed laser deposition, ball milling and arc discharge etc. are known to 

be top-down [43]. Since, in bottom-up, processes initiate at atomic scale and then build 

up by atom to atom to the desired shape, thickness or size. The examples of bottom-up 

processes are: graphitization of silicon carbide, wet chemical route, chemical vapour 

deposition (CVD), annealing solid sources, ion implantation etc. [43]. A detailed review 
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on these processes followed by characterization methods reported by Kim et al. (2010) 

[44] is summarized here in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2. 

 

Table 1.1:Bottom-up processes for graphene synthesis [44] 

 

 Typical dimensions   

Method Thickness Lateral Advantage Disadvantage 

confined self 

assembly 

single layer  1000s nm thickness control existence of defects 

CVD  few layers very large (cm) large size; high 

quality 

small production 

scale 

arc discharge  
 

 

 

single-, bi-, 

and few 

layers 

few 100 nm to 

a 

few μm 

can produce ∼10 

g/h 

of graphene 

low yield of 

graphene; 

carbonaceous 

impurities 

epitaxial growth 

on SiC 

few layers up to cm size very large area of 

pure graphene 

very small scale 

reduction of CO  
 

multiple 

layers 

 

sub-μm unoxidized sheets contamination with 

-Al2O3 and -Al2S 

unzipping of 

carbon 

nanotubes 
 

multiple 

layers 

few μm 

long 

nanoribbons 

 

size controlled by 

selection of the 

starting nanotubes 

Expensive 

starting material; 

oxidized graphene 

 

A brief review for some of these techniques is given as follows with regard to the 

realisation of graphene [45]. 
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Table 1.2:Top-down processes for graphene synthesis [44] 

 Typical dimensions   

Method Thickness Lateral Advantage Disadvantage 

directly from graphite 

Micromechanical 

exfoliation 

 

few layers μm to 

cm 

large size and 

unmodified 

graphene sheets 

very small scale 

production 

direct sonication of 

graphite 

 

single and 

multiple 

layers 

μm or 

sub-μm 

unmodified 

graphene; inexpensive 

 

low yield; 

separation 

superacid dissolution 

of graphite 

 

mostly 

single 

layer 

 

300-900 

nm 

unmodified graphene; 

scalable 

 

use of hazardous 

chlorosulfonic 

acid; cost 

of acid removal 

Electrochemical 

exfoliation/ 

functionalization 

of graphite 

 

 

single and 

few layers 

 

500-700 

nm 

single step 

functionalization 

and exfoliation; high 

electrical conductivity 

of the functionalized 

graphene 

cost of ionic 

liquids 

     

From graphite derivatives (graphite oxide (GO) or graphite fluoride) 

 

Li alkylation of 

graphite fluoride 

 

single 

layer 

Μm large size; 

functionalized 

sheets; no oxygen 

functionality 

cost of the 

starting 

material; 

restacking after 

annealing 

chemical reduction of 

colloidal GO in water 

 

 

single and 

multiple 

layer CRG 

 

μm or 

sub-μm 

size 

 

large sheet size; 

some routes use 

only water 

some of these 

methods use 

hazardous 

chemicals; only 

dispersed in 

hydrophilic 

polymers 

Thermal 

exfoliation/reduction 

of GO 

 

single and 

few layer 

TRG 

 

500 nm 1-step 

exfoliation/reduction; 

short heating time; dry 

basis 

high heating 

temperature; 

smaller sheet size 

chemical reduction of 

organically treated 

GO 

 

mostly 

single 

layer CRG 

 

few 100 

nm 

to a μm 

 

colloidal stability 

in organic solvents; 

better exfoliation 

 

low thermal 

stability; in situ 

chemical 

reduction 

degrades some 

polymers 
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Mechanical exfoliation 

Graphene possessing high crystalline quality can be obtained through repeated peeling 

of highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) using scotch tape and this method is 

recognized as mechanical exfoliation[1, 5]. It is well-known that in graphite, due to 

weak van der Waals force binding energy which  is of the order  2 eV/nm
2
 is 

responsible for stacking of the graphene layers along c-axis and force  300 nN/μm
2
 can 

peel off single layer graphene from graphite [46].  In this process, after repeated 

peeling, a graphene layer from adhesive tape is transferred on to SiO2/Si substrate [5, 

46]. The thickness of SiO2 layer is taken either 90 nm or 280 nm which is able to 

distinguish the number of layers because graphene contrast on SiO2 is maximized by 

about 12 % at 550 nm and can easily be identified by human eyes. [47]. This technique 

has limitations such as small size depending on grain size as well as physical dimension 

of HOPG and residues of adhesive tape on graphene surface which can suppress the 

mobility [10, 24].  

Graphitization of silicon carbide 

Ultrahigh vacuum heating of silicon carbide (SiC) nearly at 1400°C leads to sublimation 

of silicon consequently  segregation of carbon  results in graphene formation [48]. 

Highly corrugated surface covered by small graphene regions having non-uniform 

thickness [49] is main drawback of this technique. It was reported that this can be 

avoided by using C terminated SiC in place of Si terminated SiC [50]. The graphene 

coverage as large as 50 μm was reported by using this technique under Ar ambient. 

However, mobility drops by five times as compared to exfoliated graphene [51]. 
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Wet chemical route 

In this method, in order to weaken the van der Waals interaction first graphite is 

intercalated with various reactants and as a result graphene layer or graphene oxide gets 

obtained. In this process, first graphite precursor is reacted with either strong acids or 

oxidants to produce graphite oxide [52].  During this reaction, various hydroxyl and 

epoxide groups are attached to the carbon atoms in graphite oxide through covalent 

bonds [53-54] and severely distorted conjugated native graphitic structure [52]. 

Depending on reducing agents like hydrazine, dimethyl hydrazine and hydroquinone, 

obtained graphene oxide exhibits entirely different properties in terms of mobility, 

conductivity, layer number and size [52]. To overcome this, non covalent 

functionalization for conjugated carbon network in graphite is applied using 1-pyrene 

carboxylic acid [55] and 9-anthracene carboxylic acid [56]. However, non-covalent 

functionalization improves electrical properties but this technique is not scalable. This 

technique in general is mostly used to obtain graphene nanoribbons (GNR) through the 

chemical unzipping of carbon nanotubes [57].  

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 

In CVD process, carbon containing gases /liquids is used as a carbon source and pass 

through the high temperatures (@700-1100 °C: strongly depend on carbon precursors 

and catalyst) in the presence of a metal catalyst. Here the role of catalyst is to facilitate 

the decomposition of a gaseous or volatile carbon precursor and eventually leads to the 

nucleation of the graphene lattice. The growth mechanism of graphene on the metals is 

strongly influenced by several factors, including the carbon solubility limit in the metal, 

its crystalline nature, lattice parameters and thermodynamic parameters such as the 

temperature and pressure of the system. But the most influencing factors are bulk, sub-
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surface and surface diffusion of carbon in/on the metal. However, if metals such as Co 

and Ni have intermediate-high solubility (0.1 atom %) then synthesis of graphene seems 

to be proceed by the combination of bulk diffusion into the metal at the elevated 

temperature, and segregation from bulk to the metal surface at the time of fast cooling 

(after the completion of the CVD process). In the case of very low carbon solubility 

metals (0.001 atomic %), like in Cu, the synthesis of graphene is limited to the diffusion 

of carbon atoms on the surface of the Cu. Furthermore, it is worth noting that single 

crystal substrates are highly desirable to grow the defect-free graphene films, but in 

practice for the large scale applications less expensive polycrystalline substrates of large 

grain size must be used. Here, transition metals (Cu, Ni, steel) serve as efficient 

catalysts in transforming hydrocarbons into graphitic materials [58] and graphite layers 

were obtained from either hydrocarbons or evaporated carbon on Nickel surface [59]. In 

typical CVD shown in Figure 1.3, a metal substrate such as Cu is kept into a furnace 

and heated to around 1000°C under low vacuum. Annealing of Cu increases grain size 

[37].  

Details of some synthesis conditions reported for single to few layer graphene are given 

in Table 1.3 [43]. 
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Fig. 1.3 Typical set up and process of CVD. 

Annealing solid carbon sources 

In this technique, various precursors such as Polymethylmetacrylate (PMMA) [60], 

amorphous carbon [61] were spin-coated on Cu substrates and Polyacrylonitrile (PAN), 

Polystyrene (PS), PMMA [62-63], C60 [64] on nickel substrates. In other ways, first 

carbon source is deposited on SiO2/Si and then metal film is deposited though 

evaporation before annealing at high temperatures. This technique has advantage that 

obtained graphene need not to be transferred to other insulating substrate and it has been 

demonstrated for C60 [64] and self assembled monolayer (SAM) [65] on nickel thin 

film evaporated on SiO2/Si. This technique has severe limitation like polycrystalline 

growth with small grain boundaries. 
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Table 1.3:Synthesis conditions used for single to few layer graphene [43] 

Precursor  Type of CVD Temperature Pressure Catalyst 

Hydrocarbons  RF-CVD - Std P Bi-metallic 

Hydrocarbons  

 

Epitaxial 

CVD 

900 - 1000 
o
C Std P c-sapphire, Co/SiO2 

and H2 (annealing) 

Ethylene  RF-CVD   Bi-metallic 

Methane 

 

   Ni and Cu in 

Ammonia 

Methane 

 

APCVD 

LPCVD 

UHVCVD 

 Atm, 

Torr 

Vacuum 

Cu 

 

Methane PECVD 700 
o
C  Fe  

 

Methane  1000 
o
C  Co on MgO 

Argon flow 

Methane  PECVD 1400-1900 
o
C  6H SiC 

Methane on HOPG    Fe 

Iron tetra-pyridino-

porphyrazine 

Pyrolysis    

 

1.5 Aim of thesis 

 The behaviour of carriers in graphene is frequency dependant therefore 

properties  like relative permittivity, refractive index, phase and group velocity, optical 

effective mass of photon in graphene have to be determined for effective utilization of 

graphene in microwave passive devices. Thus, it is essential to investigate these 

properties using a non-destructive method. The optical effective mass of photons 

inmicrowave frequency will help to understand interaction of photons with graphene 

atoms. When graphene get doped it becames n-type or p-type and its conductivity 

enhances with improvement in work function, which led to increase the developed built-
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in potential at graphene/silicon interface. So, in order to have an effective application of 

doped graphene, the properties of graphene as well as silicon is required to optimize in 

solar cell simulation for high efficiency. 

In this thesis, objectives of performed research work are: 

(1) To extract the properties of CVD-grown graphene at microwave frequencies 

using non-destructive method. 

(2) Validation of adopted simple and straight de-embedding method based on the 

propagation constants using microstrip line based measurement fixture. 

(3)  Determination of the complex relative permittivity and refractive index of 

single/bilayer graphene. 

(4) To study group and phase velocity and dispersion relation in single/bilayer 

graphene in microwave frequency range. 

(5)  Potential application of FLG in Si based heterojunction solar cell as transparent 

conducting electrode.  
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Chapter 2 

Literature review 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 In this chapter, literature review on graphene properties, graphene based 

microwave passive components and status of graphene/silicon heterojunction solar cells 

is presented. First, few reports on dielectric and optical properties of graphene 

determined using coplanar waveguide (CPW) structure and other methods are 

discussed. Theoretical and experimental performances of few passive components 

fabricated on graphene are then described. Since graphene is actively used in silicon 

heterojunction solar cells, progress in such solar cell with reported efficiency is 

summarized. At the end, the scope of this research work is presented for the application 

of CVD grown graphene. 

 

2.2 Graphene properties in the microwave range 

 For optimum utilization of graphene in microwave applications, its 

electromagnetic (EM) properties need to be studied at the microwave range. Previously, 

Wu Y et al. (2012) [1] investigated the microwave transmission properties of graphene 

using fixture based on coplanar waveguide (CPW) loaded with glass and graphene/glass 

(graphene transferred on glass substrates) and was characterized in 0.5 - 6 GHz [1].They 

found that the permittivity of graphene has frequency-dependent behaviour below 4 

GHz and a conductivity of graphene is calculated to about 1.4  10
5
 S/m by fitting.The 

effective permittivity of graphene/glass was found between3 to 6. Furthermore, it was 

reported that the real and imaginary part of complex permittivity of single layer 
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graphene is inthe order of 10
6
 and 10

4
 in 0.5- 6 GHz [1]. In another report, a coupled 

line graphene CPW and CPW reference which has identical dimension but without 

graphene under the metallic electrode were studied and effective permittivity was found 

between 2 to 16 in 5- 40 GHz range [2]. In order to study the effect of applied DC 

voltage on microwave properties of graphene, a CPW structure was made on 

graphene/SiO2/Si substrate and characterized in the frequency range of 40 MHz-110 

GHz [3]. In this work, they reported that reflection parameter (S11) is independent of 

voltage range (- 4 to + 4 V), whereas the transmission coefficient (S21) varies with bias 

voltage which was applied between the centre and ground electrodes of CPW. This 

CPW was modelled as a parallel RC circuit and it was observed that S21 slightly 

changed with appliedbias where aslarge variation was observed in R and C. R has 

maximum value (~ 72 ) at 0 V and then reduced to ~ 50  after applying biasing in 

the range of  -2 V and + 2 V.  In 2009, this group [4], reported that S-parameters of 

CPW on graphene exhibits the characteristic of passive device for which |   |  

|   | |   |  |   | and graphene resistance can be tuned up to 50 .This becomes 

possible due to quantization of conductivity in 2D nature of graphene.  

 Skulason et al.[5] have studied microwave scattering parameter of large area 

multilayer graphene by making electrically shorted CPW structure with a trace gap of 

38 m, and the same CPW structure with graphene in the gap. They found that resistive 

impedance of graphene increases S12, whereas S11 decreased [5]. They have further 

analyzed results by using the equivalent lossy transmission line model and concluded 

that due to insignificant skin-effect and negligible kinetic inductance, single layer 

graphene might be an ideal broadband resistive medium in the integrated microwave 

circuits. Wu et al. (2014) [6] have assessed the suitability of multilayer graphene for 
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microwave applications by carrying out the microwave absorption and radiation 

measurements. Through the microwave cavity measurements, it has been revealed that 

as conductivity of multilayer stacked graphene increased resonance peak as well as 

quality factor of the cavityget reduced. Due to inherently absorptive behavior of the 

ultra-thin resistive graphene film material, it can be used as optically transparent 

microwave absorbers. They found that making higher the number of graphene layers at 

the lossy dielectric region increases the absorption and lead to reduce the radiation 

amplitude. They further concluded that the reductionin sheet resistance by doping or 

electrical biasing in few-layer graphene patches paves ways to use them as optically 

transparent and mechanically flexible microwave antennas. 

 Furthermore, the complex refractive index, which consists of refractive index (n) 

and extinction coefficient () were determined for CVD graphene using non-destructive 

method such as broadband spectrophotometery [7] and spectroscopic ellipsometry [8].In 

these reports, n and  were found in the range of 2.7 – 3 and 1.4 – 1.8 in 300 – 1000 

nm wavelengths, respectively. Recently, occurrence of strong optical anomalous 

dispersion in graphene has been reported by determining the complex refractive index ñ 

 2.98 - 1.44î for single layer graphene (SLG) and around ñ  2.7 - 1.45î  for bilayer 

graphene (BLG) at 633 nm using Picometrology [9]. It was reported that anomalous 

dispersion is likely occurred due to strongly modified quantum level structure of SLG 

[8] as well as to interparticle interaction, impurities, lattice deformation in graphene 

with small concentration [10]. Alisultanova et al. (2013) [10] noted an appearance of 

anomalous dispersion regions due to deformation of the graphene lattice. They have 

proposed a method for describing graphene in an anomalous dispersion region in terms 

of deviation from the linear dispersion. They further suggested that the explicit 
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dependence of the parameter α on factors leading to such a deviation can be obtained 

from the microscopic theory of fractional power deviation of the energy spectrum of 

graphene. The estimation of effective mass of electron only provides the information 

about the electron-electron and electron-phonon interactions. Till date, only effective 

electron mass (  
 ) was reported to be 0.012  [11] and 0.041  [12] in SLG and BLG, 

respectively, where free electron mass               kg. Tiras et al. (2013) [11] 

have determined the two dimensional carrier density (N2D) and effective mass (m*) for 

electrons in the monolayer graphene from the Shubnikov de Haas (SdH) oscillations and 

the temperature dependencies of the SdH amplitude, respectively. In the acoustic 

phonon regime, they investigated energy-loss rates of 2D electrons in a monolayer 

graphene. They found that acoustic phonon emission via piezoelectric and deformation-

potential scattering led to the energy relaxation of electrons. Zou et al. (2011) [12] 

reported the measurement of the effective mass m*in bilayer graphene with different 

electron and hole densities.  Their results have demonstrated that the interlayer hopping 

parameter v4 can be accurately determined in the tight-binding description of the band 

structure from a pronounced electron-hole asymmetry. Compared with single-particle 

predictions, the suppressed effective mass is obtained due to interaction-induced band 

renormalization.  

 Taking account of wave-particle duality and semi-classical definition of the 

particle momentum, Ariel (2012) reported that particle velocity is associated with the 

group velocity (vg) of wave-packet [13] where vg is approximated by    
  

  
      is 

the momentum, E is energy and function of p and k is the wave vector (     ⁄ ). In 

2D graphene, due to non-parabolic E-k relationship in the vicinity of the Dirac points, 

energy dispersion relationship is        and leads vg vf where vf is the Fermi velocity 
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of the particle.Therefore, we can presume that in 2D graphene vg ≈ vf ≈ vp is exhibited 

and photons can propagate with the velocity same as vg in graphene and have effective 

mass    
 [13, 14]. 

 

2.3 Graphene based passive microwave devices 

 Extraordinary frequency independent properties of graphene led to extensive 

research in the fabrication of graphene based active devices upto frequency 100 GHz 

[15-17]. Few reports are available on graphene based passive microwave devices. In 

2012 [18], a graphene-based nano patch antenna on Si/SiO2 substratewas proposed and 

scattering of terahertz radiation was numerically analyzed. It was proposed that a 

resonant behaviour of patch antenna in terahertz range might be due to the propagation 

of the surface-plasmon polariton waves in graphene. In further advance, graphene based 

patch antenna was modelled by using the commercial high frequency electromagnetic 

field simulation solution (HFSS) software [19] and resonant frequency was found to be 

dependent on the chemical potential and limited tuneability observed. Radiation 

efficiency was also improved up to 90 % at microwaves and 60 % at THz. This might 

be due to behaviour of graphene at THz that dominated by large surface reactance not 

by losses. In another report, a single THz dipole antenna based on graphene transferred 

over SiO2/Si substrate was configured using gold coating [20] and gain of 2.72 dBi at 

1.05 GHz was observed. After optimizing dipole antenna design and arranged in 4  4 

identical dipoles gain was increased to 13.9 dBi. Pierantoni et.al have designed and 

fabricated graphene-based tuneable microstrip attenuator, operated at 1-20 GHz [21, 22] 

and insertion loss up to 5.5 dB was reported by applying DC bias voltage in the range 0 

to 5.5 V and frequency in range of 1 to 20 GHz. In other report, graphene CPW with a 
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fork-like central conductor was proposed as phase-shifter and it was observed that at 65 

GHz, the phase shift changes with 22  when DC voltage was applied in the range of 0 

V to 4 V. These applications of graphene encouraged the future scope and improvement 

for other passive microwave devices like interconnect, substrate material, phase shifter 

etc.  

 

2.4 Graphene as a TCE in silicon heterojunction solar cells 

 In recent reports, carrier mobility in graphene is approached to 10
5
 cm

2
/Vs at 

room temperature, which is close to theoretical estimated value of >2  10
5
 cm

2
/Vs [23]. 

Recently, in chemical doped few layer graphene (FLG) sheet resistance as low as 8.8 

/square along with  sheet carrier density as high as 8.9  10
14

 cm
2
 with mean free path 

large as ~ 0.6 mm  and 84 % optical transparency was reported [24]. Such extraordinary 

electronic and optical properties have stimulated research to explore the application of 

multilayer graphene as a transparent conducting electrode in silicon heterojunction solar 

cells. In these cells, Schottky junction is formed at the graphene/silicon interface and a 

built-in electric field developed. This built-in electric field could be enhanced by tuning 

the work function of either multilayer graphene or silicon. It has been reported 

theoretically and experimentally [25-26] that chemical doping graphene with HNO3, 

FeCl3 and AuCl3 makes graphene strongly p-type and its work function can be tuned in 

the range of 3.5 eV-5.1 eV. Lin et al. in 2012 [27] modelled a Gr/Si heterojunction as a 

circuit consisting of a constant current source, a Schottky diode, a series resistance, and 

a parallel resistance. Maximum conversion efficiency of ∼11% was achieved after 

optimizing the layer number, work function, and antireflection coating whereas the 

fabricated cells with these optimized values have shown efficiency only up to 5.5 % 
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only. In 2013, Li et al.[28] reported that if multi layer graphene was chemically doped 

with SOCl2 and HNO3 then  conversion efficiency enhanced from 5.52 % to 8.94 % and 

9.27 %, respectively.They have discussed the impact of p-type chemical doping onthe 

performance of graphene films for solar energy conversion. They reported that the 

chlorine and nitrate anions made contact with the surface of the graphene film for 

charge separation and easier transport. They found that nitrate ions are more effective 

for chemical doping of graphene films compared to chlorine to decrease of Rs and 

increase of Voc and FF and conductivity. Such chemical treatment has proved to a 

simple and practical method to improve the work function of graphene for optimization 

of solar cells. 

 As described by Meng et al.[29] that intercalation of NbCl5 and ZnMg in few 

layer graphene/graphite flake makes it effective p- and n-type, respectively. In this 

intercalation process, NbCl5 and ZnMg interact with the FLG and increase the disorder 

via sp
2
 to sp

3
 hybridization transformation. In further advances, Lin et al. in 2013 [26] 

proposed a simple model for graphene/semiconductor heterojunction solar devices. The 

performance of device can be improved by using an antireflection technique and by 

modifying the work function of graphene. They achieved a maximum theoretical 

efficiency of 9.2 %, whereas fabricated cell with optimized parameters was reported to 

achieve 7.7 % efficiency. It has been reported theoretically and experimentally that by 

chemical doping work function of p-type graphene increases whereas it decreases for n-

type and sheet resistance was reduced with increase of work function [30-31]. Li et al. 

(2010) [30] reported that Schottky junctions formed at graphene/n-Si interface. They 

have studiedthe photovoltaic responses from taking the J-V data for graphene sheet of 

different thickness.  They observed that more carrier recombination occurred in the 
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thicker films leads to low JSC and VOC and they have estimateddepletion width to be in 

range of 0.5 - 0.7 μm, which has to be further increase to improve power conversion 

efficiency. Miao et al. (2012) [31] have shown that doping with TFSA overlayers on the 

graphene/n-Si Schottky junction solar cell junctions and this doping increases power 

conversion efficiencies of from 1.9 to 8.6%. They found that such doping reduces the 

graphene’s sheet resistance and the built-in potential Vbi is found to increase.With 

molecular doping, increase in the work function as well as conductivity of graphene was 

achieved which results in higher fill factor by reducing the series resistance of Gr/Si 

heterojunction cell [26, 32].  

 Cui et al. (2013) [32] have developed graphene/Si Schottky junction solar cells 

by transferring graphene film onto n-Si. They noted initial power conversion efficiency 

(PCE) of these cells in the range of 1.94–2.66%. Molecular doping with HNO3, SOCl2, 

H2O2, and HCl has increased the work function and conductivity of the graphene film 

by reducingsheet resistance Rs and improve the quality of G/Si Schottky junction. After 

doping, PCEs have increased to 213.1%, 230.0%, 212.2% and 211.6% of their original 

values. Maximum efficiency is achieved up to 5.95% upon SOCl2 treatment. Feng et al. 

(2012) [33] have constructed a graphene/silicon Schottky junction solar cell using a 

graphene film and a pillar-array patterned silicon substrate. After HNO3 treatment, this 

cell has shown enhancement in energy efficiency up to 4.35% from 2.90%.  They 

noticed that an effective p-type HNO3 doping downshifts the work function of graphene 

and reduces its resistivity. Ruan et al. (2015) [34] have developed flexible 

graphene/silicon heterojunction solar cells by using ultrathin c-Si as substrates. They 

demonstrated a PCE of 8.42% for a 40 mm-thick c-Si based solar cell after performing 

surface passivation on Si, inserting a layer of P3HT as an electron blocking layer, and 

controlling the layer number and doping of graphene. Excellent flexibility and durability 
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of devices are shown as unchanged performance even with a bending radius of 8 mm. 

They suggested that without improving the conductivity of the graphene fllm, increasing 

the device area will lead to device degradation. So by adding a mesh electrode on 

graphene or using metallic nanowires is better solution to enhance the conductivity of 

graphene and device area. Shi et al. (2013) [35] reported monolayer graphene-Si solar 

cells by applying a colloidal antireflection coating on top of the graphene layer and 

these cells exhibited efficiencies up to 14.5%. The anti-reflection coating significantly 

improved a short-circuit current density by 30% and it is found to stable. In general, p-

graphene/n-silicon configuration has been mostly studied [25-35] and the maximum 

efficiency of about 9.27 % [28] without coating and 14.5 % [35] with colloidal anti-

reflection coating have been reported, However, n-graphene/p-silicon configuration is 

less reported [36-38]. Mohammed et al. (2012) [38] reported the synthesis of graphene 

at large scale and low cost using CVD. They found Schottky junction with rectification 

behavior formed by graphene coating on n-Si wafer. In their results, the supernatant 

graphene is found to be the most desirable material for the fabrication of G/n-Si junction 

with excellent rectifying capability and good photovoltaic conversion efficiency. The 

rectification behavior is also observed in G/p-Si, but this configuration has shown poor 

photovoltaics conversion efficiency due to the weak p-type conductivity.Tongay et al. 

(2012) [39] have characterized the Schottky barriers formed when graphene made 

intimate contact with the n-type semiconductors Si, GaAs, GaN and SiC using current-

voltage and capacitance-voltage measurements. They found that graphene’s Fermi level 

shifts during the charge transfer across the graphene/semiconductor interface due to a 

low density of states.  
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2.5 Scope of the present work 

 Graphene properties in the microwave frequency are not much explored, 

therefore in order to have potential application of graphene in microwave passive 

devices, graphene properties such as complex relative permittivity, refractive index and 

phase and group velocities along with optical effective mass of photons in graphene 

need to be studied experimentally. However, few microwave passive components such 

as patch antenna, microstrip attenuator and phase shifter etc. based on graphene were 

explored. Hence, experimentally reliable non-destructive method is required to study the 

properties of CVD-grown graphene in microwave devices. In addition, due to 

insignificant skin-effect and negligible kinetic inductance, graphene may have 

properties independent of frequency. 

In this work, single layer graphene (SLG) transferred on two substrates, glass 

and quartz and as-grown bilayer graphene (BLG) on Cu samples were characterized 

using the multilayer microstrip line technique [40]. A de-embedding method was 

adopted and verified with standard ABCD de-embedding method [41] by comparing 

effective relative permittivity, phase velocity and group velocity in 100 MHz - 10 GHz 

range.We have investigated occurrence of anomalous dispersion in SLG by phase 

velocity and group velocity of the multilayer microstrip line. Then, the intrinsic 

properties like complex relative permittivity and refractive index of SLG and BLG have 

been obtained by using expressions of conformal mapping [42-44] from S-parameter 

measurements in 10 MHz to 26.5 GHz range. To observe the behaviour of waves in 

SLG and BLG, phase velocity, group velocity and optical effective mass of photons 

have been evaluated. The outcome of this study will provide the relationship between 

the graphene properties and its performance at the microwave frequencies. It will 
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further pave the way to explore the controllable applications of graphene in the field of 

high-frequency electronics. As an efficient transparent conducting electrode, graphene 

was used in silicon heterojunction cells in n/p and p/n configuration and cell parameters 

were analyzed using AFORS-HET.Independent effect of the layer’s parameters on the 

performance of cell structure and insights behind the cell responses have been discussed 

in detail.  
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Chapter 3 

Experimental Techniques 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 In this chapter, synthesis and characterization of graphene sample as well as 

used techniques are discussed in details. SLG transferred on glass and quartz was 

procured and BLG were grown on Cu foil using hot filament chemical vapor deposition 

system (HFCVD). The schematic HFCVD system and synthesis conditions are given. In 

order to confirm the layer number, samples have been first characterized by Raman 

spectroscopy and then reconfirmed with atomic force microscopy (AFM). Results of 

these measurements are discussed. For measurements in microwave range, the 

microstrip line based measurement fixture has been used and then conformal mapping 

was applied to obtain the intrinsic properties of graphene layers. AFORS-HET software 

is briefly described, which is used for simulation of graphene/silicon heterojunction 

solar cell. 

  

3.2 Sample preparation 

3.2.1 Single layer graphene (procured)  

  SLG transferred on glass and quartz substrates of the dimension 1×1 were 

procured from Graphene Supermarket manufactured by Graphene Industries, USA. For 

comparison purpose, blank glass (thickness  0.7 mm) and quartz (thickness  1.095 

mm) of same dimensions have also been procured. Optical images of samples are shown 

in Fig. 3.1. 
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(a) Glass substrate (b) Graphene transferred on glass substrate 

  

(c) Quartz substrate (d) Graphene transferred on quartz substrate 

Fig. 3.1 Single layer graphene samples on glass and quartz substrates 

 

3.2.2 Growth of bilayer graphene using HFCVD 

 BLG films on Cu foil were grown by using HFCVD System developed at the 

Nanofabrication laboratory, Department of Applied Physics, Delhi Technological 

University (DTU), Delhi. In this system, methane (CH4) was used as a carbon precursor 

and dissociated into atomic carbon, CH3 and C2 radicals which in turn start their gas-
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phase reactions. In order to dissociate CH4, filament temperature   at ~ 2200 C and 

substrates temperature at 900 C was maintained by passing the current of 19 A to 

filament.  Schematic of HFCVD system has been shown in Fig. 3.2[1, 2, 3].  

 

 
 

Fig. 3.2 Schematic of HFCVD system for synthesis of graphene. 

 

 The HFCVD system was indigenously designed and developed at DTU. This 

system is consisting a stainless steel chamber coupled with rotary pump to create 

pressure upto 510
-2

 torr. The stainless steel chamber has an inner diameter of 200 mm 

and has various electrical and gas feed throughs with view ports too. To monitor and 

control the deposition pressure, computerised throttle valve and gate with Baratron 

pressure sensor is coupled on the vacuum line. A tungsten wire of 0.1 mm diameter was 

used as the filament. The filament to substrate distance was kept at 5mm.  
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(a) Gate valve (b) Chamber 

 
 

(c) Throttle Valve (d) Rheostat 

  

(e) Chiller unit (f) Electrodes 

  

(g) Tungsten filament (h) Filament during synthesis 

Fig.3.3 Parts of HFCVD system. 
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To monitor the substrate temperature and keep it constant, a thermocouple and a 

temperature controller were placed. Methane (CH4) and hydrogen (H2) were used as the 

source gases to make graphene film on Cu. Optical images of the used HFCVD system 

are shown in Fig. 3.3. 

 In this CVD process, Cu sheet of thickness 25 m was cut into size of 1/2×1/4  

and then used as substrate. Initially, Cu foil was ultrasonicated in acetone for 10 min 

initially, followed by dipping in acetic acid for 10 min, and then washed with DI water. 

After drying, Cu foil was loaded into chamber. Schematic representing the process 

parameters of HFCVD in detail has been shown in Fig. 3.4. 

 

Fig. 3.4 Schematic of the process parameters for (a) BLG/Cu1 and (b) BLG/Cu2. 

 

 In this work, we have used graphene films deposited on Cu sheets on two 

synthesis parameters, bilayer graphene/Cu @ 850 C and bilayer graphene/Cu @ 950 

C, these samples are designated as BLG/Cu1 and BLG/Cu2 and illustrated in Fig.3.5. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 3.5 Optical images of as-grown S graphene (a) BLG/Cu1 and (b) BLG/Cu2 of 

size (1/2" x 1/4").  

 

3.3 Characterization techniques  

3.3.1 Raman spectroscopy  

 Raman analysis is mainly used to confirm the graphene layers as well as to 

estimate number of graphene layers. In this technique, a monochromatic light source 

(i.e. laser) is incident on the sample and the scattered light is detected. The scattered 

light is of same frequency as the frequency of light source, this type of scattering is 

known as Rayleigh or elastic scattering, in which photon retains its energy [4]. A very 

small amount of scattered light is shifted from the laser frequency, which happens due 

to interactions between the incident electromagnetic waves and vibrational energy levels 

of molecules in the sample. This scattering is called Raman scattering, in which photons 

lose part of their energy. In Raman spectroscopy, a frequency shift of inelastic scattered 

light from the sample is measured when a photon from an incident light produces a 

photon by striking on a molecule of sample. If the outcoming scattered light can be a 

photon with a lower frequency than the original photon, it is called stokes Raman 

scattering, whereas if a photon has higher frequency, such scattered light is known as 

anti-stokes Raman scattering [5]. Typically, the intensity of Raman scattering is 10
6
-
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10
9
times less than the Rayleigh scattered signal [4]. A typical set of Raman scattering 

experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.6.  

 

 

Fig. 3.6 Typical set up of Raman spectroscopy [6]. 

 

 Usually, Raman scattering signal shifted symmetrically in frequency with 

respect to the frequency (I) of excitation source. The magnitude of this Raman shift 

() is therefore directly equal to the vibration frequency of the crystal and is given by 

[4]: 

 

    (    )  
 

           (  )
 

 

  (  )
 (3.1) 

 

where             is the wavelength received from the sample in cm and    is the 

wavelength of incident light signal in cm.  
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We have used a high resolution Renishaw inVia Reflex Raman spectrometer, UK (with 

an excitation source of green laser 514.5 nm and 2.5 mW power) to characterize the 

graphene samples. Raman spectra of graphene on glass and quartz substrates are shown 

in Fig. 3.7 after curve fitting. 

 

 As shown in Fig. 3.7, three sharp peaks were observed and identified as G, 2D 

satellite and 2D bands. The peak position of these bands are found to be at D ~1341.83 

cm
-1

, G ~1587.12 cm
-1

, 2Dsatelite~2452.092 cm
-1

, and 2D  ~2688.67 cm
-1 

for graphene 

on glass substrate and for graphene on quartz substrate, we obtained D ~1341.83 cm
-1

, 

G ~1587.16 cm
-1

, 2Dsatelite~ 2452.73  cm
-1

, and 2D ~2688.82 cm
-1

. The barely visible 

D-band is indicating that graphene layers are defect free. The 2D to G-band (I2D/IG) 

ratio is found to be ~3.69 (on glass) and ~4.1 (on quartz), which confirms that a single 

layer graphene was on both the substrates. The full width half maxima (FWHM) of 2D 

 

 

Fig. 3.7 Raman spectra of graphene transferred on glass and quartz substrates. 
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band was found to be ~36 cm
-1

. The thickness of the graphene layer (t) can be obtained 

by the relation t = nd, where n represents the number of layers and d the thickness of 

single layer graphene (d = 0.335 nm) [6]. 

 Previously, Wang et al. (2009) [7]have investigated the phonon dispersions of 

graphene and graphene layers adopting force-constants model. They found that the 

phonon dispersions of different number of layers are similiar except for the low 

wavenumber region due to the very weak interlayer interactions of the graphene layers. 

They found that layer –number dependant softening of ωG can used to determine the 

layer number by using the relation:ωG= 1581.6 + 11/(1 + n
1.6

), where n is the number of 

graphene layer. Their calculated results are reported to provide comprehensive 

information about vibrational properties of graphene and graphene layers and helps on 

the interpretation of Raman scattering and infrared spectra. Gupta et al.(2006) [8]have 

studiedultra thin graphitic films (or nGls) obtained by mechanical transfer from an 

HOPG slab to a SiO2:Si substrate and measured the film thickness of various nGL 

flakes by averaging AFM z-scans. They found the value t = 0.355 nm for the thickness 

of a graphene layer by fitting the effective film thickness data h vs assigned layer 

number n as a straight line. They have reported that Raman spectra of nGLs is very 

sensitive to layer number (n), for n as large as n=10 and a simple 1/n behavior of the G-

band position studied. As the nGL D-band scattering intensity (1350 cm
-1

) is observed 

to strongly decrease as nincreases. 

The value of n in the procured graphene samples has been obtained using the following 

expressions [7-8], respectively,  

 

    (3.2) 
 

1
6.1581

116.1

1 



G

n
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and,  

     (3.3) 

 

Table 3.1 represents the thickness of graphene layer obtained by using Eqs. (3.2) and 

(3.3). 

 Table 3.1Determined layer thickness of graphene 

Substrate 
G
 t

1
(nm)

 

(Eq. (3.2))
 

t
2
(nm)

 

(Eq. (3.3))
 

Glass  1587.117 0.334 0.334 

Quartz  1587.160 0.330 0.331 

 

Similarly, Raman spectra for BLG/Cu1 and BLG/Cu2 are plotted and shown in Fig. 3.8. 

 

 In these spectra, three sharp peaks were indexed as D, G and 2D bands for as-

grown graphene samples after curve fitting. Raw data has been shown in insets. For 

BLG/Cu1,the peak positions are found at D ~1342 cm
-1

, G ~1588 cm
-1

, and 2D ~ 

2713 cm
-1

, and for BLG/Cu2, these values are at D ~1341cm
-1

, G ~1586 cm
-1

 and 2D 

 

Fig. 3.8 Raman Spectra of as- grown graphene films on Cu sheet for (a) BLG/Cu1 and 

(b) BLG/Cu2. 

 6.1581

5.5
2




G

n
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~2680 cm
-1

. The ratio I2D/IG is calculated as ~0.55 and ~0.64, respectively for BLG/Cu1 

and BLG/Cu2, which confirms that a bilayer graphene was on both Cu sheets. 

 

3.3.2 AFM characterization of graphene samples 

 To characterize the surface property of electrically non-conducting thin film at 

the micron and submicron scale, AFM is used, in which a sharp tip supported by a 

cantilever beam is utilized as the measuring probe. In addition, it contains a light source 

like a laser, a four quadrant photodiode and a scanner unit as shown in Fig. 3.9.  

 

 

Fig. 3.9 General components of AFM [10]. 

 

 It operates by measuring force between the probe and the surface of the sample 

like insulators [9]. The tip is generally in contact with the surface and any deflection of 
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the cantilever is monitored by position sensitive photodetector. In a non-contact mode, 

the cantilever is vibrated close to its resonance frequency. The vibration amplitude or 

frequency changes according to the tip-sample interaction and this change acts as a 

feedback in order to maintain a constant distance for tip to the sample surface. This 

mode is suitable for soft samples like biological or polymer samples.  

 We have used AFM system of Park System, model XE-100 to study the surface 

morphology of graphene samples. The AFM topography of graphene/glass and 

graphene/quartz is shown in Fig. 3.10(a-b) and Fig. 3.10(c-d), respectively.  

  

Fig. 3.10 AFM topography (a) 3D view of  graphene/glass (5 m) and (b) 

graphene/glass (5 m) (c) 3D view of graphene/quartz (10 m) and (d) graphene/quartz 

(10 m). 

Some thicker places represent the presence of bilayer graphene occurred due to 

covalently bonded oxygen and the displacement of sp
3
 hybridized carbon atoms slightly 
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above the single layer graphene. The graphene crystals are not found to be perfectly flat 

on glass and quartz, more ripples have been observed on glass than on quartz. These 

ripples may be due to roughness of the substrates or might be caused during the transfer 

of the graphene. 

 

3.4 Microwave characterization of graphene samples 

3.4.1 Vector network analyzer system 

 A vector network analyzer (VNA) is used to measure the scattering parameters 

of passive and active networks. It is a two-channel (or four-channel) microwave 

receiver and designed to process the magnitude and phase of the transmitted and 

reflected waves from the network. Fig. 3.11 shows the simplified block diagram of a 

VNA[11]. In operation, the RF source is usually swept over a specified bandwidth using 

a switch, which allows the system to be driven from either port 1 or port 2. The incident, 

reflected, and transmitted RF waves are sampled using a four-port reflectometer. Four 

dual-conversion channels down convert these RF signals to IF frequencies at 100-kHz, 

which are detected and then converted to digital form. An internal computer calculates 

and displays the magnitude and phase of the scattering parameters or other related 

quantities, like SWR, return loss, group delay, impedance, etc. The network analyzer 

consists of error-correcting software to improve the accuracy in the measurement. A 

calibration procedure is used to remove the errors caused by directional coupler 

mismatch, imperfect directivity, loss, and variations in the frequency response of the 

analyzer system. 
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Fig. 3.11 Block diagram of a vector network analyzer [11]. 

 

3.4.2 Microstrip line based measurement fixture 

 To extract the properties of a single layer graphene, we have used the microstrip 

line based measurement fixture as shown in Fig. 3.12(a), and the top and front view of 

the fixture are shown in Figs.3.12(b-c) [10]. The microstrip line has quasi-transverse 

electromagnetic (TEM) mode of propagation [11], which is slightly perturbed after 

loading. As shown in Fig.3.12(b), the fixture is cascaded by three parts in such a way 

that the central part was loaded (Part 2) whereas other remained parts were unloaded 

(Part 1 & 3). Part 1 and Part 3 have same physical dimensions. The characteristic 

impedance and propagation constant of these parts are assigned by Zn and n, where n is 

Part number i.e. 1, 2, 3. 
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 In the measurement fixture, the characteristic impedance and propagation 

constant in vacuum are denoted by Z0 (50 ) and          ,respectively, where f  is 

operating frequency in Hz and c is the velocity of light in m/s. Sincethe calibration 

planes of the vector network analyzer (VNA) are port A and port B, whereas the 

measurement planes for the sample are 1-1and 2-2 as marked. Using de-embedding 

method, the measurement plane can be shifted from Port A to 1-1 plane and from Port 

B to 2-2 plane, which is detailed in the next sub-section. The microstrip line of width 

 

Fig. 3.12(a) Microstrip line loaded with sample, (b) schematic representation of test 

fixture and (c) front view. 
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(w) 3.024 mm and length (l) 50.8 mm on flame epoxy resin (FR-4) substrate with 

relative permittivity (r) 4.4 and height (h) 1.5 mm was fabricated and shown along with 

text fixture in Fig. 3.13. 

 

 

Fig. 3.13 A microstrip line with measurement fixture. 

 

3.4.3 De-embedding method  

3.4.3.1 ABCD based method 

 The transmission (ABCD) parameters are defined in terms of the total voltages 

(Vi, Vj) and total currents (Ii, Ij)as shown in Fig. 3.11 and given as in matrix form 

below[11]: 

[
  

  
]=*

  
  

+ [
  

   
] (3.4) 

 

As [ABCD] parameters relate the parameters of port i with voltage and current at other 

port j, such parameters used to obtain response of a cascade of two or more two-port 

networks. Since the [ABCD] matrix of the cascade connection of two networks is equal 

Microstrip line  

on FR-4 substrate 

 

Measurement 

fixture containing 

coaxial connectors 
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to the product of the two [ABCD] matrices representing individual networks, such 

feature is used to de-embed the network parameter. 

 In transmission parameters (ABCD) based de-embedding method [12-13], first 

S-parameters of microstrip line unloaded and partly loaded over a length (l) were 

measured individually and then, S-parameters of loaded microstrip line, known as 

multilayer line (Part 2) can be deduced from the respective ABCD matrix. The first step 

in this de-embedding is to convert scattering (S)-parameters into transmission line 

[ABCD] parameters using the following conversion formulas [11]: 

 

     
(     )( -   )       

    
 (3.5) 

       
(     )(     )-      

    
 (3.6) 

     
 

  

( -   )( -   )-      

    
 (3.7) 

     
( -   )(     )       

    
 (3.8) 

 

Here, ZC is the characteristic impedance obtained from the measured S-parameters for 

unloaded and partly loaded microstrip line and Z0 is standard 50 .  

 

      √
(     )(     )       

(     )(     )       
 (3.9) 
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 For cascaded microstrip line, which consists of unloaded and loaded parts as 

shown inFig.3.21(b), the [ABCD]cascaded matrix is obtained from the S-parameters for 

unloaded and loaded cases, which can be arranged in following manner: 

 

                                                          (3.10) 

 

 For Eq. (3.10), [ABCD] matrix for unloaded case has been modified with the 

length corresponding to unloaded microstrip line length, by removing the length of 

sample (i.e. 25.4 mm). This modified [ABCD] matrix is then placed in the following 

Eq. (3.11) to obtain [ABCD] matrix of loaded microstrip line only.  

 

                           
- 

                              
- 

 (3.11) 

 

Then the S-parameters of microstrip line with loading only can be calculated 

back using the conversion Eqs. (3.12-3.157) from obtained [ABCD]loaded [11]. 
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 A MATLAB program for this de-embedding is given in Appendix A. In this 

process, since the edges of sample kept on the microstrip line denoted by 1-1and 2-2 

planes and these planes have been presumed to be symmetrical. Instead, this symmetry 

assumption leads to an error in the accurate extraction of S-parameters of the multilayer 

microstrip line i.e. Part 2 [14]. To minimize this asymmetry, first the impedances Z1 and 

Z3 are required to deduce and then included with impedance Z2 to get the modified 

ABCD matrix as per Eq. (3.11).   

3.4.3.2 Propagation constant based method 

 The drawback of [ABCD] based de-embedding method is the consideration of 

symmetry which requires further calculation of frequency dependent impedance values 

to remove asymmetry at the edges, 1-1and 2-2 planes. To simplify the process and 

obtain the S-parameters of loaded microstrip line i.e. Part 2 only, we have proposed a 

simple de-embedding method, where the propagation constants are directly obtained 

from the S-parameter measurements taken in both cases, when microstrip line is loaded 

and unloaded. The complex transmission coefficient as a scattering (S) parameter in 

terms of propagation constant () and length of microstrip line (l), can be expressed as, 

    |   | 
                                                         (3.16) 

 

 Since, the microstrip line is divided into three parts of length l1,l2 and l3 and 

propagation constants 1, 2and 3, respectively. Hence, we can write Eq. (3.16) as [15],  

 

       |   | 
 (              ) (3.17) 

Thus,  

                     (3.18) 
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Also in terms of measured S-parameters,   can be written as: 

 

     
 

 
  *

                       

    
+ (3.19) 

To obtain 2 of the second part, we simply use the relation  

      
(            )

  
 (3.20) 

In the cascaded microstrip line, discontinuity is formed at 1-1 and 2-2 planes as shown 

in Fig. 3.12(b). By considering this as an open discontinuity, it can be modelled as an 

extra length of line loaded without sample. This extra length of the line 'l ' can be 

estimated by following relation [16], 

           
(     ( )    )(

 

 
      )

(     ( )      )(
 

 
      )

 (3.21) 

where      ( ) is the static value of effective relative permittivity, hS is thickness of the 

sample under test, w and h are the width of microstrip line and height of the substrate, 

respectively. This length (l) is extended in both sides of multilayer microstrip line. To 

represent this length extension, effective length of Part 1 and Part 3 were further 

increased by 'l' whereas effective length of Part 2 i.e. multilayer microstrip line was 

decreased by twice of 'l'. Therefore, Eq. (3.20) can be re-written as, 

 

   
     (     )   (     )

      
 (3.22) 

  

Then, the effective relative permittivity of loaded microstrip line can be obtained from 

this propagation constant as       (    ⁄ )   [17]. The phase velocity of the waves in 

a microstrip line is expressed as,     √     ⁄  in a non-magnetic material (r = 1) and 
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the group velocity of waves can be obtained from        ⁄ , where c = 2.99  10
8
 

m/s, the velocity of the light. For the S-parameter measurement of microstrip line in the 

frequency range 100 MHz to 10 GHz, Anritsu VNA master model MS2083C/2 was 

used along with an SMA calibration kit.  

 

3.4.4 Conformal mapping technique for multilayer microstrip line 

 We have studied six samples i.e. glass, quartz, SLG on glass and quartz, two 

sample of as-grown BLG on Cu foil with different synthesis parameters. The 

arrangement for keeping these samples is shown in Fig.3.14. Loading by SLG/glass or 

SLG/quartz makes microstrip line structure as a three layer line (Fig.3.14b) having three 

dielectrics, FR-4, glass or quartz and SLG, whereas it becomes a two layer line, when 

loaded by BLG/Cu (Fig.3.14c). To analyze such complex structure, a conformal 

mapping technique is used to determine accurately frequency dependent parameters 

such as effective relative permittivity, characteristic impedance and complex 

propagation constant from DC to high frequency [18]. This technique is based on quasi-

TEM approximation. 
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Fig. 3.14 Loading ofmicrostrip line by sample, (a) schematic representation of center 

part loaded with (b) SLG/glass, and (c) BLG/Cu. 

 

 A point in the w-plane can be related to a given point in the z-plane with a 

function as shown in Fig. 3.15. Any point (x, y) in the z–plane provides some point 

(u,v) in the w-plane, and the function that accomplishes this transformation is called a 

coordinate transformation from the z-plane to w-plane. If the function consists of 

complex variables and is analytic, then a complex plane of z = x + jy is transformed into 

another complex plane of w = u + jv, and the infinitesimal shape is preserved during 

this transformation. This is called a conformal map [18]. The use of such conformal 
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map is to transform a complicated domain into a simple domain through the given 

function,    ( )[19]. 

 

 

Fig. 3.15 Conformal mapping of loaded microstrip line. 

 After loaded with BLG/Cu microstrip line will become  as a two-layer line and 

complex relative permittivity (   
 ) of the second layer i.e. BLG only can be calculated 

by using relation [19-21]: 

   
  

      
 

  
 

     
 

  
 (3.23) 

where       
  is complex effective relative permittivity,    

   and    
  are complex relative 

permittivity of the first layer (i.e. FR-4 substrate) and second layer (i.e. BLG), 

respectively. The filling factors q1 and q2 are given by 

     
 

    
   (

    

 
  ) (3.24) 

        (3.25) 
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The effective line width (wef) is 

 
 

      
  

 
   *     (

 

  
     )+ (3.26) 

where w is the width of microstrip line. 

 Loading with SLG/glass makes microstrip line as a three-layer line and complex 

relative permittivity (   
 ) of the third layer (i.e. SLG) is given by [19-21] as illustrated 

in Fig. 3.14(b): 

   
  

(      
       

 )     
 

(    )    
      (          )   

  (      
       

 )
 (3.27) 

 In Eq. (3.27),      
  is complex effective relative permittivity and    

 ,    
   and 

   
  are complex relative permittivity of FR-4 substrate, second layer (i.e. glass or quartz 

substrate) and third layer (i.e. SLG). In this case, the fillng factors q2 and q3 are 

calculated as follows: 

        
(    )

    
   *

        (      )

(         )
    (      )+ (3.28) 

where,    (    )  , h isthickness of FR-4 and h2 is thickness of glass or quartz, q1 

is given by Eq. (3.24). The constant v2 is given by, 

   
  

 
     [

  (     )

(       )
] (3.29) 

           
(    )

    
   *

        (      )

(         )
    (      )+ (3.30) 

where,    (       )  , h3 is thickness of SLG, and v3 is given by 
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     [

  (     )

(       )
] (3.31) 

 

3.4.5 Complex refractive index 

In order to study dispersion behaviour, we have obtained the refractive index (n) 

and extinction coefficient () by using the following Eqs.[22]: 

  (
√  
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 (3.32) 
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√  
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 (3.33) 

where   
  and   

   are real and imaginary parts of complex relative permittivity, 

respectively. 

 To obtain the behaviour of waves inside any material of refractive index (n), the 

phase velocity (  ) is expressed as,      ⁄  where c = 2.99  10
8
 m/s, the velocity of 

the light in a vacuum. The group velocity (   )  can then be deduced by using 

relation,             ⁄  where the wavelength is given by    
  

√ 
. This group 

velocity will then relate with the optical effective mass of photons as,    
       [23] 

where    1.054  10
-34 

J.s, and k is the wave vector (     ⁄ ),  is the angular 

frequency. These Eqs.(3.23- 3.33) were written in MATLAB program for two-layer and 

three-layer lines and intrinsic complex relative permittivity of the SLG and BLG were 

extracted. This MATLAB program is given in Appendix B.  
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 As shown in Fig. 3.14(a), the microstrip line with test fixture was connected 

between ports (A and B) of calibrated VNA model N5227A, Keysight Technologies 

Inc. and S-parameters were measured for unloaded and loaded microstrip line with all 

samples from 10 MHz to 26.5 GHz. 

 

3.5 Simulation software- AFORS-HET 

 In order to optimize cell parameters of graphene as well as silicon layer 

heterojunction solar cells, we used a numerical simulation tool AFORS-HET (Automat 

FORSimulation of HETero-structures) [24]. AFORS-HET provides the results of basic 

characterization techniques like current-voltage or quantum efficiency as well as 

advanced characterization techniques for example photo- and electroluminescence, 

photoconductance decay, surface photovoltage, impedance, capacitance/conductance, 

intensity modulated photocurrent spectroscopy or electrically detected magnetic 

resonance. Its graphical interface allows the visualization, storage and comparison of all 

simulation data as shown in Fig. 3.16. In addition an arbitrary parameter variation, 

multi-dimensional parameter-fitting and optimization can also be performed. An 

arbitrary sequence of semiconducting layers can be modelled by specifying the 

properties for corresponding layer and interfaces. AFORS-HET uses the Shockley-

Read-Hall recombination statistics to solve the one-dimensional semiconductor 

equations for various conditions like thermodynamic equilibrium, steady-state 

conditions under an external applied voltage or current and/or illumination, small 

additional sinusoidal modulations of the external applied voltage/illumination and 

transient conditions etc [24].  
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Fig. 3.16 Graphical interface of AFORS-HET software 
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Chapter 4 

Anomalous dispersion with exotic microwave transmission 

and dielectric properties in single layer graphene 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 In this chapter, the results of microwave characterization using microstrip line 

based measurement fixture are discussed in details.  The measured reflection and 

transmission parameters of both unloaded and loaded microstrip line in frequency range 

of 100 MHz to 10 GHz studied and then attenuation and phase constant parameters of 

loaded microstrip line were determined. The performance of adopted method for de-

embedding is also studied in terms of effective relative permittivity, phase velocity and 

group velocity with those obtained from standard de-embedding method based on 

[ABCD] parameters. The percent error obtained for each parameter is also estimated 

and found to be < 4 %.The results presented in this chapter have been published in 

Kamlesh Patel and Pawan K Tyagi, Journal of Alloys and Compounds 706 (2017) 

250-259,http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jallcom.2017.02.184. 

 

4.2 Microwave reflection and transmission characterization 

4.2.1 Reflection and transmission properties of single layer graphene/substrate  

 The measured reflection (S11, S22) and transmission (S12, S21) parameters of 

unloaded microstrip line, loaded with glass and graphene/glass substrate have been 

illustrated in Figs. 4.1(a-h). The parameters such as S11 and S22 represent the reflection 
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at input port 1 and output port 2, respectively and the lower value in dB for S11or S22 

indicates that reflection from line is less or line is matched. In the S11 and S22 magnitude 

response, multiple peaks are noticed at a regular interval of frequency (f). Since we 

have taken a microstrip line of length 50.8 mm, the frequency interval for multiple 

peaks can be estimated from       (  √     ( )), where      ( ) is the effective 

relative permittivity for the microstrip line used. For n=1 to 7, we have estimated the 

frequency intervals as 1.61 GHz, 3.19 GHz, 4.77 GHz, 6.30 GHz, 7.80 GHz, 9.33 GHz 

and 10.78 GHz in 100 MHz to 10 GHz range. The lower peaks in S11 (or S22) response 

also represent the cancellation of reflections and re-reflections i.e. multiple reflections 

from the coaxial connectors connected at the input port 1 and output port 2 of the 

microstrip line under measurement [1]. It is also possible for some re-reflected waves to 

cancel out each other at frequencies other than estimated, which may be indicated by the 

presence of additional peaks. So peaks are observed at 1.6 GHz, 2.37 GHz,3.00 

GHz,3.46 GHz, 4.36 GHz, 5.38 GHz, 6.63 GHz, 7.70 GHz, 8.47 GHz and 9.16 GHzin 

measured S11 (or S22) responses shown in Fig.4.1(a &g). Shift in frequency intervals 

from the estimated ones might be occurred due to non-consideration of imperfect 

coaxial connectors and microstrip line dispersion with frequency. The phase response of 

S11 (or S22) in Fig.4.1(b &h) contains peaks of values 180, where the average 

reflected wave changes phase against the incident signal.As shown in Figs. 4.1(a-b), 

input reflection coefficient (S11) magnitudes are observed to be high for glass and 

graphene/glass loadings on the microstrip line except upper peak at 697 MHz. It is also 

noticed that after loading the microstrip line with glass or graphene/glass, lower peaks 

observed at frequencies, 1.6 GHz, 5.38 GHz and 7.7 GHz shift towards low frequency. 

Similar results were obtained for S11 phase.  
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 The S21(or S12) magnitude response as shown in Fig. 4.1 (c & e) represent 

transmission over the microstrip line. Lower the value in dB for S21(or S12) indicates 

transmission loss due to signal reflection and/or absorption in transmission line used. 

Smaller peaks are observed at 637 MHz, 837 MHz, 2.35 GHz, 5.65 GHz (upper), 6.03 

GHz, 6.22 GHz and 8.57 GHz. As multiple reflections in S11 and S22 responses are 

noticed, re-reflections from both connectors caused peaks at these frequencies in S21 

(and S12) magnitude responses [1]. The S21 (and S12) phase response shows the 

transmission phase, which is the phase difference between the transmitted and incident 

waves. It is measured between 180 by the VNA, the peak positionsoccur at the 

frequency where the phase is 180 or - 180. In the measured response of S21(and S12) 

phase as shown in Fig.4.1(d & f), peak positions are found be at nearly 1.01 GHz, 2.95 

GHz, 4.86 GHz, 6.79 GHz and 8.62 GHz. As shown in Figs. 4.1(c-f), forward (S21) and 

reverse (S12) transmission magnitudes decreased as frequency increased. This might be 

happened due to the lossy behaviour of microstrip line on FR-4 substrate with 

frequency. On comparison with data of unloaded microstrip line, lower values of S21 

and S12 were found. This observation confirmed that the transmission loss is increased 

after loading microstrip line with glass and graphene/glass and exhibited similar 

properties upto 5 GHz. Also, the shift in phase values was found to become prominent 

with an increase in frequency. Figs. 4.1(g–h) shows that the values of S22 parameters in 

all the three cases have similar pattern like S11. Additional fluctuations observed above 

4 GHz represent more signals reflected in different amounts and magnitude (-15 dB) 

was found upto 8 GHz. The microstrip line has shown more reflections above 9 GHz, 

which reduced transmission significantly and can also seen as low values of S12 and S21. 

 The measured S-parameters for the unloaded microstrip line and loaded with 

quartz and graphene/quartz have been shown in Figs. 4.2(a-h).  
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Fig. 4.1 Complex S-parameters of different measurement configurations for without 

sample, with glass and graphene/glass, (a) magnitude of S11, (b) phase of S11, (c) 

magnitude of S12, (d) phase of S12, (e) magnitude of S21, (f) phase of S21, (g) magnitude 

of S22 and (h) phase of S22. 
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Fig. 4.2 Complex S-parameters of different measurement configurations for without 

sample, with quartz and graphene/quartz , (a) magnitude of S11, (b) phase of S11, (c) 

magnitude of S12, (d) phase of S12, (e) magnitude of S21, (f) phase of S21, (g) magnitude 

of S22 and (h) phase of S22. 
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 The behaviour of reflection parameters (S11 and S22) is found similar to previous 

case and only magnitude was slightly changed only at the peaks. The transmission 

coefficient (S21& S12) observations as shown in Figs. 4.2(c-f) suggest that 

graphene/quartz have additional losses as compared to quartz, which is a low loss 

material. In present case, when we compared the S21 and S12 parameters of unloaded and 

loaded microstrip line, both exhibited similar behaviour. However, the changes in the 

S21 and S12 phases are found to be identical for quartz and graphene/quartz, which are 

found to be increased with the frequency.  We have also noticed a little variation in S11 

and S22 parameters for both graphene/glass and graphene/quartz which reveals that well-

matched characteristic impedance can be obtained with graphene. Identical S21 and S12 

parameters further confirmed that graphene is passive and isotropic material. Such 

properties of graphene can be utilized in a reciprocal microwave component if few layer 

graphene with well-matched characteristic impedance can be made. 

 

4.2.2 Attenuation and phase constant of single layer graphene/substrate 

 By employing ABCD de-embedding method, de-embedded S-parameters of Part 

2 were obtained and then complex propagation constant (      ) was determined 

for each loadings i.e. glass, graphene/glass, quartz, and graphene/quartz [2], where α is 

the attenuation constant and β is the phase constant. The results are plotted inFig. 4.3. 

Few peaks in Fig. 4.5(a) were observed at 737 MHz, 2.65 GHz, and 3.98 GHz (lower), 

5.54 GHz, 6.61 GHz (lower), 7.96 GHz, 8.43 GHz, 9.02 GHz and 9.18 GHz (lower), 

which correspond to the peaks observed in S-parameters (Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2) and 

their values were found to depend more on the reflection not on the transmission. The 

attenuation constant was found to be high in both cases graphene/glass and 

graphene/quartz compared to unloaded case. This reveals that more microwave 
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absorption takes place as reported in previous studies [3]. Loses are found to be more in 

graphene/glass than the graphene/quartz. Also, as shown in Figs. 4.3(b & d), the phase 

constant () were found to be overlapping at most frequencies. However, infinitesimal 

changes were also observed at the peaks. So, it can be concluded that of 

graphene/glass and graphene/quartz are lagging in comparison to the glass and quartz. 

Although for the graphene/glass,  was found to be larger than that of graphene/quartz, 

their phase constant difference too varies with frequencies. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.3(a) Attenuation constant, (b) phase constant for glass and graphene/glass, (c) 

attenuation constant, and (d) phase constant for quartz and graphene/quartz. 
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4.3 Comparison of both de-embedding methods for single layer 

graphene/substrate 

4.3.1 Effective relative permittivity 

 The complex propagation constants were obtained for Part 2 of the microstrip 

line, which is the multilayer loaded microstrip lineusing the ABCD and adopted de-

embedding method. The effective relative permittivity(reff) was then obtained from the 

frequency dependent complex propagation constant for these materials as       

(    ⁄ ) [4]. The real and imaginary parts of reff obtained by two de-embedded 

methods were plotted as shown in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5. 

 

 

Fig. 4.4 Real reff using ABCD and adopted method (a) glass, (b)graphene/glass, (c) 

quartz and (d) graphene/quartz. 
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 The real reff  of glass and graphene/glass are found to be in range of 4.80 to 3.89 

while for quartz and graphene/quartz, these values are in range of 4.76 to 3.87 in 2 - 10 

GHz frequency range. Similar values of real reff from 5.5 to 3 in 500 MHz to 6 GHz 

have been evaluated for graphene/glass earlier [4]. Slightly high real reff for 

graphene/glassmight be due to higher thickness of graphene layer on glass (0.334 nm) 

than on the quartz(0.331 nm). Steep peaks and falls in real reff  values were observed in 

frequency below 1 GHz as reff  of the microstrip line is highly frequency dependent in 

lower range.The percent error is below 4% in the real reff values obtained from standard 

ABCD and adopted de-embedding methods.  

 

 

Fig. 4.5 Imaginary reff using ABCD and adopted method (a) glass, (b) graphene/glass, 

(c) quartz and (d) graphene/quartz. 
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 As shown in Fig. 4.5 the imaginary part of reff for glass, graphene/glass, quartz 

and graphene/quartz were found to be ~ 0.15 in major frequency range from 100 MHz 

to 10 GHz. In addition, certain peak values between 0.05 to 0.5 in imaginary reff  were 

observed at 1 GHz (lower), 3 GHz (lower), 4 GHz (upper) and 5 GHz (lower). The 

imaginary reff forgraphene/glass and graphene/quartz were found to be high than for 

glass and quartz loadings and at frequency ~ 6.61 GHz, sharp upper and lower peaks 

were seen, whereas lower magnitude of peaks in case of glass substrate was observed. 

The percent error in the imaginary reffis obtained below 1% on comparing the results 

obtained from the standard ABCD and the adopted de-embedding methods. This again 

confirms that adopted method is accurate de-embedding method and can be applied for 

faster and simpler calculation to obtain the microwave properties like the effective 

relative permittivity etc. 

 

4.3.2 Phase velocity  

 On further analysis, phase velocities (vp) in presence of graphene layers have 

been obtained from both de-embedding methods and compared in Fig. 4.6(a-d). With 

frequency, the phase velocities for all studied materials were increased from 5.74  10
7
 

m/s @ 100 MHz to 7.67  10
7
 m/s @ 10 GHz. Fig. 4.6 shows that vp also has some 

peaks or falls at frequencies 817 MHz (lower), 877 MHz (upper), 2.82 GHz (upper, not 

observed in case of glass), 4.38 GHz (upper), 6.6 GHz (lower) and 8.53 GHz (upper). It 

is observed that in the case of microstrip line loadings with graphene/glass and 

graphene/quartz, vp was found to be lower than that of microstrip line loaded with bare 

glass and quartz. This confirms that the waves propagation becomes slower in graphene. 

As the peaks of vp shifted slightly towards high frequency for quartz and 
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graphene/quartz, the waves propagate faster in quartz and graphene/quartz than in the 

glass and graphene/glass. 

 

 

Fig. 4.6 Phase velocity vp(m/s) using ABCD and adopted method (a) glass, 

(b)graphene/glass, (c) quartz and (d) graphene/quartz. 

 

4.3.3 Group velocity  

 The phase velocities from both de-embedding methods were used to obtain the 

group velocities for the respective loadings and shown in Fig. 4.7(a-d). The group 

velocity (vg) has been decreased from 1.6  10
9
 m/s @ 100 MHz to 1.1  10

9
 m/s @ 10 

GHz. A peak of 2.0  10
9
 m/s at 817 MHz and falls at certain frequencies were 

observed in vg as shown in Fig. 4.7(a – d), which correspond to sharp fall or rise in the 
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phase velocity (vp). In graphene/glass and graphene/quartz, higher vg signals that the 

wave packets are moving faster than those formed in glass and quartz in the measured 

frequency range. Largervg than the velocity of light (c) and vp as well, confirms that the 

studied materials are anomalous dispersive and absorb more microwaves in the presence 

of graphene.  

 

 

Fig. 4.7 Group velocity vg (m/s) using ABCD and adopted method (a) glass,  

(b)graphene/glass, (c) quartz and (d) graphene/quartz. 

 

 Transparent substrates like glass and quartz have selective absorption bands in 

the infrared and ultraviolet regions and posses anomalous dispersion, lower in the 

microwave region [5-6]. For our graphene/substrate, higher reff andvg indicates that the 
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amount of anomalous dispersion has been increased as compared to bare substrate. 

Thus, the single graphene layer on glass and quartz is found to have anomalous 

dispersion. This may happened due to lower charge carrier concentration and 

interelectron interaction in the measured frequency range [7]. As group velocity 

represents the velocity at which the microwave energy is propagated, and found to be 

larger than vp,confirms thathigh frequency waves propagate faster than those having 

lower frequencies in the single layer graphene/substrate. The values of vg and vp from 

both de-embedding methods were compared and the percent error is found to be below 

3%.  

 

4.4 Summary 

 In this chapter, we have reported the microwave transmission and dielectric 

properties of CVD-grown single layer graphene on glass and quartz substrates which 

have been studied in frequency range of 100 MHz to 10 GHz.De-embedding method 

based on the propagation constants is adopted to determine the effective relative 

permittivity of graphene layer. Graphene layer deposited on the substrate is found to 

exhibit higher absorption than the bare glass as well as quartz substrate in range of 2 - 

10 GHz. We compared all parameters obtained by using standard ABCD de-embedding 

method and adopted method and found to be similar. This confirmed that the adopted 

method can be used to estimate the effective relative permittivity accurate and also the 

phase and group velocities. In both cases, graphene on glass and quartz, the maximum 

values of phase velocity are found to be  8.57  10
7
 m/s at 4.12 GHz and  9.13  10

7
 

m/s at 4.52 GHz, respectively whereas the respective maximum group velocities for 

these materials are found to be  2.0  10
9
 m/s and  1.9  10

9
 m/s at 817 MHz. The 
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experimental results show that in graphene, phase velocity of waves decreased whereas 

the group velocity increased. The observed anomalous dispersion in the single layer 

graphene/substrate causes the absorption of microwaves in the frequency range of 100 

MHz - 10 GHz as vg>vp. 

 The work presented in this chapter has two contributions, first validation of our 

adopted de-embedding method based on the propagation constants against the existing 

[ABCD] based method [8-9] which also requires impedance determination taking 

account for asymmetry at the edges of graphene/substrate [2]. Our adopted method is 

comparatively easierto deduce the complex effective relative permittivity on loading 

with graphene/glass, which are found similar to reported earlier [4]. Since the 

occurrence of strong optical anomalous dispersion has been reported in single layer 

graphene (SLG) and bilayer graphene (BLG) at 633 nm using Picometrology [10]. So 

the second contribution is the confirmation of anomalous dispersion in the single layer 

graphene at the microwave frequency range by utilizing simple method, where we 

compared the phase velocity and group velocity relationship in presence of graphene. 
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Chapter 5 

Optical effective mass of photon in single layer and  

bilayer graphene 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 In this chapter, the results of microwave measurements performed in microstrip 

line based fixture for unloaded microstrip line and loaded with single layer graphene 

transferred on glass/quartz, and with bilayer graphene/Cu sampled are discussed in 

details. The complex relative permittivity and complex refractive index of studied 

material are extracted using conformal mapping technique and are discussed in detail 

for frequency range of 10 MHz to 26.5 GHz which is found to be little dispersive in the 

lower frequency range below 2 GHz.Afterwards, the phase velocity and group velocity 

are presented to describe the behavior of waves inside the single layer and bilayer 

graphene. Finally, by applying by the wave-particle duality by associating a photon with 

a wave-packet, and particle velocity (vp) with group velocity (vg) of wave-packet, the 

results for optical mass of photons in single layer and bilayer graphene are discussed. 

The results presented in this chapter have been published in Kamlesh Patel and Pawan 

K. Tyagi, Carbon 121 (2017) 56-62, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.carbon.2017.05.057. 

 

5.2 Microwave characterization of bilayer graphene/Cu 

 5.2.1 Reflection and transmission properties of bilayer graphene/Cu  

The measured reflection (S11, S22) and transmission (S12, S21) parameters of both 

unloaded microstrip line and the ones loaded with BLG/Cu1 and BLG/Cu2, have been 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.carbon.2017.05.057
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compared and plotted inFig. 5.1(a-h). Similar to S-parameter responses in Fig. 4.1 and 

Fig. 4.2, multiple peaks are noticed in the magnitude and phase responses for these 

measurements.Since S-parameter measurements are performed by connecting coaxial 

connectors at both end of the microstrip line, discontinuity occurs at the coaxial 

connector/microstrip line interface and multiple reflections are generated in broad 

frequency range [1]. These reflections cause the peaks in S-parameter responses. In 

measurement results shown for S11 (or S22) responses in Fig.5.1(a &g), peaks are 

observed at 859 MHz, 1.44 GHz, 3.03 GHz, 4.34 GHz, 5.63 GHz, 7.86 GHz, 9.24 GHz, 

12 GHz, 13.44 GHz, 14.71 GHz, 16.68 GHz, 18.11 GHz, 19.49 GHz, 20.98 GHz, 22.46 

GHz and 23.85 GHz. The shift in the frequency interval from estimated values is also 

noticed in these measurements. The phase change in average reflected wave is shown in 

the S11 (and S22) phase responses. 

Input reflection coefficient (S11) is found to be high for BLG/Cu1 and BLG/Cu2 

in the frequency range up to 11 GHz. As electromagnetic fields confined into FR-4 

substrate and bilayer graphene covered by Cu, which eventually observed the change in 

effective impedance of microstrip line [1]. In Fig. 5.1(a), BLG/Cu2 is found to be more 

reflective than BLG/Cu1 in lower frequency range <10 GHz. At further higher 

frequency, more field lines are in FR-4 substrate, so S11 for both loadings is almost 

unchanged and has similar values as for the unloaded microstrip line from about 11 

GHz to 26.5 GHz. The phase of S11 also has frequent shifts at lower frequencies below 

10 GHz and only one lower shift near 20 GHz in the range 15 to 26.5 GHz is seen in 

Fig. 5.1(b). As the phase change of S11 is similar for BLG/Cu1 andBLG/Cu2, it indicates 

both may have same material reflection properties. 

In Fig. 5.1(c & e), S12 and S21 magnitudes present the transmission of 

microwave signal with some smaller peaks. These peaks are obtained at 806 MHz, 2.82 
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GHz, 5.95 GHz, 10.15 GHz, 14.07 GHz, 21.88 GHz, 23.20 GHz and 24.42 GHz due to 

multiple reflections. The frequencies corresponds to 180or -180 phase change are 

found as 1.018 GHz, 3.09 GHz, 5.16 GHz, 7.17 GHz, 9.19 GHz, 11.16 GHz, 13.12 

GHz, 15.08 GHz, 16.99 GHz, 18.96 GHz, 20.82 GHz, 22.57 GHz and 24.91 GHz and 

has a frequency interval 2  0.14 GHz. Most of these frequencies are near to frequency 

interval values obtained in S11 (or S22) magnitude responses (Fig. 5.1).In Fig. 5.1(c & 

e), the magnitudes of forward (S21) and reverse (S12) transmission parameters are found 

to be decreased as frequency increased and this might be due to the lossy nature of 

microstrip line. Lower values of S21 and S12 for BLG/Cu1 and BLG/Cu2 pointed towards 

transmission loss on loading of microstrip line. Up to 13 GHz, BLG/Cu2 has 

shownhigher transmission loss than BLG/Cu1 except near 9 GHz, and then both S21 and 

S12 parameters decreased in same order with frequency. In addition, high values greater 

than -15 dB of S11 and S22 suggested that unloaded microstrip line became higher 

reflecting at frequencies above 9 GHz. For BLG/Cu1 and BLG/Cu2 loading, a minor shift 

of transmission phase is observed in comparison to microstrip line as shown in Fig. 

5.1(d & f). In Fig. 5.1(g & h), S22 has shown high values for both loadings on unloaded 

microstrip line and the reflection (S22) phase changes values analogous to that of S11. 

For both BLG samples, little variations in S11 (and S22) and identical S21 (and S12) 

suggested that BLG can offer a reciprocal and moderate dielectric loss of 2 to 5 dB. 
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Fig. 5.1 Complex S-parameters of microstrip line unloaded, loaded with BLG/Cu1 and 

BLG/Cu2, (a) magnitude of S11, (b) phase of S11, (c) magnitude of S12, (d) phase of S12, 

(e) magnitude of S21, (f) phase of S21, (g) magnitude of S22 and (h) phase of S22. 

 

 Similarly, the microwave reflection and transmission properties of single layer 

graphene transferred on glass and quartz were obtained and found to be same as 

discussed in Section 4.2 of chapter 4. Multiple measurements for both loaded and 

unloaded microstrip line have been taken to minimize the measurement error. We have 

compared the three measurement results to estimate the measurements errors and the 

maximum measurement errors were found to be ~ 6.8 % and 11 % in magnitude and 
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phase values of S-parameters, respectively. The details of multiple measurements (see 

Fig. C1-7 in Appendix C) and maximum standard deviation associated with each S-

parameter are given in Table C1 in Appendix C.   

 

5.3 Graphene properties in the microwave frequencies 

 To distinguish graphene films on various substrates,single layer graphene films 

transferred on glass and quartz respectively are continued to be designated as SLG/glass 

and SLG/quartz, and two bilayer graphene films deposited on Cu sheets at different 

synthesis conditions are designated as BLG/Cu1 and BLG/Cu2. After de-embedded S-

parameters for loaded microstrip line with SLG/glass, SLG/quartz, BLG/Cu1 and 

BLG/Cu2, the complex propagation constant (      ) was determined [2], where α 

is the attenuation constant and β is the phase constant. The effective relative permittivity 

reff2 of multilayer microstrip line (Part 2) was calculated using (    )⁄  
[3], where 

         , f  is operating frequency in Hz and c is the velocity of light in m/s. By 

applying the conformal mapping technique [4-6], we obtained the complex relative 

permittivity (  
 ) of both SLG and BLG using formulas which have given in Section 3.4 

of chapter 3. Based on these formulas, the intrinsic properties of these graphene layers 

extracted using the MATLAB program are given in Appendix B. 

 

5.3.1 Complex relative permittivity  

 Fig. 5.2 shows the complex relative permittivity (  ) consisting of real part (  
 ) 

and imaginary part (  
 ) for all graphene films and the results are compared with those of 

the bare glass properties to validate the evaluation process.  
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Fig. 5.2 (a) Real (  
 )and (b) imaginary (  

 )parts of complex relative permittivity (  ) 

for SLG and BLG on various substrates. 

 

The real part (  
 ) for bare glass has been found in 5.17 – 5.30 range and 

imaginary part was in the range of 0.0001- 0.01. These values are in good agreement 

with the Corning glass substrate of r = 5.27 – 0.009î, which is provided in 

manufacturer's specifications. This agreement validates our adopted evaluation process 

to obtain the complex relative permittivity. Fig. 5.2(a) shows that the real part (  
 ) of 

SLG/glass and SLG/quartz decreases from 7.62 @ 10 MHz to ~ 6.71 @ 1.92 GHz and 

remains stable at  6.80 for frequencies above 5 GHz, whereas the imaginary part (  
 ) 

decreases from  9.58 @ 10 MHz to 8.47 @ 1.92 GHz. In both the parts of r,slightly 

higher variation for SLG/glass than SLG/quartz were observed over most of the 

frequencies as in the insets of Fig. 5.2(a-b), which may be due to strong van der Waals 

forces between SLG/quartz than that in SLG/glass.For both BLG/Cu1 and BLG/Cu2, 

same values of   
  and   

  are obtained in the range of 5.58 – 5.67 and 6.97 – 7.025, 

respectively. These both parts become constant to values 5.60 and 7.02, respectively 

for the frequency greater than 2 GHz. Insignificant variations in   
  and   

 with 
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frequency have been observed for BLG/Cu1 and BLG/Cu2as illustrated in the insets of 

Fig. 5.2(a-b). Our results pointed out that BLG synthesized by HFCVD can have nearly 

constant   
  and it can absorb almost same amount of microwave energy as by SLG, 

whereas difference in   
 , suggests that BLG will have less dissipation in the form of 

heat than SLG in addition to frequency independent behaviour. This nature of BLG can 

be used as a high power microwave absorber and also for broadband substrate material 

for planar microwave passive components with constant properties with frequency. We 

fabricated microstrip line on FR-4 substrate, which is DURAVER


-E-Cu quality 104 

and has very low profile Cu foil with a surface roughness of about 0.6 m. We 

estimated that this roughness may affect the relative permittivity of studied materials 

only up to 3% in 10 MHz to 26.5 GHz [7]. 

 

5.3.2 Complex refractive index 

 The obtained optical properties of graphene films (n,) with frequency are 

shown in Fig. 5.3. 

 

Fig. 5.3 (a) Refraction coefficient (n) and (b) extinction coefficient () of SLG and BLG 

on various substrates. 
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 With frequency, the refractive index (n) of SLG decreased from 3.15 @ 10 MHz 

to 2.95 @ 6.5 GHz and remains near this value with minor variations as shown in Fig. 

5.3(a), whereas in Fig. 5.3(b), value of extinction coefficient () for SLG is slightly 

decreased from 1.52 to 1.43.  Compared to SLG/glass, these values are slightly lower in 

SLG/quartz, which is similar to differences in their surface interactions. Instead, in both 

samples BLG/Cu1 and BLG/Cu2, same values of n and were obtained and these are 

~2.69 and ~ 1.28, respectively. Thus, SLG is found to be more dispersive than BLG at 

frequency below 1 GHz. 

 

5.4 Behaviour of waves in single layer and bilayer graphene  

5.4.1 Phase velocity and group velocity 

 The phase velocity and group velocity are obtained for each graphene film in the 

frequency range from 10 MHz to 26.5 GHz and the results are shown in Fig. 5.4. 

 

 

Fig. 5.4 (a)Phase velocity vp(m/s)and (b)groupvelocity vg (m/s) in SLG and BLG on 

various substrates. 

 As the frequency increased, the phase velocities in SLG also slightly increases 

from 0.95  10
8
 m/s @ 10 MHz to 1.04  10

8
 m/s @ 1.2 GHz and then remains at 
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10
8
m/sat highfrequency with insignificant variations. As shown in the inset of Fig. 

5.4(a), the phase velocity in BLG, is found to be almost constant with frequency and it 

is near  1.11  10
8
 m/s. High vp in BLG than in SLG/glass or SLG/quartzindicates 

somewhat faster propagation of waves. In addition, it is also suggesting that the waves 

propagate faster with increasing number of graphene layers and with almost constant 

velocity at higher frequencies. Fig. 5.5(b) shows that group velocity (vg) has been 

reduced from 1.11  10
8
 m/s @ 10 MHz to 1.02  10

8
 m/s @ 1.1 GHz for SLG/glass, 

and then it varies significantly within 4% till 26.5 GHz, whereas for SLG/quartz, vg has 

nominal variations with frequency. At certain frequencies, peaks and falls were 

observed in vg for SLG. In BLG, higher vg is found to be around 1.11  10
8
 m/s, which 

represents faster propagation of microwave energy in BLG. In addition, vg has been 

foundto be slightly higher than vp at most of frequencies for SLG, it indicates that SLG 

may have little anomalous dispersive behaviour than BLG. In BLG, a linear dispersion 

is possible as vpand vg have similar range of values. We estimated that this may be due 

to lower inter-electron and electron-photon interactions in the measured frequency range 

in BLG [8]. 

 

5.4.2 Optical effective mass of photons 

 We have presumed that in 2D graphene vg ≈ vf ≈ vp exhibits and photons can 

propagate with the velocity same as vg in graphene and have effective 

mass    
 [9,10].Here, optical effective mass    

  for SLG and BLG are obtained from 

the group velocity and is normalized with the free electron mass,  = 9.107  10
-31 

kg 

and shown in Fig. 5.5(a-d). 
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Fig.5.5 Variation of optical effective mass    
     in SLG and BLG on various 

substrates. 

 

 The mass ratio (   
   ⁄ )is started from a value around 10

-10 
@10 MHz and 

increases linearly to  0.2  10
-8 

@ 26.5 GHz and  0.16  10
-8 

@ 26.5 

GHz,respectively for SLG and BLG. With frequency, the behaviour of    
 depends the 

wave vector (k), as k is directly proportional to frequency, even group velocity (vg) has 

little frequency dependence behaviour as shown in Fig. 5.5(b). In Fig. 5.5(a & c), the 

obtained    
  appears to have same values irrespective of the substrate (glass or quartz) 

for SLG or synthesis parameters for BLG. To further verify it, we plotted the mass ratio 

in limited frequency band, 5 to 6 GHz and it was observed in Fig. 5.5(b) that    
  in 

SLG/glass has significant variations than that in SLG/quartz as well as in BLG/Cu (Fig. 

5.5d). Thus, it can be said that insignificant variations in    
  would make BLG as a 
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good candidate for the substrate material in the microwave components. As the 

properties discussed here for BLG are frequency independent in large frequency range, 

it can be utilized in broadband frequency applications. Such information on BLG 

provided by our investigation will help in the future study for effective utilization of 

graphene in microwave passive components. 

 

5.5 Summary 

 Transmission, dielectric and optical properties of SLG transferred on glass and 

quartz substrates, and bilayer graphene as-grown on Cu foil have been analyzed and 

compared in frequency range of 10 MHz to 26.5 GHz. S-parameter measurements have 

been performed in microstrip line based measurement fixture and real and imaginary 

parts of complex relative permittivity have been obtained, which confirmed that BLG is 

a better dielectric material than the SLG as it dissipates less microwave energy. 

Furthermore, the refractive index in single layer and bilayer graphene were found to be 

higher at lower frequency below 1.5 GHz, which is used to estimate the phase velocity 

in the graphene samples. The phase velocities are found to be  1.04  10
8
 m/s and  

1.11  10
8
 m/s in single and bilayer graphene, respectively, whereas little high group 

velocities are found in range of 2 to 26.5 GHz. In BLG, high phase velocity and group 

velocity represent faster propagation of energy and their relation suggests the linear 

dispersion. We experimentally determined the optical effective mass of photon in these 

graphene samples. In single and bilayer graphene, the optical effective mass has been 

found to vary from  0.72  10
-10     to  0.2  10

-8   in a frequency range between 1 

GHz and 26.5 GHz. Lower effective mass of photons in BLG resulted owing to smaller 

refractive index, which in turn suggests minor interaction between photon-charge 
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carriers. The present study would help to utilize the graphene in the microwave passive 

and reciprocal components as a substrate material in broad frequency range. 

 On context to graphene properties reported earlier [3], this chapter has presented 

the dielectric and optical properties of SLG and BLG in a broad frequency range of 10 

MHz to 26.5 GHz. As BLG has shown encouraging dielectric properties due to less 

dispersion, the microwave passive devices reported in section 2.3 of chapter 2 will 

perform better if developed by utilizing bilayer graphene. Earlier, the complex 

refractive index was reported for CVD graphene using non-destructive method such as 

broadband spectrophotometery [11] and spectroscopic ellipsometry [12] in 300 – 1000 

nm wavelengths. In the work presented here, we have determined n and  in the 

microwave frequency range in order to understand dispersion more specifically. The 

methods described to accomplish these properties are practical, simple and scalable 

since sample holder (microstrip line) involves simple planar geometries. Since only 

effective electron mass (  
 ) was reported to be 0.012  [13] and 0.041  [14] in SLG 

and BLG, respectively, optical effective mass of photons was required to understand the 

behaviour of microwaves inside the SLG and BLG. By utilizing the energy dispersion 

relationship proposed for graphene [9-10], we considered, vg ≈ vf ≈ vp is exhibited in 2D 

graphene and photons can have effective mass   
 . This effective mass was found to 

change insignificantly with the frequency. 
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Chapter 6 

Application of p-type graphene as a transparent  

conducting electrode  

 

6.1. Introduction 

 In this chapter, simulation of p-graphene/n-crystalline silicon heterojunction 

solar cell configured as TCO (ITO)/p-Gr/n-cSi/Ag structure using AFORS-HET 

software under the illumination conditions of AM1.5G had been carried out. Details of 

simulation parameters for graphene and silicon layers as well as front and back contacts 

are given. The effects of parameter changes on cell parameters are discussed for each 

layer. After optimizing first the graphene layer, the parameters of silicon layer has been 

varied and effects are discussed. For best cell, spectral response and quantum efficiency 

are also described in addition to the analysis of temperature dependence of such high 

efficiency cell. The presented results in this chapter have been published in Kamlesh 

Patel and Pawan K. Tyagi, Carbon 116 (2017) 744-752, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/ 

j.carbon.2017.02.042. 

 

6.2. p-graphene/nc-Si solar cell structure 

 In graphene, Fermi Level in graphene is always either remained in the 

conduction or in the valence band due to gapless or small bandgap. This makes 

graphene to behave differently than others 2D semiconducting materials and it becomes 

insulating if Fermi level enters the bandgap.Giannazzo et al. 2011 reported that2D 

semiconductor systems exhibit bandgap of > 1 eV and such bandgap results in 
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completely different electron-doped or hole-doped structures [1]. In graphene, the 

nature of carrier changed at the Dirac point from electrons to holes (or vice versa) [1]. 

For understanding the carrier transport in single and multilayer graphene, a diffusion-

drift theory has been developed [2]. A semiconductor system is known as ideal 2D 

system only if that system has one physical dimension in order of Fermi wavelength. 

Fermi wavelength is reported as    (     √  ⁄ )nm for graphene, where n is the 

sheet carrier density in cm
−2 

[1, 3]. It is also reported that if n approaches to ∼10
15 

cm
-2

, 

 F would be order of 1 nm [4]. Therefore, doped graphene as well as bilayer graphene 

cannot satisfy the condition <t> F,where <t> is the average thickness for a 2D electron 

system. Furthermore, it was reported that if multilayer or single layer graphene is 

integrated with silicon wafer then 2D transport equation can be coupled with 3D 

equations [2]. Since in graphene/crystalline silicon heterojunction solar cell, sheet 

carrier density (n2D) is in cm
−2

 and can be obtained in terms of doping concentration 

using relation  3.3×10
-8

×NA, where NA is doping concentration in cm
-3

. Since, carrier 

density can be controlled by chemical doping, which can further influenced the work 

function as well as cell resistance. In addition, the work function changes with effective 

valence band density. So in gapless graphene, 2D carrier density and effective valance 

band density can be obtained by multiplying the film thickness with the bulk values.  

 In the present work, basic structure of p-graphene/n- crystalline silicon 

heterojunction solar cell was taken as TCO (ITO)/p-Gr/n-cSi/Ag and shown in Fig. 6.1 

(a). Here, transport of carrier has been made along c-axis of graphene. Hence, graphene 

is presumed as quasi 3D in nature in the simulated work. In this structure, a layer of 

SiO2 is introduced to insulate the direct carrier transport through TCO (contact) to n-cSi 

layer so that transport will only be made through the graphene layer [5-6]. Here, ITO is 
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taken as TCO material and deposited on the top of graphene. Experimentally, ITO can 

be deposited by using electron beam and pulsed layer deposition (PLD) techniques 

directly on graphene transferred on SiO2/Si pattern substrate [7-9] as these deposition 

techniques do not harm the graphene.  

 

  

 

Fig. 6.1 Graphene/silicon heterojunction solar cell. (a) Schematic diagram of simulated 

structure, where ITO is on the top of graphene (b) Schematic diagram of p-type 

graphene/ n-c silicon interface, where G ,Si and Si are the graphene work function, 

silicon work function, and the silicon electron affinity, respectively.  
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 The illumination conditions were kept as the monochromatic intensity (photon 

flux) of 1  10
16

 cm
-2

s
-1

 with 10 nm spectral width in the range of 300 – 1200 nm to 

simulate the quantum efficiency (QE).For the initial simulation study, thickness, 

refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) of single layer graphene were taken as 

0.334 nm, 2.7 and 1.45, respectively [10-11]. Then, six parameters of graphene were 

changed in the feasible ranges and these parameters were the acceptor concentration 

(NA), bandgap (Eg), effective conduction and valance band densities (NC/NV), electron 

affinity (), relative permittivity (r) and electron mobility (n). Later, the simulation 

was performed for different layer numbers of graphene, where thickness was taken as a 

seventh parameter.  

 On achieving an efficiency around 6.75 % after optimizing the p-Gr layer, we 

switched to optimize the parameters of n-type crystalline silicon (n-cSi) like the donor 

concentration (ND), effective conduction and valance band densities (NC/NV), the 

electron affinity () and thickness for n-cSi layer. The parameters such as relative 

permittivity (r), electron mobility (n) and bandgap (Eg) of n-cSi were kept at their 

standard values as per the previous available reports [12-14]. The highest efficiency is 

achieved in single layer p-Gr/n-cSi heterojunction cell after the full optimization of the 

layer parameters of graphene as well as silicon layers.  

 As shown in Fig. 6.1(a), the graphene and semiconductor interface barrier is 

ideally Schottky in nature. In the p-Gr/n-cSi solar cell, a built-in voltage developed at 

the graphene/silicon (Gr/Si) interface due to recombination of the majority charge 

carriers. However, minority charge carriers, i.e. holes in the n-cSi layer, tend to move 

towards the p-type graphene layer and the energy levels bend upward near the Gr/Si 

interface [15].  
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This voltage (VBI) is equal to the difference of the barrier height (BI) and energy gap 

(Eg) in the silicon. Also, the barrier height (BI) is defined as per the following 

equations [5], 

           (6.1) 

                (
  

  
⁄ )

  

     (6.2)

 

              (
  

  
⁄ )

 

     (6.3)

 

 

  

where G, G, Si, and Si are the graphene work function and affinity, the silicon work 

function and the silicon affinity, respectively, kB (= 1.38 × 10
-16

 cm
2
 kgs

-1
) is the 

Boltzmann constant, T is a room temperature (300 K). Here ND and NC are the donor 

concentration and the effective conduction band density of the n-cSi in Eq. (6.2), 

respectively. In Eq. (6.3), NA and NV are the acceptor concentration and effective 

valence band density of the graphene layer, respectively. 

 As device was illuminated,first, electron and hole (e-h) pairs generated in the 

cell and then separated at the interface due to the built-in voltage. These newly 

generated minority carriers move towards the p-Gr and n-cSi regions, respectively, as 

shown in Fig. 6.1(b) [15]. These newly generated charge carriers enhance the carrier 

density in the respective regions and develop an open circuit voltage (VOC)when the cell 

is open circuited. At the time of short-circuiting, the excess charge carriers are collected 

at the contact electrodes, which resulted a short- circuit current (ISC) flowing in the 

external circuit. The details of contacts including front as well as back have been 
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tabulated in Table 6.1. The values and ranges of various parameters are tabulated in 

Table 6.2. 

Table 6.1: Details of the front and back contact parameters of the cell used for  

simulation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Parameters Front contact Back contact 

Width (cm) 8×10
-6

 0.001 

File ITO.nk Ag.nk 

Metal work function Yes (flatband) Yes (flatband) 

Absorption loss ITO.abs 0 

External reflection constant aSicSi_ITO.ref 0 

Surface condition Plane Plane 

Internal reflection constant 0 0 
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Table 6.2: The values and ranges of layerparameters taken for the simulation of  

the cell structure. 

Input Parameters                                                     p-Gr n-cSi            

Relative permittivity, r 4 – 11 11.9 

Electron mobility, n (cm
2
/V.s) 1 – 1×10

6
 1350 

Hole mobility, p (cm
2
/V.s) 10 450 

Electron Affinity,  (eV) 4.7 – 5.0 3.6 – 4.4 

Band gap, Eg (eV) 0 – 0.25 1.12 

Acceptor concentration NA(cm
-3

) 1×10
14

 –1×10
18

 0 

Donor concentration ND (cm
-3

) 0 1×10
14

-5×10
18

 

Effective conduction band density, NC (cm
-3

) 3×10
18

 - 3×10
21

 3×10
19

 - 6×10
21

 

Effective valance band density, NV (cm
-3

) 3×10
18

 - 3×10
21

 3×10
19

 - 6×10
21

 

Thermal velocity of electrons (cm/s) 1×10
7
 1×10

7
 

Thermal velocity of holes (cm/s) 1×10
7
 1×10

7
 

Layer density (g/cm) 2.328 2.328 

Thickness (cm) 3.34×10
-8 

- 6.68×10
-7

 2×10
-3

-3×10
-2

 

Mid bandgap density of states (cm
-3

/eV) - Single acceptor 

Switch-over energy (eV) - 0.56 

Auger recombination coefficient for electron 

(cm
6
/s) 

0 0 

Auger recombination coefficient for hole (cm
6
/s) 0 0 

Direct band-to-band recombination coefficient 

(cm
3
/s) 

0 0 

Optical properties n = 2.7, k = 1.45 cSi.nk 
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6.3 Optimization of p-graphene layer 

 We started our simulation with the optimization of accepter concentration (NA) 

of graphene layer while some significant values were assigned to other parameters [4-5, 

16-17].The effective conduction and valance band densities (NC and NV) were kept to 

310
18

 cm
-3

 for single layer graphene, which has been estimated from the effective 

electron mass,   
           [18] and the effective hole mass   

           [19], 

where free electron mass is               . These densities are calculated on 

taking the account of doping influenced by quantum confinement effect,   
     

    ,  

where t is thickness of graphene layer and   
        

      ⁄ , here h (= 6.62 × 10
-27

 

cm
2
 kg/s) is a Planck's constant. Dependence of cell performance on NAhas been shown 

in Fig. 6.2 (a-b).  After doping with AuCl3, ΦG was increasedfrom 4.7 eV to 5.1 eV and 

this shift was significantly found to decrease the sheet resistance (Rsh) [5].Consequently, 

as NA increases, the short-circuit current density (JSC) reduced infinitesimally from 

18.19 mA/cm
2 
to 18.01 mA/cm

2 
until NAreach to 10

18 
cm

-3
. After NA 10

17 
cm

-3
 in p-Gr, 

the photo-generated electrons moved easily from the graphene layer to n-cSi with high 

mobility, and increased VOC up to 124.2 mV. Above NA  10
16

 cm
-3

, a little decrement 

in FF was observed that might be due to the increase of Rsh caused by heavy doping.  

We noticed that FF was improved after NA10
17

 cm
-3

, efficiency () increased up to 

0.95%. This might have happened due to increase in G, which enhances effective BI 

andreducesRsh. During this process, VOC was seen to remain constant and increased only 

after NA10
17

 cm
-3

. At NA10
18

 cm
-3

,efficiency () and fill factor (FF) reached to 

highest values. 
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Fig. 6.2. Schematic representation of cell performance with the optimization of the 

parameters of p-graphene layer, (a-b) the acceptor concentration NA (cm
-3

), (c-d) the 

effective band density NC/NV (cm
-3

), (e-f) the bandgap energy Eg (eV), (g-h) the electron 

affinity  (eV), (i-j) the relative permittivity r, and (k-l) layer number. The parameters 

of n-cSi were kept as, the donor concentration ND =1×10
16 

cm
-3

, the effective band 

density NC/NV =3×10
19 

cm
-3

, the electron affinity = 4.05 eV and thickness 100 m. 

The other parameters of silicon as well as p-type graphene are given in Table 6.2. 
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 After optimizing NA to 10
18

 cm
-3

, parameter NC/NV was varied in 3 10
18

 cm
-3 

to 

6  10
21

 cm
-3

 range for single layer graphene. As NC/NV is increased from 3 10
18

 cm
-

3
,minority carrier concentrations were found to be reduced, which may have happened 

probably due to the lower lifetime of photo-generated carriers and trapping of charge 

carriers. Consequently, JSC was constant to 18 mA/cm
2
 at 3  10

19
 cm

-3
 to 6  10

21
 cm

-3
. 

In Fig. 6.2 (c-d), VOC is found to reduce sharply with increase of NC/NV. As NC/NV 

increases, significant reduction in barrier height (BI) was observed accordingto Eq. 

(6.4) and Eq. (6.5). Thisresulted in shortage of charge carriers near the junction and the 

minor built-in voltage lowered VOC. Effectively,  dropped to a minimum of  0.3% at 

310
19

 cm
-3

 of NC/NV. Reducing NC/NV to 3  10
18

 cm
-3

 results transport of free charge 

carriers to contacts through the respective regions and to maintain higher charge carrier 

separation near the junction. These all processes helped to keep VOC and JSC to 

maximum value on lowering NC/NV down to 3  10
18

 cm
-3

. 

 After optimizing NA and NC/NV to 10
18

 cm
-3

 and 3  10
18

 cm
-3

, respectively, the 

bandgap energy (Eg) of the p-Gr has been varied from 0 eV to 0.25 eV. As Eg increases, 

VOC was enhanced as built-in voltage is increased and JSC linearly was improved as high 

barrier voltage separates more photo-generated carriers to cross the p-Gr/n-cSi junction, 

which is shown in Fig. 6.2(e-f). As the fill factor inversely depends on the effective 

resistance to the charge carriers in p-Gr layer, higher JSC and FF increased  from 0.95 

% (@ Eg = 0.1 eV) to 3.28 % (@Eg = 0.25 eV). Simulation response of the electron 

affinity () is shown in Fig. 6.2(g-h). After the initial value of  = 4.7 eV,  decreased 

slightly while JSC and FF increased significantly, and VOC was further improved to the 

maximum value at  = 5.0 eV. This may have happened on increasing  above 4.7 eV, 

the barrier height increases and probably enhances the transfer of minority charge 
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carriers, which results in raising JSC. Thus,  almost linearly increased with higher 

values of  in a p-Gr layer and for  = 5.0 eV, we obtained  6.75 %. The relative 

permittivity (r) for a single layer graphene was reported to be 7.1  3.2 at 540 nm [20], 

so we have varied this parameter from 4 to 11 and the cell performances are shown in 

Fig. 6.2(i-j). The open-circuit voltage (VOC) is found to be increased for low r values 

from 4 to 6, and then become almost constant with further increase in r. Also FF is 

found to have infinitesimally increased to 78.45 % at r 11, whereas JSC remained 

constant,   6.765 % was achieved. On simulation by varying the electron mobility 

(n) of the p-Gr layer, the cell responses remained constant due to very thin layer. 

 To observe the effect of p-Gr thickness on the carrier generation due to the 

photon absorption, the cell with optimized single layer graphene was simulated up to 20 

layers of graphene. The layer numbers was reported to control the transmittance as well 

as the sheet resistance of the graphene [5]. On increasing the layer number, sheet 

resistance decreased and was enhanced, however, this enhancement has been 

compensated by equal and opposite reduction in the transmittance of p-Gr, which 

reduces . Single layer graphene is reported to absorb the incident light by amount of 

2.3 % [20]. In our simulated work, the cell parameters were found to reduce linearly up 

to 13 layers of p-Gr and then FF sudden dropped on its 14th layer, so  also sharply 

dipped and reached to 4.57 % as shown in Fig. 6.2(k-l). This sudden fall in FF may be 

indicating that the sheet resistance becomes constant for this thickness of graphene layer 

and as the layer number becomes larger, FF increased only infinitesimally [5]. The 

efficiency of 4.34 % was achieved for 20 layers of p-graphene. Therefore, the thickness 

of p-Gr degrades the cell parameters. We found that the p-graphene layer with 
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optimized parameters provides a Schottky junction for the current movement as well as 

plays a role of transparent conducting electrode (TCE). 

 

6.4 Optimization of n-cSi layer 

In order to enhance efficiency of the p-Gr/n-cSi heterojunction cell further, we 

focused on the simulation of the parameters of n-cSi layer. When the donor 

concentration (ND) in n-cSi layer was increased from 10
14

 cm
-3

, the silicon work 

function (SI) is increased in accordance to Eq. (6.2) which leads to an increase in the 

open circuit voltage (VOC) as shown in Fig. 6.3(a-b). This suggests that the built-in 

voltage (VBI) has been increased due to the high barrier height (BI) after doping and 

the reduction in the depletion region led to higher JSC with initial constant value. For 

ND> 10
17

 cm
-3

, VOC starts reducing while JSC is continued to be increasing, probably due 

to additional minority carrier generation as total carrier density has been enhanced with 

doping. However, as a consequence of higher defect density proportional to heavy 

doping, FF is found to be reduced after ND  10
18

 cm
-3 

[12].  The maximum  of   8.61 

% is achieved at ND  5  10
18

 cm
-3

.  

 The second parameter NC/NV has been varied in the range of 3  10
19

 to 6  10
21 

cm
-3 

in n-cSi layer and subsequent effects on cell parameters are presented in Fig. 6.3 

(c-d). VOC is found to be decreased, while JSC increased only infinitesimally with the 

variation in NC/NV. A variation in VOC kept FF to be changed accordingly with NC/NV 

upto 1  10
21

 cm
-3

. Further increase in NC/NV values of n-cSi layer increased the short-

interval states for charge carriers, so VOC dropped significantly in the cell.  
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Fig. 6.3 Schematic representation of cell performance with the optimization of the 

parameters of n-cSi layer, (a-b) the donor concentration  ND (cm
-3

), (c-d) the effective 

band density Nc/Nv (cm
-3

), (e-f) the electron affinity  (eV), (g-h) thickness (m). At 

ND = 5 × 10
18

 cm
-3

, Nc = 2.8 × 10
19

 cm
-3 

and Nv = 1.04 × 10
19

 cm
-3

 for n-cSi, (i-j) the 

electron affinity  (eV) and (k-l) thickness (m). The optimized parameters of p-Gr 

were NA = 1 × 10
18

 cm
-3

, NC/NV = 3 × 10
18

 cm
-3

, Eg = 0.25 eV,  = 5.0 eV, r = 9, n = 

10
5 

cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
. 
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 The efficiency () reduced to 3.89 % at Nc/Nv  6  10
21

 cm
-3

 in proportion to 

VOC drop. Thus, the higher band density in thick n-cSi layer intends to decrease the 

silicon work function (SI) with constant  as per Eq. (6.2) and eventually lowers BI. 

Thus a drop in built-in voltage VBI and VOC was observed with high Nc/Nv. After 

optimizing the n-cSi layer for ND 5  10
18

 cm
-3 

and NC/NV 3  10
19

cm
-3

, the electron 

affinity  in eV was varied in the range from 3.6 to 4.4. In this range, initially VOC was 

found to be increased and then reduced from 535.2 to 102.3 mV, whereas JSC was 

increased to 25.27 mA/cm
2 

from 25.01 mA/cm
2 
at  = 4.4 eV as shown in Fig. 6.3(e-f). 

At  = 3.7 eV, the maximum efficiency of 9.812 %. was attained. For > 3.8 eV, VOC 

was found to be decreased and JSC was increased slightly till  = 4.4 eV. These 

variations in two parameters indicated the significant modification in the work function 

of n-cSi layer, which leads to reduction in the rate of carrier transport through n-cSi 

layer. Consequently, this reduction increases the series resistance of n-cSi layer as well 

as of cell and so, the fill factor (FF) also significantly reduces and  falls to zero after 

> 4.4 eV.   

 In order to explore the possibility of solar cell with minimum cost, we have 

studied cell performance with the thickness of n-cSi as the next parameter to vary from 

20 m to 300 m. Fig. 6.3(g-h) shows that for 20 m thick n-cSi layer,  was achieved 

to be 9.533 %. Highest efficiency 9.812 % was found for 80 m thickness. The larger 

thickness significantly increases the number of charge carriers and so JSC becomes 

higher. In thicker n-cSi layer, the lifetimes of minority charge carriers i.e. holes reduced 

due to less drift length. In addition, the recombination rate must have been in proportion 

with excess photo-generated charge carriers in the thick silicon layer > 100 m, these 
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two processes compensated each other and led to constant VOC and JSC. So   of 9.812 

% was achieved due to saturated VOC and JSC even for the thickness up to 300 m. 

 A maximum efficiency of 9.812 % does not seem tobe practically feasible for a 

single layer p-Gr/n-cSi solar cell made on 100 m silicon substrate, as in the present 

simulation the optical and electrical losses at the interface and contacts were not 

considered. In order to have a better practical possibility, we have simulated the electron 

affinity () and thickness of n-cSi layer with the reported experimental values for Si 

such as ND 5  10
18

 cm
-3

,NC 2.8 10
19

 cm
-3

, NV 1.04  10
19

 cm
-3

[21]. With these 

values, Fig. 6.3(i-j) shows the simulated responses of cell parameters with  (eV), 

which are found to be almost similar to those reported in Fig. 6.3(e-f). A maximum 

efficiency of 11.47 % has only been found at  = 3.7 eV of Si. The short-circuit current 

density JSC has shown only a little increase with large variation in , whereas VOC was 

decreased for large  from 3.9 to 4.5 eV. However, a reduction in FF noticed at higher  

values, compels  to be drop to 0.256 % at  = 4.4 eV. The thickness of n-cSi has been 

varied with the new values of ND, NC/NV and  = 3.7 eV as similar to Fig. 6.3(g-h). The 

patterns of cell parameters have revealed significant changes in lower thickness range as 

shown in Fig. 6.3(k-l). For thickness greater than 50 m, the high rate of carrier 

recombination kept VOC and JSC to constant value inside the thick n-cSi layer. With 

thickness, the effective series resistance of the cell seems to be constant as the total cell 

area is increased, and fill factor remained independent of silicon layer thickness. These 

constant cell parameters led to the efficiency of 11.47 % irrespective of increase in the 

layer thickness.  

 In order to validate the feasibility of results, we have compared the simulated 

results with experimentally reported and found that our results are much convincing. 
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Recently, it was reported that with varying the doping concentration in multilayer 

graphene (MLG)of 4-7 layers, efficiency in MLG/Si heterojunction cell was found 

between 5.52 to 9.27% [22].In our case, this simulated value was nearly 6 %. Our 

simulated efficiency 6.75 % with optimized single layer graphene was found near to 

match with the experimentally reported efficiency of 8.6 % [6] and 7.7 % [5]. In their 

reports, they have used the commercial n-type silicon with doping concentration in the 

range of 8×10
14

 to 1×10
15

 cm
-3

. Experimentally also the maximum efficiency of 6 %  

was reported for optimized p-type graphene [5], which matches with our simulated 

results 5.22 % and 6.43 % for doped n-type Si of ND1×10
14

 cm
-3

 and 1×10
15

 cm
-3

, 

respectively as shown in Fig. 6.3(a-b). Later, we have also simulated the cell 

performance with the different front contact like Au ( n=0.27049, k=2.7789), Ti 

(n=1.96, k=3.06), Ag (the related file is present in AFORS-HET); however, no 

significant change in cell performance was noticed. Earlier, other metal as front contact 

have been used in practically made graphene/silicon cells like Ti/Au, Au, Ag, Au/Cr [5-

6, 22-26]. In our simulation work, we preferred TCO as front contact to improve the 

effective illumination area, which has high optical absorption than providing reflection 

whereas other metal contact may provide reflection too. 

 

6.5 Spectral response, quantum efficiency and temperature 

dependence  

 The spectral response (SR) is a ratio of current produced by the solar cell to the 

optical power incident on the solar cell [27] and shown for the optimized cell 

efficiencies of 6.75 %, 9.81%, 9.812 % and 11.47 % in Fig. 6.4(a). The graphene layer 

exhibits more absorption in the wavelength range below 600 nm and allows less 
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numbers of photon reach to n-cSi layer and subsequently low photocurrent generation. 

As with optimized parameters, most photons in the range from 600 to 1000 nm have 

reached to Si layer, their energy is matched with silicon bandgap energy and effectively 

converted into electrical energy inside Si. So, only efficiency of 6.75 % was achieved 

by tuning the properties of graphene layer properly. As doping concentrations in the 

layers increase, the SR enhances with higher JSC due to high carrier generation.  

 

Fig. 6.4(a) Spectral response (SR), (b) Internal quantum efficiency (IQE), and (c) 

External quantum efficiency (EQE) of best optimized single layer p-Gr/n-cSi cells ( = 

6.75 %,  = 9.81 % and  = 9.812 % with ND = 5 × 10
18

 cm
-3

 and  NC/NV = 3 × 10
19

 cm
-

3
 for 50 m and 100 m n-cSi, respectively,  = 11.47 % with ND = 5 × 10

18
 cm

-3
, NC = 

2.8 × 10
19

 cm
-3

 and NC = 1.04 × 10
19

 cm
-3

 for 100 m n-cSi). 
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With the optimization of silicon layer, the absorption of the photons is increased 

in the shorter wavelengths (300 nm to 600 nm) and the efficiency is reached to 9.812 % 

and 11.47 %, respectively for different values of ND and NC/NV in 100 m Si. As the 

silicon is an indirect bandgap semiconductor, the SR is approaching to zero with the 

longer wavelength where photons have less energy than its bandgap (Eg = 1.12 eV). For 

silicon layer > 50 m ( 9.81 %), the effective carrier generation rate is same and 

therefore, the SR remains constant even on increasing the thickness upto 300 m.  

 The internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of cell has enhanced at the shorter 

wavelengths (< 500 nm) after optimizing the parameters of silicon layer as shown in 

Fig. 6.4 (b). The optical losses may be dominant at the shorter wavelengths for 

graphene optimized cell as suggested by the external quantum efficiency (EQE) 

response in Fig. 6.4(c). With the optimization of graphene and silicon layers, both 

reflection and transmission losses of the cells are reduced. Therefore, higher EQE is 

obtained for the wavelengths in the range from 400 nm to 600 nm. Higher EQE also 

revealed that optimization of doping concentration and effective band density 

significantly increases the electron-hole pair generation and subsequent collections of 

excess charge carriers in the cell, and so high efficiency has been achieved [6]. The IQE 

and EQE responses of all three cells with efficiencies  9.81 %, 9.812 % and 11.47 % 

are found to be almost same, indicating that same number of charge carriers have been 

collected against the photons absorbed into the cells except IQE in the range 800 to 

1100 nm. For longer wavelengths, less collections of photogenerated charge carriers led 

reduction of IQE and EQE to zero. 
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Fig. 6.5 Dependence of cell response for the cell with  = 9.812 % (a) efficiency and fill 

factor, and (b) VOC and JSC with temperature variation. 

 

 We have then studied the cell response against temperature variation and the 

results are shown in Fig. 6.5 (a-b). As temperature is raised from 300 K (RT), band 

bending is found to be reduced at graphene/Si interface. The optical scattering by 

phonons in graphene layerhelps the electrons to move in the conduction band through 

the photoemission from the valance band[28]. Hence, the photo-generated electrons 

which are dense in the conduction band at the higher temperatures have enhanced JSC. In 

a reverse way, when temperature decreases from RT, carrier generation rate reduced at 

the interface, which has resulted in lower JSC. As high VOC and FF were found, a higher 

efficiency of  12.15 % was achieved at 260 K. For silicon cells, it is reported that the 

reverse saturation current density (J0) controls the effect of temperature on VOC, FF and 

. Also J0 depends on the material and its bandgap (Eg), where exponential increase in 
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Jo with temperature decreases VOC with a high rate, and so FF and  are reduced[29]. 

Fig. 6.5 represents the rate of change in VOC, JSC, FF and  with temperature and with 

linear fitting of data, these rates were found as, dVOC/dT  -2.07 mV K
-1

, dJSC/dT  

0.0065 mAcm
-2

 K
-1

, dFF/dT  -0.124 % K
-1

 and d/dT  -0.051 % K
-1

. The correlation 

of these cell parameters with temperature for our cell was found in good agreement with 

experimentally reported silicon based cells [29]. Optimized cell parameters have been 

presented in Table 6.3. 

 

Table 6.3: Summary of the parameters of the best optimized graphene/silicon cells. 

 

6.6 Summary  

 We reported the simulation of TCO (ITO)/p-Gr/n-cSi/Ag structure of a p-

graphene/n-crystalline silicon solar cell by using AFORS-HET software under the 

illumination conditions of AM1.5G. Here, graphene has been considered as 3D in 

Cell 

parameters 

p-Graphene layer 

optimized cell 

p-Graphene layer  and n-cSi layer  

optimized cell 

VOC (mV) 476.4 535.2 561.7 

JSC (mAcm
-2

) 18.13 25.04 25.04 

FF (%) 78.51 73.23 81.54 

Efficiency (%) 6.75 

(On a  n-cSi layer 

having  ND = 1× 10
16

 

cm-3, NC = 3 × 10
19

 

cm-3,  NV = 3 × 10
19

 

cm-3,  = 4.05 eV, 

thickness = 100 m) 

9.812 

(On a  n-cSi layer 

having  ND = 5 × 10
18

 

cm-3, NC = 3 × 10
19

 

cm-3,  NV = 3 × 10
19

 

cm-3,  = 3.7 eV, 

thickness = 100 m) 

11.47 

(On a  n-cSi layer 

having  ND = 5 × 

10
18

 cm
-3

, NC = 2.8 × 

10
19

 cm
-3

,  NV = 1.04 

× 10
19

 cm
-3

,  = 3.7 

eV, thickness = 100 

m) 
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nature and to ensure the formation of Schottky junction, electrical contacts were made 

along c-axis in order to collect the minority carriers, which are generated upon 

illumination. Independent effects of seven parameters of graphene layer were analyzed 

and only one parameter i.e. electron mobility (n) was not found as influencing while 

others parameters were found to directly have an effect on the cell performance. Power 

conversion efficiency of 6.75 % has been achieved with best-simulated cell’s 

parameters of p-type single layer graphene. It has been observed that as layer number 

increases up to 20, efficiency decreases linearly upto 4.34 % due to lower transmittance 

to silicon layer. Through the optimization of n-crystalline silicon layer parameters, a 

maximum efficiency of 9.812 % has been achieved for 80 m thick silicon. Simulated 

heterojunction photovoltaic device has shown large temperature dependence. Cell 

performance has been further tested taking parameters of commercial available n-type 

Si and simulated results are found to be in accordance with reported experimental 

values. Optimum efficiency of 11.47 % has been achieved for 100 µm thick commercial 

silicon layer. As-shown above, efficiency did not change much with thickness of 

graphene as well Si suggests that the cost of cell can be reduced to about 30 %. We can 

conclude that if experimentally chemical doping can reduce the sheet resistance and 

enhance work function, then p-type multilayer graphene can act as a highly efficient 

transparent conducting electrode than n-type graphene.  

 Previously, experimental efficiency of graphene/silicon cells has been enhanced 

upto 9.27 % by chemically doping the multilayer graphene [22] and in other report [5], 

7.7% efficiency was reported by tuning graphene work function, layer number and 

antireflection film. This chapter reports on further advancement in graphene/silicon 

cells in terms of tuned parameters optimized for graphene as well as of silicon. We 

achieved efficiency of 9.812 % on optimizing both p-graphene and n-c silicon layers 
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whereas 11.47 % was obtained for 100 m commercial silicon by tuning graphene 

properties. In addition, temperature dependence of cell efficiency are discussed which is 

found similar to silicon cells. 
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Chapter 7 

Application of multilayer graphene (n-type) as  

a transparent conducting electrode 

 

7.1 Introduction 

 In this chapter, simulation of TCO (ITO)/n-Gr/p-cSi/Ag structure of an n-

graphene/p-crystalline silicon solar cell was carried out and results have been discussed 

in details. Simulation has been performed using AFORS-HET software under the 

illumination conditions of AM1.5G. Details of simulation parameters for graphene and 

silicon layers are given in tabular form in addition to contact details. For each layer, the 

effects of parameter variations on cell parameters are described. After optimizing the n-

graphene layer, the parameters of p-c silicon layer has been varied and their effects on 

cell response are discussed. For different optimized layer with maximum efficiency 

cells, spectral response, quantum efficiency and temperature dependence are also 

discussed in detail. The presented results in this chapter have been published in 

Kamlesh Patel and Pawan K Tyagi, AIP Advances 5, 077165 ( 2015) 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4927545. 

 

7.2 n-graphene/pc-Si solar cell structure 

 The proposed cell structure is configured as TCO (ITO)/n-Gr/p-cSi/Ag in Fig. 

7.1(a)and transport of minority carriers is considered along the c-axis of graphene. We 

used the diffusion-drift solver and Metal -Schottky junction available in AFORS-HET 

for describing the equivalent model of our Gr/Si heterojunction cell. In simulation, 
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thickness of single layer graphene was fixed at one atom i.e. 0.334 nm [1] and then the 

six parameters of graphene were varied in the practicable ranges.These parameters were 

taken as the donor concentration (ND), effective conduction and valance band densities 

(NC/NV), bandgap (Eg), electron affinity (), relative permittivity (r) and electron 

mobility (n). Then the simulation was performed for multilayer graphene silicon cells 

for different layer numbers. On achieving an efficiency around 7.62 %, different 

parameters of p-crystalline silicon (p-cSi) were varied to achieve the highest efficiency 

[2-3]. 

 

Fig. 7.1 n-Graphene/p-crystalline silicon heterojunction solar cell (a) Schematic of cell 

configuration used in simulation, (b) Band diagram of a forward biased junction, where 

G, Si and Si are the graphene work function, silicon work function, and the silicon 

electron affinity, respectively. 
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 We optimized the p-cSi layer for acceptor concentration (NA), effective 

conduction and valance band densities (NC/NV), the electron affinity () and thickness. 

The standard values of other parameters of p-cSi like the relative permittivity (r), 

electron mobility (n) and bandgap (Eg) were considered in simulation as reported [2-

5].Finally, we have reported the highest efficiency achieved in n-Gr/p-cSi 

heterojunction cell after fully optimizing the parameters of both layers. As we know that 

the graphene and semiconductor interface barrier is ideally Schottky in nature, a built-in 

voltage (VBI) developed at the depletion region of silicon wafer results due to 

recombination of the majority charge carriers at the interface, which are the electrons in 

n-Gr and the holes in the p-cSi wafer, respectively. However, the minority carriers i.e. 

electrons in p-cSi wafer transport towards the graphene layer and the energy levels bend 

downward near the interface [6]. This voltage (VBI) is the difference of the barrier 

height (BI) and energy gap in the silicon, and the barrier height (BI) a difference of 

the work function of graphene and silicon, is given by the following equation [7], 

                          (
  

  
⁄ )

  

 (7.1) 

where G, Si and Si are the graphene work function, the silicon work function and the 

silicon affinity, respectively. Here NA and NV are the acceptor doping concentration and 

the effective valence band density of the p-cSi, respectively. After illumination, electron 

and hole (e-h) pairs are generated and then separated due to the built in voltage at 

interface. These photo-generated carriers then move towards n-Gr and p-cSi regions, 

respectively as shown in Fig. 7.1(b)[6].Since the carrier density becomes higher in the 

respective regions, the built-in voltage produces an open circuit voltage (VOC)when the 

cell is open circuited. When short circuiting the cell, the excess carriers are collected at 
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the respective electrodes, causing a short circuited current flow in the external circuit. 

The details of the front and back contacts have been given in Table 7.1. The values for 

various parameters and ranges for layers have been summarized in Table 7.2. 

 

Table 7.1: Details of the front and back contact parameters of the cell used for 

simulation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Parameters Front contact Back contact 

Width (cm) 8×10
-6

 0.001 

File ITO.nk Ag.nk 

Metal work function Yes (flatband) Yes (flatband) 

Absorption loss ITO.abs 0 

External reflection constant aSicSi_ITO.ref 0 

Surface condition Plane Plane 

Internal reflection constant 0 0 
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Table 7.2: The values and ranges of layerparameters taken for the simulation of  

the cell structure. 

Input Parameters                                                     n-Gr p-cSi            

Relative permittivity, r 4 - 11 11.9 

Electron mobility, n (cm
2
/V.s) 1 – 1×10

6
 1350 

Hole mobility, p (cm
2
/V.s) 10 450 

Electron Affinity,  (eV) 3.5 – 4.5 3.6 – 4.3 

Band gap, Eg (eV) 0 – 0.25 1.12 

Acceptor concentration NA(cm
-3

) 0 1×10
14

-5×10
18

 

Donor concentration ND (cm
-3

) 1×10
14

 –1×10
18

 0 

Effective conduction band density, NC (cm
-3

) 3×10
18

 - 3×10
21

 3×10
19

 - 6×10
21

 

Effective valance band density, NV (cm
-3

) 3×10
18

 - 3×10
21

 3×10
19

 - 6×10
21

 

Thermal velocity of electrons (cm/s) 1×10
7
 1×10

7
 

Thermal velocity of holes (cm/s) 1×10
7
 1×10

7
 

Layer density (g/cm) 2.328 2.328 

Thickness (cm) 3.34×10
-8 

- 6.68×10
-7

 2×10
-3

-3×10
-2

 

Mid bandgap density of states (cm
-3

/eV) - Single acceptor 

Switch-over energy (eV) - 0.56 

Auger recombination coefficient for electron 

(cm
6
/s) 

0 0 

Auger recombination coefficient for hole (cm
6
/s) 0 0 

Direct band-to-band recombination coefficient 

(cm
3
/s) 

0 0 

Optical properties n = 2.7, k = 1.45 cSi.nk 
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7.3 Optimization of n-graphene layer 

 At first, donor concentration (ND) of graphene layer was optimized while 

keeping other parameters to some significant values as shown in Fig. 7.2 (a-b) [8-9]. 

Earlier, it was reported thatefficient electron injection can be obtained if the work 

function of the graphene layer as electrode is reduced [10]. By doping with nitrogen and 

phosphorus atoms, G of n-type graphene has been reported to reduce from 3.8 eV to 

3.6 eV, which increases the Fermi level of graphene from the Dirac point and also leads 

to a significant increase in carrier density [10]. With increasing ND, the conductivity of 

the graphene layer becomes higher due to collection of free carriers. The short-circuit 

current density (JSC) getsreduceda little from 19.24 mA/cm
2 

to 18.94mA/cm
2 

as the rate 

of recombination also increased with ND. An effective increase in VOC from 150.8 to 

175.8 mV was also observed during the process leading to improved efficiency (). 

However, fill factor (FF) was found to have a constant value till higher ND of 10
17

 cm
-3

. 

After a higher value of ND at 10
17

 cm
-3

, the FF was found to increase suddenly, 

improving the cell quality. This further increment in FF may be due to lowering of the 

sheet resistance of graphene, which is inversely proportional to the carrier density in 

graphene. Resistance in graphene has been reported to be a part of series resistance of 

the cell that can be easily reduced by doping [7]. After ND of 10
18

 cm
-3

,  was found to 

be 1.994 %. The behaviour of VOC and JSC are found to be affected exponentially with 

the optimized range of ND which is in well agreement with the previous report [11]. 
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Fig. 7.2 Schematic representation for the optimization of the parameters of n-graphene 

layer, (a-b) the donor concentration (ND) (cm
-3

), (c-d) the effective density of states 

(NC/NV) (cm
-3

), (e-f)) the bandgap energy (Eg) (eV), (g-h) the electron affinity () (eV), 

(i-j) the relative permittivity (r), and (k-l) layer number. The parameters of p-cSi used 

were: the acceptor concentration (NA) = 1×10
16 

cm
-3

, the effective density of states 

(NC/NV) = 3×10
19 

cm
-3

, the electron affinity () = 4.05 eV and thickness 100 m. The 

other parameters are given in Table 7.2.  
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 On varying NC/NV of n-Gr from 3  10
18

 to 3  10
21 

cm
-3

, the observed minority 

carrier densities were trimmed down probably due to the higher recombination rate of 

photo-generated carriers near the junction. With the absence of free minority carriers, 

the Fermi level of n-Gr was pinned, which makes BIindependent ofG and the 

collection of the photo-generated carriers become independent of NC/NV [7].Therefore, 

JSC was constant at 18.94 mA/cm
2
. Also, in graphene the charge carriers were reported 

to be massless Dirac fermions [12]. In Fig. 7.2 (c-d), it has been demonstrated that the 

open circuit voltage (VOC) reduces almost sharply with an increase in the band densities 

inside n-Gr layer with higher NC/NV. Thus, the reduced values of VOC and constant JSC 

led to a drop in  to 1.578 % at 3 10
21

 cm
-3

 of NC/NV. The maximum  of 1.994 % was 

obtained for NC/NV of 3  10
18

 cm
-3

. 

 After optimizing ND and NC/NV to 10
18

 cm
-3

 and 3  10
18

 cm
-3

, respectively, the 

bandgap energy (Eg) of the n-Gr has been varied from 0 eV to 0.25 eV. As Eg increases, 

VOC was decreased as built-in voltage is reduced and JSC becomes almost constant as 

lower barrier voltage allows more photo-generated carriers to cross the n-Gr/p-cSi 

junction, which is shown in Fig. 7.2(e-f). As the fill factor inversely depends on the 

effective resistance to the charge carriers in n-Gr layer, lower VOC and FF reduced  

from 1.994 % (@ Eg = 0.1 eV) to 1.92 % (@Eg = 0.25 eV). Simulation response of the 

electron affinity () is shown in Fig. 7.2 (g-h). On increasing  from 3.5 eV to 4 eV, JSC 

decreased slightly while VOC remained almost constant. Both reduced on increasing  

above 4.0 eV as the reduction in barrier height probably enhances the transfer of 

minority charge carriers and collection of carriers is reduced, which results to decrease 

in JSC. Thus,  almost linearly decreased for higher values of  in n-Gr layer and for  = 

4.5 eV,  zero is obtained. The maximum  of 7.276 % was obtained at  = 3.5 eV. 
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 The relative permittivity (r) of the graphene layer does not seem to contribute in 

the efficiency in the simulation ranges as shown in Fig. 7.2 (i-j) and the cell parameters 

were found to remain independent, providing  of 7.276 %. To study any role of 

graphene thickness in the carrier generation from the photon absorption with the above-

optimized values, we simulated the cell for multilayer graphene up to 40 layers where 

the thickness of a single layer was taken as 0.334 nm. It was seen that the layer numbers 

can reduce the transmittance in order of 2.3 % absorbance per layer and the sheet 

resistance of the graphene [7]. With increase in the layer numbers, the sheet resistance 

was found to decrease along with a reduction in the graphene's transmittance. So it can 

be said that the improvement in  due to the reduced sheet resistance has been 

compensated largely with the lower transparency. In our simulation, the cell parameters 

were found to be reduced linearly except FF up to 20 layers. With 20 layers,  was 

reduced to 6.007 %. Therefore, n-graphene as a multilayer electrode can play an active 

role for the photo carrier generation in our simulated cell with providing a Schottky 

junction for the current movement. 

 

7.4 Optimization of p-cSi layer 

 Most of published studies have been reported either simulated or experimental 

work on the Gr/Si heterojunction cells, the optimization of c-Si layer is still not 

performed. In order to get better efficiency in cell, the simulation of the p-cSi 

parameters is needed. When the acceptor concentration (NA) in p-cSi layer was raised 

from 10
14

 cm
-3

, SI decreased leading to an increase of BI (Eq. 7.1)as well as VOC. Also 

the reduction in the depletion region resulted in higher VBI, which accelerated the 

separation of photo-generated carriers. The quantum tunneling probability may increase 
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and enhance JSC to the higher value due to better carrier separation at the interface. It 

can be seen in Fig. 7.3 (b), JSC becomes constant after 5  10
15

   cm
-3

, while VOC 

strengthens in proportion to NA due to high carrier accumulation at the junction. At 

higher NA values, JSC increases probably due to carrier–carrier scattering in a p-cSi layer 

[2]. The voltage gradient at the junction was found improved possibly due to low carrier 

transport [2]. Beyond 10
17

 cm
-3

, JSC increased due to the excess charge carriers at higher 

NA in p-cSi wafer. Consequently,  reached at its peak 12.29 %, while the quality of 

cell improved due to lower contact resistance and confirmed by FF  80.75% for 5  

10
18

  cm
-3

 as shown in Fig. 7.3 (a).  

 The effective conduction band density (NC) and effective valence band density 

(NV) play a crucial role in controlling the charge carrier flow inside the semiconductors. 

Here, we have varied NC/NV parameter in the range of 3  10
19

 to 6  10
21 

cm
-3

 and their 

effects on cell parameters are shown in Fig. 7.3 (c-d). For simulated n-Gr/p-cSi cell, the 

p-cSi layer with NC and NV values at 3  10
19

 cm
-3

 have shown highest  upto 12.29 % 

and further increase in NC/NV has reduced the efficiency. Beyond this value, although 

JSC infinitesimally was improved, increase in NC and NV values of p-cSi layer developed 

short-interval states for charge carriers, so VOC and FF dropped in the cell. The 

efficiency () follows VOC and reduces to 6.894 % at Nc/Nv values of 6  10
21

 cm
-3

. 

Thus, the higher density values for thick p-cSi wafer degrade VOC and FF in the cell and 

made JSC to improve a little.  

 The electron affinity controls the transport at interfaces on both sides of p-cSi 

layer, where one side the graphene layer is placed and on the other side, Ag layer is 

there. We have optimized (eV) of graphene layer to 3.5 eV, where VOC is maximum 

and leading to  13.66 % and other parameters, JSC and FF shown a little increase 
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while enhancing  (eV) of p-cSi wafer from 3.6 eV. However, as shown in Fig. 7.3 (e-

f),  is largely affected by  (eV), which controls the barrier height at the interface and 

quality of cell. To study the effect of wafer thickness, we have taken 20 m thick p-cSi 

wafer to start with significant values of JSC and VOC and then increased the thickness up 

to 300 m. At lower thickness, both JSC and VOC were steeply raised due to increase of 

majority charge carriers i.e. holes and barrier voltage sharply increased as well as 

effective collection of carriers, shown in Fig. 7.3 (g-h). In 100 m thick p-cSi layer, the 

lifetime of minority charge carriers i.e. electrons get reduced that may be due to the 

reduction in their drift length. At this thickness, no improvement in JSC and VOC was 

observed even on increasing the thickness to 300 m [2] and  remained at 13.66%. 

 This high efficiency of 13.66 % is impractical for a single layer n-Gr/p-cSi solar 

cell on 100 m silicon substrate, since in the present simulation we have not considered 

the optical and electrical losses at the interface and contacts. So, we have simulated the 

electron affinity () and thickness of p-cSi layer at most reported experimental values 

for Si such as NA 2  10
16

 cm
-3

, NC 2.8 10
19

 cm
-3

, NV 1.04  10
19

 cm
-3

[13]. On 

these values, the simulated responses of cell parameters with  (eV) are shown in Fig. 

7.3 (i-j), which are different from those reported in Fig. 7.3 (e-f). A maximum 

efficiency was found only 8.491 % at  = 4.2 eV of Si. The short-circuit current density 

JSC has shown only a little decrement with , while VOC was increased for large  of 3.6 

to 4.4 eV. Constant VOC and FF observed at higher  values, forces the efficiency  to 

be constant  8.491 % at  = 4.4 eV. Similar to Fig. 7.3 (g-h), the thickness of p-cSi has 

been varied on the new values of NA, NC/NV and  = 4.4 eV. The significant changes in 

cell parameters have been observed for lower thickness range only as illustrated in Fig. 

7.3(k-l).  
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Fig. 7.3 Schematic representation of cell performance with the optimization of the 

parameters of p-cSi layer, (a-b) the acceptor concentration  NA (cm
-3

), (c-d) the effective 

band density Nc/Nv (cm
-3

), (e-f) the electron affinity  (eV), (g-h) thickness (m). At 

ND = 2 × 10
16

 cm
-3

, Nc = 2.8 × 10
19

 cm
-3 

and Nv = 1.04 × 10
19

 cm
-3

 for p-cSi, (i-j) the 

electron affinity  (eV) and (k-l) thickness (m). The optimized parameters of n-Gr 

were ND = 1 × 10
18

 cm
-3

, NC/NV = 3 × 10
18

 cm
-3

, Eg = 0.1 eV,  = 3.5 eV, r = 7.1, n = 

10
5 

cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
. 
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 For values greater than 50 m, the high rate of carrier recombination forced VOC 

and JSC to exhibit a constant value inside the thick p-cSi layer with equivalent photo-

carrier generation. In addition, the effective series resistance of the cell remains constant 

as the total cell area is increased with thickness, and resulted in fill factor independent 

of silicon layer thickness. The constant cell parameters kept  to the saturated value of 

8.491 % irrespective of the layer thickness. 

 

7.5 Spectral response, quantum efficiency and temperature 

dependence 

 The wavelength dependent characteristics, spectral response (SR), internal QE 

(IQE) and external QE (EQE) of the best optimized cell have been shown in Fig. 7.4. 

The graphene layer was found to be absorbing the major fraction of light in the 

wavelength range below 600 nm. This results in less numbers of photon reaching to p-

cSi layer and subsequently photocurrent generation is low. With optimized graphene 

parameters, most photons having less energy in the range from 600 to 1000 nm and 

reached to Si layer, their energy is converted into electrical energy inside Si layer. So, 

only efficiency of 7.276 % was achieved by tuning the properties of graphene layer as 

illustrated in Fig. 7.4 (a). On increasing the doping concentrations in the p-cSi layer, the 

SR enhances with higher JSC due to high carrier generation. With the optimization of 

silicon layer, the absorption of the photons is found to be increased in the shorter 

wavelengths (300 nm to 600 nm) and the efficiency is reached to 13.66 % and 8.491 %, 

respectively for different values of NA and NC/NV in 100 m Si.  As the silicon is an 

indirect bandgap semiconductor with Eg = 1.12 eV, the SR has been reaching zero with 

the longer wavelength > 1000 nm.  
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 The internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of cell has been observed to increase 

further at the shorter wavelengths < 500 nm after optimizing the parameters of silicon 

layer, as shown in Fig. 7.4(b). The optical losses are found to be dominant at the shorter 

wavelengths for graphene optimized cell as revealed by the low EQE response in Fig. 

7.4(c). The optimization of graphene and silicon layers led the reduction in reflection 

and transmission losses of the cells. Hence, higher EQE is obtained for the wavelengths 

in the range of 400 nm - 600 nm. 

 

Fig. 7.4 (a) Spectral response (SR), (b) Internal quantum efficiency (IQE), and (c) External 

quantum efficiency (EQE) of best optimized single layer n-Gr/p-cSi cells ( = 7.276 %  graphene 

layer optimized,  = 13.66 % with NA = 5 × 10
18

 cm
-3

 and  NC/NV = 3 × 10
19

 cm
-3

 for 100 m p-cSi, 

respectively,  = 8.491 % with NA = 2 × 10
16

 cm
-3

, NC = 2.8 × 10
19

 cm
-3

 and NC = 1.04 × 10
19

 cm
-3

 

for 100 m p-cSi). 
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 Higher EQE suggests that doping concentration and effective band density 

optimization significantly increases the electron-hole pair generation and subsequent 

collections of excess charge carriers and high efficiencies 13.66 % and 8.491 % have 

been achieved. Similar IQE and EQE responses of cells with these efficiencies are 

indicating the same number of charge carriers collected at these wavelengths against the 

photons absorbed into the cells. For longer wavelengths, the photons are unable to 

generate the carriers and IQE and EQE are reduced to zero. 

 

Fig. 7.5 Dependence of cell response ( = 13.66 %)(a) efficiency, (b) fill factor, (c) JSC 

and (d) VOC with temperature variation.  

 

 To observe the cell response in high as well as low temperature ranges due to 

seasonal changes on the earth is of high value, so simulation of best-optimized cell 

structure of efficiency 13.66 % was performed in 280 K to 400 K range and shown in 

Fig. 7.5(a-b). As temperature rises from 300 K (RT), band bending reduced at 

graphene/Si interface. The optical scattering by phonons in graphene layer [14], helps 

the electrons to move in the conduction band from the valance band through the 

photoemission. Hence, at the higher temperatures the more photo-generated electrons in 
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the conduction band enhanced JSC. As temperature decreases from RT, carrier 

generation rate also decreased at the interface and resulted in lower JSC. As VOC and FF 

were found to be high, a higher efficiency of around 14.55 % was obtained at 280 K. 

For silicon cells, as the reverse saturation current density (J0) controls the effect of 

temperature on VOC, while J0 decreases with temperature [15]. As a result, VOC has been 

dropped linearly and FF and  reduced, although JSC improved a little. Table 7.3 

summarized the parameters of optimized cells with efficiencies 7.276 %, 13.66 % and 

8.491 %. Fig. 7.5 also represents the rate of change in VOC, JSC, FF and   with 

temperature and we found, dVOC/dT  - 0.63 mV K
-1

, dJSC/dT   0.013 mAcm
-2

 K
-1

, 

dFF/dT   -0.04 % K
-1

 and d/dT   -0.061 % K
-1

.  

 

Table 7.3: Summary of the parameters of the best optimized graphene/silicon cells. 

  

 

Cell 

parameters 

n-graphene layer 

optimized cell 

n-graphene layer  and p-cSi layer  

optimized cell 

VOC (mV) 502.3 652.3 552.3 

JSC (mAcm
-2

) 19.01 25.26 19.24 

FF (%) 76.18 82.92 79.91 

Efficiency (%) 7.276 

(On a  p-cSi layer 

having  NA = 1× 10
16

 

cm
-3

, NC = 3 × 10
19

 

cm
-3

,  NV = 3 × 10
19

 

cm
-3

,  = 4.05 eV, 

thickness = 100 m) 

13.66 

(On a  p-cSi layer 

having  NA = 5 × 10
18

 

cm
-3

, NC = 3 × 10
19

 

cm
-3

,  NV = 3 × 10
19

 

cm
-3

,  = 4.3 eV, 

thickness = 100 m) 

8.491 

(On a  p-cSi layer 

having  NA = 2 × 

10
16

 cm
-3

, NC = 2.8 × 

10
19

 cm
-3

,  NV = 1.04 

× 10
19

 cm
-3

,  = 4.2 

eV, thickness = 100 

m) 
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7.6 Summary  

 In this chapter, a graphene/silicon heterojunction solar cell as the TCO (ITO)/n-

Gr/p-cSi/Ag structure has been studied under simulated conditions. The various 

parameters of the cell's layers have been optimized by using AFORS-HET software. 

Independent effects of seven parameters of graphene layer were analyzed and only 

donor concentration ND, effective conduction band density (NC)andeffective conduction 

band density (NV),  bandgap (Eg), electron affinity () were found to be the influencing 

parameters in order to control n-Gr/p-cSi cell performance. After optimizing the various 

parameters of n-type multilayer graphene optimized, best power conversion efficiency 

of 7.276 % was achieved. Further optimization of the p-crystalline silicon parameters 

led to achieve a maximum efficiency of 13.66 %. On studying temperature dependence, 

an efficiency of 14.55 % has been obtained at 280 K. With increasing thickness of Si 

from 100 m to 300 m, infinitesimal enhancement in efficiency was observed, which 

suggested that the cost of cell can be reduced to about 50 %.  We propose that several 

pre and post treatments on silicon wafers such as use of plasmonics on the contacts, 

proper cleaning, back surface field and texturing of silicon wafers may also further 

improve the efficiency. 

 Since doping with ZnMg, AlOx etc. makes graphene n-type [16-17] and the 

work function can reduced upto 3.5 eV [7]. Larger work funtion increases the built-in 

potential causing efficient charge carrier separation and more collections of change 

carriers at the cell contacts. Encouraged by this fact, we simulated n-graphene/p-

crystalline silicon cell configuration for high efficiency, which is hardly explored [6, 18-

19]. We used extensively the most experimental data available for graphene layer 

optimization and an efficiency of 7.276 % was achieved on 100 m Si wafer. On further 

optimization of silicon layer provided 13.66 % efficiency whereas 8.49 % efficiency 
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was obtained for 100 m commercial silicon by tuning graphene properties only. The 

simulation reported in this chapter confirms that n-type as well as p-type graphene can 

be act as efficient TCE for silicon heterojunction cells. 
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Chapter 8 

Summary and Conclusions 

 

8.1 Summary 

 Reported study aims to deduce the transmission and dielectric properties of 

CVD- grown graphene in wide frequency range from 100 MHz to 10 GHz. In this work, 

on one side the properties of graphene layer were investigated at the microwave 

frequency range, while on the other side a simulation study was performed for the single 

layer graphene or multilayer graphene as a transparent conducting electrode (TCE) in 

silicon heterojunction cells. Such qualitative information enabled application of 

graphene for microwave passive devices and provided the parameters of graphene as 

TCE for high cell efficiency in solar cell devices. 

 Graphene transferred on both glass and quartz substrates of the dimension 1×1 

was procured from Graphene Industries, USA. Another set of graphene layers was 

grown by using Hot Filament Chemical Vapor Deposition (HFCVD) system on Cu 

sheet for two different synthesis conditions. In HFCVD, different synthesis parameters 

were taken as substrate temperature of 850 C and 950 C.  Raman spectroscopy was 

performed to confirm single layer graphene transferred on glass and quartz. As-grown 

graphene on Cu substrates were also probed. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was 

performed to find the uniformity of graphene layers on the respective substrates. The 

microwave properties of these graphene layers were characterized by using microstrip 

line based measurement fixture. A simple and efficient de-embedding method has been 

adopted, which uses the propagation constants obtained from the measured S-

parameters and the physical lengths of the material sample and microstrip line. The 
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results of effective relative permittivity, phase velocity and group velocity were 

compared with those obtained using standard ABCD de-embedding method in 10 MHz 

to 10 GHz. Transmission, dielectric and optical properties of as-grown bilayer graphene 

(BLG) on Cu and single layer graphene (SLG) transferred on glass and quartz have been 

studied and compared in frequency range of 10 MHz to 26.5 GHz. The intrinsic 

properties (complex relative permittivity and refractive index) were evaluated by using 

the conformal mapping formulas. In addition, the behaviour of waves in single layer and 

bilayer graphene were observed in terms of variations in phase velocity and group 

velocity. Finally the optical mass of photons is evaluated using wave-particle duality in 

SLG and BLG. 

 As a transparent conducting electrode (TCE), application of graphene was 

studied in silicon heterojunction solar cells. Two structures, TCO (ITO)/p-Gr/n-cSi/Ag 

and TCO (ITO)/n-Gr/p-cSi/Ag of graphene/silicon heterojunction cell have been 

simulated in AFORS-HET software to achieve highest efficiency solar cell. In the 

simulation for both structures, first the parameters of graphene layer was optimized and 

then later optimization for silicon layer was performed. We also obtained best possible 

efficiency in silicon heterojunction cells by using the parameters of commercial 

available silicon wafers too. In addition, spectral response, quantum efficiency and 

temperature dependence were studied for maximum simulation efficiency cells in both 

structures. 

 

8.2 Conclusions 

 The work presented in this thesis contributes in increasing the knowledge base 

of graphene in the field of microwave and photovoltaic. The specific contributions of 

the work are summarized here: 
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(1) Raman spectroscopy has confirmed single layer graphene transferred on glass and 

quartz and bilayer graphene on Cu substrates. Performed atomic force microscopy 

reveals that graphene layers are nearly uniform on the respective substrates.  

(2) The effective relative permittivity determined using adopted method has been found 

to be in well agreement with values obtained by using the standard de-embedding 

method based on ABCD parameters as percent errors were found less than 4 % and 

1 % in the real and imaginary parts of effective relative permittivity, respectively. In 

addition, percent error less than 3 % in phase and group velocities further confirmed 

that our adopted method can be used for obtaining the dispersive behaviour of any 

material at the microwave frequency. 

(3) The phase velocity was found to be reduced, while group velocity was increased on 

loading the microstrip line with graphene/glass and graphene/quartz compared to 

bare glass and quartz. For graphene/substrate, higher effective relative permittivity 

and group velocity suggest that the amount of anomalous dispersion has been 

increased and graphene absorbs the microwaves. 

(4) In BLG, high phase velocity and group velocity represent faster propagation of 

energy and their relation suggests the linear dispersion than SLG. In addition, the 

lower effective mass of photons in BLG resulted owing to smaller refractive index, 

which in turn suggests minor interaction between photon-charge carriers. 

(5) In simulation study of graphene/silicon heterojunction cells, the doping 

concentration, effective band densities, bandgap and electron affinity etc. are found 

to be the influential parameters of graphene and silicon, which controls the built-in 

voltage at the interface. 

(6) After optimizing the parameters of both layers of graphene and silicon, an efficiency 

of 9.812% was achieved and an optimum efficiency of 11.47 % has been achieved 
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for 100 µm thick commercial silicon layer in p-graphene/n-cSi cells, whereas in n-

graphene/p-cSi cells, simulation efficiency of 13.66 % was achieved and an 

optimum efficiency of 8.491 % has been achieved for commercial silicon of same 

thickness.  

(7) The p-doped multilayer graphene as well as n-doped multilayer graphene is highly 

efficient to be used as a transparent conducting electrode in graphene/silicon 

heterojunction cell. 

 

8.3 Future directions 

 To use the graphene as a substrate material in the passive microwave devices, 

synthesis of multilayer graphene and study of its physical properties are required. On 

obtaining the microwave properties of these graphene samples using the method 

discussed in this thesis, flexible passive microwave devices like power divider, filters 

etc. can be designed and fabricated on multilayer graphene sandwiched between Cu 

sheets. By using different metals other than Cu for multilayer graphene, components in 

other transmission line like coplanar waveguide can be explored, which may pave way 

to develop switchable phase shifter on changing the bias voltage across graphene layers.  

 For solar cell application, the synthesis of graphene layers is to be performed in 

order to obtain the multilayer graphene with the parameters as reported in this work. On 

pre-knowledge of silicon wafer parameters, cost effective solar cells can be made on 

silicon wafers of thickness < 100 m by transferring the graphene layer with optimized 

parameters.
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Appendix A 

 

MATLAB program for S-parameter de-embedding 

 
clc; 
clear all; 
prompt = {'Length of Microstrip Line in meter:','Characteristic 

Impedance of line in ohm:','Length of Superstrate in meter:'}; 
dlg_title = 'Input'; 
num_lines = 1; 
defaultans = {'0','0','0'}; 
answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,defaultans); 
l=str2num(answer{1}); 
zo=str2num(answer{2}); 
lsub=str2num(answer{3}); 

 
[filename, pathname]=uigetfile({'*.s2p'},'Select the s2p file'); 
p=read(rfckt.datafile,filename); 
s=p.AnalyzedResult.S_Parameters; 
freq=p.AnalyzedResult.freq; 
[p, n, m]=size(s); 

 
for i=1:1:m 
    f=freq(i,:); 
    Smat=s(:,:,i); 

 
    k=(sqrt(((1+Smat(1,1)-Smat(2,2)-

Smat(2,2)*Smat(1,1)+Smat(2,1)*Smat(1,2))^2)-

(4*(Smat(2,1))^2)))/(2*Smat(2,1)); 
    GaS1=-1*log(((1+Smat(1,1)-Smat(2,2)-

Smat(2,2)*Smat(1,1)+Smat(2,1)*Smat(1,2))/(2*Smat(2,1)))+k); 
    GaS2=-1*log(((1+Smat(1,1)-Smat(2,2)-

Smat(2,2)*Smat(1,1)+Smat(2,1)*Smat(1,2))/(2*Smat(2,1)))-k); 
    if real(GaS1)<0 
        Gamma2x=GaS2; 
    elseif real(GaS2)<0 
        Gamma2x=GaS1; 
    end 

 
    Zcs1=zo*sqrt((((1+Smat(1,1))*(1+Smat(2,2)))-

(Smat(1,2)*Smat(2,1)))/(((1-Smat(1,1))*(1-Smat(2,2)))-

(Smat(1,2)*Smat(2,1)))); 
    Zcs2=-1*zo*sqrt((((1+Smat(1,1))*(1+Smat(2,2)))-

(Smat(1,2)*Smat(2,1)))/(((1-Smat(1,1))*(1-Smat(2,2)))-

(Smat(1,2)*Smat(2,1)))); 

 
    if real(Zcs1)<0 
        Zc2(i,:)=Zcs2; 
    elseif real(Zcs2)<0 
        Zc2(i,:)=Zcs1; 
    end 

 
    A_1st=cosh(Gamma2x*(1/lsub)*(lsub)); 
    B_1st=Zc2(i,:)*sinh(Gamma2x*(1/lsub)*(lsub)); 
    C_1st=(1/Zc2(i,:))*sinh(Gamma2x*(1/lsub)*(lsub)); 
    D_1st=cosh(Gamma2x*(1/lsub)*(lsub)); 
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    ABCD1st=[A_1st B_1st;C_1st D_1st]; 
    ABCD_Z=[1 0;0 1]; 

 
    ABCDmatn=((ABCD_Z)^(-1))*(ABCD1st)*((ABCD_Z)^(-1)); 
    Amatn=ABCDmatn(1,1); 
    Bmatn=ABCDmatn(1,2); 
    Cmatn=ABCDmatn(2,1); 
    Dmatn=ABCDmatn(2,2); 

 
    denmn=(Amatn+(Bmatn/zo)+(Cmatn*zo)+Dmatn); 
    S11matn=(Amatn+(Bmatn/zo)-(Cmatn*zo)-Dmatn)/denmn; 
    S12matn=(2*((Amatn*Dmatn)-(Bmatn*Cmatn)))/denmn; 
    S21matn=2/denmn; 
    S22matn=(-Amatn+(Bmatn/zo)-(Cmatn*zo)+Dmatn)/denmn; 

 
    S11m(i,:)=S11matn; 
    S21m(i,:)=S21matn; 
    S22m(i,:)=S22matn; 
    S12m(i,:)=S12matn; 

 
    S_par(:,:,i)=[S11m(i,:) S12m(i,:);S21m(i,:) S22m(i,:)]; 
end 
rfwrite(S_par,freq,'Deembedded_S_Parameter_DB.s2p','Format','DB'); 
rfwrite(S_par,freq,'Deembedded_S_Parameter_RealImaginary.s2p'); 
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Appendix B 

 

B1. MATLAB program for two-layer parameter extraction  

(used for bilayer graphene) 
 

clc; 
clear ; 
close all; 

 
% pause(1); 
disp('"Select s2p for substrate of microstrip line"'); 
% pause(1); 
l=50.8;%mm 
w=3.024;%mm 
h=1.5;%mm 
h2=2.*3.34e-7;%mm 
er=4.5-0.009i; 
err=4.5; 
t=0.018;%mm 

 
Zo=50; 
c=3e8;%m/s 
Muo=4*pi*1.0e-7;%H/m 
pc=1.054e-34;% Planck constant  

 
% %---------selection of s2p file for I layer--------------------- 
[filename, pathname]=uigetfile({'*.s2p'},'Select the s2p file'); 
p=read(rfckt.datafile,filename); 
s=p.AnalyzedResult.S_Parameters; 
freq=p.AnalyzedResult.freq; 
[p, n ,m]=size(s); 

 
s11=zeros(m,1); 
s12=zeros(m,1); 
s21=zeros(m,1); 
s22=zeros(m,1); 

 
q11=zeros(m,1); 
q1r1=zeros(m,1); 
q1i1=zeros(m,1); 
Erefffr1=zeros(m,1); 
Erefffi1=zeros(m,1); 
er1r1=zeros(m,1); 
er1i1=zeros(m,1); 

 
    for i=1:1:m 
    f1=freq(i,:); 
    Spar=s(:,:,i); 

 
        S11c=Spar(1,1); 
        S21c=Spar(2,1); 
        S12c=Spar(1,2); 
        S22c=Spar(2,2); 

 
        s11(i,:)=S11c; 
        p11=real(s11); 
        p11i=imag(s11); 
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        s12(i,:)=S12c; 
        p12=real(s12); 
        p12i=imag(s12); 

 
        s21(i,:)=S21c; 
        p21=real(s21); 
        p21i=imag(s21); 

 
        s22(i,:)=S22c; 
        p22=real(s22); 
        p22i=imag(s22); 

 
        

wef=w+(((2.*h)./pi).*log(17.08.*(((w./(2.*h)))+0.92)));%effective line 

width 

 
        q1=1-(0.5.*(log(((pi.*wef)./h)-1)./(wef./h))); 
        q1r=real(q1); 
        q1i=imag(q1); 
        q11(i,:)=q1; 
        q1r1(i,:)=q1r; 
        q1i1(i,:)=q1i; 

 
%------------------Ereff(f) from  formula----------------------------- 
        f=(freq./(10.^9)); 
        fn=f.*h.*0.1; 
        % fn=47.713*f.*h; 
        u=w./h; 
        % u=wef./h; 
        ff=freq; 
        p1=0.27488+u.*(0.6315+0.525./(1+0.157.*fn).^20)-

 0.065683.*exp(-    8.7513.*u); 
        p2=0.33622.*(1-exp(-0.03442.*err)); 
        p3=0.0363.*exp(-4.6.*u).*(1-exp(-(fn./3.87).^4.97)); 
        p4=1+2.751.*(1-exp(-(err./15.916).^8)); 
        pf=p1.*p2.*((0.1844+p3.*p4).*10.*fn).^1.5763; 
        eff=((err+1)./2)+((err-1)./2).*(1./(1+12.*(h./w)).^(0.5)); 
        % efff=er-((er-eff)./(1+pf)); 
        efff=er.*q1+(1-q1); 
        Erefffr=real(efff); 
        Erefffi=imag(efff); 
        Erefffr1(i,:)=Erefffr; 
        Erefffi1(i,:)=Erefffi; 

 
         %------------ER1from formula------------------------------ 
        no=120.*pi; 
        u=w./h; 
        f3=6+(((2.*pi)-6).*(exp(-(30.666./u).^(0.7528)))); 
 Zod=(no./(2.*pi.*sqrt(eff))).*(log((f3./u)+sqrt(1+(4./(u.^2)))); 
        G22=0.6+(0.009.*Zod); 

 
        Fn2=(2.*h.*f.*Muo)./Zo; 
        % er1=((efff.*(1+(G2.*Fn2.^2)))-(0.5.*(1-(1+((12.*h)./w)).^-

0.5)))./(0.5.*(1+(1+((12.*h)./w)).^-0.5+(G2.*Fn2.^2))); 

 
        % q22=1-q1; 
        er1=((efff -1+q1)./q1); 
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        er1r=real(er1); 
        er1i=imag(er1); 
        er1r1(i,:)=er1r; 
        er1i1(i,:)=er1i; 
end  
%-----------------gamma alpha beta ----------------------------------- 
G1c1=acosh(sqrt(((((1+s11).*(1-s22))+(s12.*s21))./(2.*s21)).*((((1-

s11).*(1+s22))+(s12.*s21))./(2.*s21)))); 
tan_g=tanh(G1c1); 

 
A1=real(tan_g); 
B1=imag(tan_g); 
[theta,rho] = cart2pol(A1,B1); 
alpha=(1./(2.*l)).*atanh((2.*A1)./(1+abs(rho).^2)); %Np/m 
bet=(1./(2.*l)).*atan((2.*B1)./(1-abs(rho).^2));%/m 
 %--------------------------------beta new----------------------------    
bd1=(2.*l.*((2.*pi.*ff)./(3e8)).*(sqrt(efff))); 
% bdr=real(bd1); 
% bdi=imag(bd1); 
% bcal=(1./(2.*l)).*atan((2.*(abs(imag(tan_g))))./(1-

abs(tan_g)).^2));%rad/mm 
Bgpc1=((2.*imag(tan_g))./(1-(abs(tan_g)).^2));% no unit 
kpc=ceil(((2.*l.*(bd1))-(atan(Bgpc1)))./180); 
kpcr=real(kpc); 
kpci=imag(kpc); 

 
NeB=(((kpc.*180)+((atan(Bgpc1).*(180./pi))))./(2.*l))./(2.*l); % 

deg/mm 
NeB_rad1=((pi./180).*NeB);%rad/mm 

 
x1=alpha; 
y1=NeB; 
yy1=NeB_rad1; 

 
NeG1c1 = x1+1i.*y1;%deg 
newgamma=x1+1i.*yy1;%rad 

 
g=(2.*pi*ff)./c; 
go=complex(0,g); 
ef=((NeG1c1./go).^2); 
efr=real(ef); 
efi=imag(ef); 

 
er11=((ef -1+q1)./q1); 
er11r=real(er11); 
er11i=imag(er11); 

 
Zc1=Zo.*(sqrt((1+s11+s22+(s11.*s22)-(s12.*s21))./(1-s11-

s22+(s11.*s22)-(s12.*s21)))); 
if real(Zc1)<0 
    Zc1=-Zc1; 
else 
    Zc1=1.*Zc1; 
end 
Zc=smooth(Zc1); 

 
%--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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ereff_new=(NeG1c1./go)./(Zc./Zo); 
ereff_newr=real(ereff_new); 
ereff_newi=imag(ereff_new); 

 
%-------------------frequency from 1 to 499--------------------------- 
fr1=freq(1:1:m-1); 
%----------Refractive Index----------------------------- 

 
N1=((sqrt((er11r).^2+(er11i).^2)+er11r)./2).^0.5; 

 
%-----------Extinction coefficient------------------------- 
K1=((sqrt((er11r).^2+(er11i).^2)-er11r)./2).^0.5; 

 
%-------------Phase Velocity------------------------------- 
vp1=c./N1; 

 
%----------Group Velocity------------------------------ 
lambda01=c./freq; 
y=vp1; 
x=lambda01; 
dydx_approx_for=diff(y)./diff(x); 
dydx_approx_back=diff(y)./diff(x); 
dydx_approx_gradient=gradient(y,x); 
dydx_approx_for(length(x))=NaN; 
% dydx_approx_back=[NaN, dydx_approx_back]; 

 
figure(5); 
plot(x,dydx_approx_gradient); 
legend('centre difference formula'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('lambda 0'); 
ylabel('dvp/dl0'); 
grid on; 

 
%----------------------------------- 
vg1=vp1-(lambda01.*(dydx_approx_gradient)); 

 
%-----------------Effective electron mass---------------- 

 
% NeB_rad11=NeB_rad1(2:2:end-1); 
M1=((pc.*(NeB_rad1.*1000))./vg1); 
M1r=real(M1); 
M1i=imag(M1); 
%----------------------------------------------------------- 
figure(1); 
plot(freq/(10^9), 

Erefffr1,'blue',freq/(10^9),efr,'green',freq/(10^9)); 
legend('Ereff(f)1 formula ','Ereff(f)1 measured'); 
legend('Location','NorthWest'); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('Effective Dielectric Constant 1'); 
title('Effective Dielectric Constsnt(Real) Vs. Frequency'); 
grid on; 

 
figure(2); 
plot(freq/(10^9), 

Erefffi1,'blue',freq/(10^9),efi,'green',freq/(10^9)); 
legend('Ereff(f)1 formula ','Ereff(f)1 measured'); 
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legend('Location','NorthWest'); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('Effective Dielectric Constant 1'); 
title('Effective Dielectric Constsnt(Imaginary) Vs. Frequency'); 
grid on; 

 
figure(3); 
plot(freq/(10^9),er1r1,'black',freq/(10^9),er11r,'-.black'); 
legend('Er1 formula ','Er1 measured'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('Er1'); 
title('Er1 (Real)Vs. Frequency'); 
grid on; 

 
figure(4); 
plot(freq/(10^9),er1i1,'black',freq/(10^9),er11i,'-.black'); 
legend('Er1 formula ','Er1 measured'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('Er1'); 
title('Er1 (Imaginary) Vs. Frequency'); 
grid on; 

 
figure(6); 
plot(freq/(10^9),vp1); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('vp1(m/s)'); 
title('Phase Velocity Vs. Frequency '); 
grid on; 

 
figure(7); 
plot(freq./(10^9),vg1); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('vg1 (m/s)'); 
title('Group Velocity Vs. Frequency '); 
grid on; 

 

 
%------------II layer----------------------------- 
pause(1); 
disp('"Select s2p for superstrate 1 of microstrip line"'); 
pause(1); 
[filename1, pathname1]=uigetfile({'*.s2p'},'Select the s2p file'); 
p1=read(rfckt.datafile,filename); 
s1=p1.AnalyzedResult.S_Parameters; 
freq2=p1.AnalyzedResult.freq; 

 
[pp, n1 ,m1]=size(s1); 
ss11=zeros(m1,1); 
ss12=zeros(m1,1); 
ss21=zeros(m1,1); 
ss22=zeros(m1,1); 

 
q11=zeros(m1,1); 
q1r1=zeros(m1,1); 
q1i1=zeros(m1,1); 
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q22=zeros(m1,1); 
q2r1=zeros(m1,1); 
q2i1=zeros(m1,1); 

 
q32=zeros(m1,1); 
q32r1=zeros(m1,1); 
q32i1=zeros(m1,1); 
efff2r1=zeros(m1,1); 
efff2i1=zeros(m1,1); 
er2r1=zeros(m1,1); 
er2i1=zeros(m1,1);  

 
    for i=1:1:m1 
    f1=freq2(i,:); 
    Spar=s1(:,:,i); 

 
        S11c=Spar(1,1); 
        S21c=Spar(2,1); 
        S12c=Spar(1,2); 
        S22c=Spar(2,2); 

 
        ss11(i,:)=S11c; 
        p11=real(ss11); 
        p11i=imag(ss11); 

 
        ss12(i,:)=S12c; 
        p12=real(ss12); 
        p12i=imag(ss12); 

 
        ss21(i,:)=S21c; 
        p21=real(ss21); 
        p21i=imag(ss21); 

 
        ss22(i,:)=S22c; 
        p22=real(ss22); 
        p22i=imag(ss22); 

 
        H2=(h+h2)./h;     
        

wef=w+(((2.*h)./pi).*log(17.08.*(((w./(2.*h)))+0.92)));%effective       

line width 
        v2=((2.*h)./pi).*atan((2.*pi.*(H2*h-h)./(pi.*wef-

4.*h)));%quantity v2 

 
        xx=(v2.*pi)./(2.*h); 

 
        q1=1-(0.5.*(log(((pi.*wef)./h)-1)./(wef./h))); 
        q1r=real(q1); 
        q1i=imag(q1); 
        q11(i,:)=q1; 
        q1r1(i,:)=q1r; 
        q1i1(i,:)=q1i; 

 
        q2=1-q1; 
%         q2=1-q1-(0.5.*((h-

v2)./wef).*log((2.*wef).*cos(xx)./(2.*H2.*h-h+v2)+sin(xx))); 
        q2r=real(q2); 
        q2i=imag(q2); 
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        q22(i,:)=q2; 
        q2r1(i,:)=q2r; 
        q2i1(i,:)=q2i; 

 
        ng=2.7-1.3i; 
        ngr=real(ng); 
        ngi=imag(ng); 

 

 
        er21=((ng)^2); 
        efff2=(er1.*q1)+(er21.*q2); 
        efff2r=real(efff2); 
        efff2i=imag(efff2); 
        efff2r1(i,:)=efff2r; 
        efff2i1(i,:)=efff2i; 

 

 
        er2=(efff2./q2-(q1.*er1)./q2); 
        er2r=real(er2); 
        er2i=imag(er2); 
        er2r1(i,:)=er2r; 
        er2i1(i,:)=er2i; 

 
    end 
%--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
%-----------------gamma alpha beta ----------------------------------- 
G2=acosh(sqrt(((((1+ss11).*(1-ss22))+(ss12.*ss21))./(2.*ss21)).*((((1-

ss11).*(1+ss22))+(ss12.*ss21))./(2.*ss21)))); 
t_g=tanh(G2); 

 
A2=real(t_g); 
B2=imag(t_g); 
[thet,rh] = cart2pol(A2,B2); 
alpha2=(1./(2.*l)).*atanh((2.*A2)./(1+abs(rh).^2)); %Np/m 
bet2=(1./(2.*l)).*atan((2.*B2)./(1-abs(rh).^2));%/m 
%--------------------------------beta new----------------------------    
bd2=(2.*l.*((2.*pi.*freq2)./(3e8)).*(sqrt((efff2)))); 
Bgpc2=((2.*imag(t_g))./(1-(abs(t_g)).^2));% no unit 
k=ceil(((2.*l.*(bd2))-(atan(Bgpc2)))./180); 
kr=real(k); 
ki=imag(k); 

 
NB=(((k.*180)+((atan(Bgpc2).*(180./pi))))./(2.*l))./(2.*l); % deg/mm 
NeB_rad2=((pi./180).*NB);%rad/mm 

 
x2=alpha2; 
y2=NB; 
yy2=NeB_rad2; 

 
NeG1c2 = x2+1i.*y2;%deg 
% newgamma2=x2+1i.*yy2;%rad 

 
%----------------------------Zc---------------------------------------

--- 
Zc11=Zo.*(sqrt((1+ss11+ss22+(ss11.*ss22)-(ss12.*ss21))./(1-ss11-

ss22+(ss11.*ss22)-(ss12.*ss21)))); 
if real(Zc11)<0 
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    Zc11=-Zc11; 
else 
    Zc11=1.*Zc11; 
end 
Zc2=smooth(Zc11); 

 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------

- 
% g1=(2.*pi)./((3e8)./ff); 
% go1=complex(0,g1); 
ef2=((NeG1c2./go).^2); 
ef2r=real(ef2); 
ef2i=imag(ef2); 

 
er22=(ef2./q2-(q1.*er11)./q2); 
er22r=real(er22); 
er22i=imag(er22); 

 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------

- 
ereff_new2=(NeG1c2./go)./(Zc2./Zo); 

 

 
%-------------------frequency from 1 to 499--------------------------- 
fr2=freq2(1:1:m1-1); 
%----------Refractive Index-------------------------------- 

 
N2=((sqrt((er22r).^2+(er22i).^2)+er22r)./2).^0.5; 

 
%-----------Extinction coefficient------------------------- 
K2=((sqrt((er22r).^2+(er22i).^2)-er22r)./2).^0.5; 

 
%-------------Phase Velocity------------------------------- 
vp2=c./N2; 

 
%----------Group Velocity------------------------------ 
lambda02=c./(freq2.*er22r); 
y1=vp2; 
x1=lambda02; 
dydx_approx_for1=diff(y1)./diff(x1); 
dydx_approx_back1=diff(y1)./diff(x1); 
dydx_approx_gradient1=gradient(y1,x1); 
dydx_approx_for1(length(x1))=NaN; 
% dydx_approx_back=[NaN, dydx_approx_back]; 

 
figure(8); 
plot(x1,dydx_approx_gradient1); 
legend('centre difference formula'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('lambda 0'); 
ylabel('dvp/dl0'); 
grid on; 

 
vg2=vp2-(lambda02.*(dydx_approx_gradient1)); 

 

 
%-----------------Effective electron mass---------------- 
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kgraphene=(2.*pi./lambda02); 
M2=((pc.*(kgraphene.*1000))./vg2); 

 
M2r=real(M2); 
M2i=imag(M2); 

 
figure(9); 
plot(freq2/(10^9),ef2r,'blue',freq2/(10^9),efff2r1,'green',freq2/(10^9

)); 
legend('Efff(f) measured','Efff(f) formula'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('Efff 2(f) real'); 
title('Efff 2(f) real Vs. Frequency '); 
grid on; 

 
figure(10); 
plot(freq2/(10^9),ef2i,'blue',freq2/(10^9),efff2i1,'green',freq2/(10^9

)); 
legend('Efff(f) measured','Efff(f) formula'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('Efff 2(f) imaginary'); 
title('Efff 2(f) imaginary Vs. Frequency '); 
grid on; 

 
figure(11); 
plot(freq2/(10^9),er22r,'black',freq2/(10^9),er2r1,'-.black'); 
legend('Er2 measured','Er2 formula'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('Er2 real'); 
title('Er2 Vs. Frequency '); 
grid on; 

 
figure(12); 
plot(freq2/(10^9),er22i,'black',freq2/(10^9),er2i1,'-.black'); 
legend('Er2 measured','Er2 formula'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('Er2 imaginary'); 
title('Er2 imaginary Vs. Frequency '); 
grid on; 

 
figure(13); 
plot(freq2/(10^9),alpha2,'black',freq2/(10^9),NB,'-

.red',freq2/(10^9),NeB_rad2,'-.blue' ); 
legend('alpha2 ','NB real', 'NeB_rad2'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('Gamma'); 
title('Gamma Vs. Frequency for II layer '); 
grid on; 
 

figure(14); 
plot(freq2/(10^9),q1r1,'black',freq2/(10^9),q1i1,'-.black'); 
legend('q1 real ','q1 imag'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
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xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('q1'); 
title('q1 Vs. Frequency '); 
grid on; 

 
figure(15); 
plot(freq2/(10^9),q2r1,'black',freq2/(10^9),q2i1,'-.black'); 
legend('q2 real ','q2 imag'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('q2'); 
title('q2 Vs. Frequency '); 
grid on; 

 
figure(16); 
plot(freq2/(10^9),N2); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('n2'); 
title('n2 Vs. Frequency '); 
grid on; 

 
figure(17); 
plot(freq2/(10^9),K2); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('k2'); 
title('k2 Vs. Frequency '); 
grid on; 

 
figure(18); 
plot(freq2/(10^9),vp2); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('vp2(m/s)'); 
title('Phase Velocity Vs. Frequency '); 
grid on; 

 
figure(19); 
plot(freq2./(10^9),vg2); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('vg2 (m/s)'); 
title('Group Velocity Vs. Frequency '); 
grid on; 

 
figure(20); 
plot(freq2./(10^9),M2r,'red'); 
legend('m2 real'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('m2 (kg)'); 
title('Effective electron mass Vs. Frequency '); 
grid on;   

 
file_2=[freq2/(10^9) ef2r ef2i efff2r1 efff2i1 er11r er11i er1r1 er1i1 

er22r er22i er2r1 er2i1 q1r1 q1i1 q2r1 q2i1 N2 K2 vp2  ]; 
E_2 = {'Frequency(GHz)','Eff2(f) measured real','Eff2(f) measured 

imag','Eff2(f) formula real','Eff2(f) formula imag','Er1 measured 

real','Er1 measured imag','Er1 formula real','Er1 formula imag','Er2 

measured real','Er2 measured imag','Er2 formula real','Er2 formula 

imag','q1 real','q1 imag','q2 real','q2 imag','Refractive 

index','Extinction coeff.','Phase velocity (m/s)'}; 
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xlswrite('Results for second layer microstrip line.xlsx',E_2,1,'A1'); 
xlswrite('Results for second layer microstrip 

line.xlsx',file_2,1,'A2'); 

 
file_22=[freq2/(10^9) vg2 M2r M2i ]; 
E_22 = {'Frequency(GHz)','Group Velocity (m/s)','Effective electron 

mass (kg)real','Effective electron mass (kg)imag'}; 
xlswrite('Group Velocity and Effective electron mass for second layer 

microstrip line.xlsx',E_22,1,'A1'); 
xlswrite('Group Velocity and Effective electron mass for second layer 

microstrip line.xlsx',file_22,1,'A2'); 
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B2. MATLAB program for three-layer parameter extraction 

(used for single layer graphene) 
 

clc; 
clear ; 
close all; 

 
% pause(1); 
disp('"Select s2p for substrate of microstrip line"'); 
% pause(1); 
l=50.8;%mm 
w=3.024;%mm 
h=1.5;%mm 
h2=0.7;%mm 
h3=3.34e-7;%mm 
er=4.5-0.009i; 
err=4.5; 
t=0.018;%mm 

 
Zo=50; 
c=3e8;%m/s 
Muo=4*pi*1.0e-7;%H/m 
pc=1.054e-34;% Planck constant  

 
% %---------selection of s2p file for I layer--------------------- 
[filename, pathname]=uigetfile({'*.s2p'},'Select the s2p file'); 
p=read(rfckt.datafile,filename); 
s=p.AnalyzedResult.S_Parameters; 
freq=p.AnalyzedResult.freq; 
[p, n ,m]=size(s); 

 
s11=zeros(m,1); 
s12=zeros(m,1); 
s21=zeros(m,1); 
s22=zeros(m,1); 

 
q11=zeros(m,1); 
q1r1=zeros(m,1); 
q1i1=zeros(m,1); 
Erefffr1=zeros(m,1); 
Erefffi1=zeros(m,1); 
 er1r1=zeros(m,1); 
 er1i1=zeros(m,1); 

 

 
    for i=1:1:m 
    f1=freq(i,:); 
    Spar=s(:,:,i); 

 
        S11c=Spar(1,1); 
        S21c=Spar(2,1); 
        S12c=Spar(1,2); 
        S22c=Spar(2,2); 

 
        s11(i,:)=S11c; 
        p11=real(s11); 
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        p11i=imag(s11); 

 
        s12(i,:)=S12c; 
        p12=real(s12); 
        p12i=imag(s12); 

 
        s21(i,:)=S21c; 
        p21=real(s21); 
        p21i=imag(s21); 

 
        s22(i,:)=S22c; 
        p22=real(s22); 
        p22i=imag(s22); 

 
        

wef=w+(((2.*h)./pi).*log(17.08.*(((w./(2.*h)))+0.92)));%effective line 

width 

 
        q1=1-(0.5.*(log(((pi.*wef)./h)-1)./(wef./h))); 
        q1r=real(q1); 
        q1i=imag(q1); 
        q11(i,:)=q1; 
        q1r1(i,:)=q1r; 
        q1i1(i,:)=q1i; 

 
   %------------------Ereff(f) from  formula--------------------------

----- 
        f=(freq./(10.^9)); 
        fn=f.*h.*0.1; 
        % fn=47.713*f.*h; 
        u=w./h; 
        % u=wef./h; 
        ff=freq; 
        p1=0.27488+u.*(0.6315+0.525./(1+0.157.*fn).^20)-

0.065683.*exp(-8.7513.*u); 
        p2=0.33622.*(1-exp(-0.03442.*err)); 
        p3=0.0363.*exp(-4.6.*u).*(1-exp(-(fn./3.87).^4.97)); 
        p4=1+2.751.*(1-exp(-(err./15.916).^8)); 
        pf=p1.*p2.*((0.1844+p3.*p4).*10.*fn).^1.5763; 
        eff=((err+1)./2)+((err-1)./2).*(1./(1+12.*(h./w)).^(0.5)); 
        efff=er.*q1+(1-q1); 
        Erefffr=real(efff); 
        Erefffi=imag(efff); 
        Erefffr1(i,:)=Erefffr; 
        Erefffi1(i,:)=Erefffi; 

 
        %------------ER1from formula------------------------------ 
        no=120.*pi; 
        u=w./h; 
        f3=6+(((2.*pi)-6).*(exp(-(30.666./u).^(0.7528)))); 
        

Zod=(no./(2.*pi.*sqrt(eff))).*(log((f3./u)+sqrt(1+(4./(u.^2))))); 
        G22=0.6+(0.009.*Zod); 

 
        Fn2=(2.*h.*f.*Muo)./Zo; 
        % er1=((efff.*(1+(G2.*Fn2.^2)))-(0.5.*(1-(1+((12.*h)./w)).^-

0.5)))./(0.5.*(1+(1+((12.*h)./w)).^-0.5+(G2.*Fn2.^2))); 
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        er1=((efff -1+q1)./q1); 
        er1r=real(er1); 
        er1i=imag(er1); 

 
       er1r1(i,:)=er1r; 
       er1i1(i,:)=er1i; 
end  
%-----------------gamma alpha beta -----------------------------------

-------- 
G1c1=acosh(sqrt(((((1+s11).*(1-s22))+(s12.*s21))./(2.*s21)).*((((1-

s11).*(1+s22))+(s12.*s21))./(2.*s21)))); 
tan_g=tanh(G1c1); 

 
A1=real(tan_g); 
B1=imag(tan_g); 
[theta,rho] = cart2pol(A1,B1); 
alpha=(1./(2.*l)).*atanh((2.*A1)./(1+abs(rho).^2)); %Np/m 
bet=(1./(2.*l)).*atan((2.*B1)./(1-abs(rho).^2));%/m 
 %--------------------------------beta new----------------------------    
bd1=(2.*l.*((2.*pi.*ff)./(3e8)).*(sqrt(efff))); 
Bgpc1=((2.*imag(tan_g))./(1-(abs(tan_g)).^2));% no unit 
kpc=ceil(((2.*l.*(bd1))-(atan(Bgpc1)))./180); 
kpcr=real(kpc); 
kpci=imag(kpc); 

 
NeB=(((kpc.*180)+((atan(Bgpc1).*(180./pi))))./(2.*l))./(2.*l); % 

deg/mm 
NeB_rad1=((pi./180).*NeB);%rad/mm 

 
x1=alpha; 
y1=NeB; 
yy1=NeB_rad1; 

 
NeG1c1 = x1+1i.*y1;%deg 
newgamma=x1+1i.*yy1;%rad 

 
g=(2.*pi*ff)./c; 
go=complex(0,g); 
ef=((NeG1c1./go).^2); 
efr=real(ef); 
efi=imag(ef); 

 
er11=((ef -1+q1)./q1); 
er11r=real(er11); 
er11i=imag(er11); 

 
Zc1=Zo.*(sqrt((1+s11+s22+(s11.*s22)-(s12.*s21))./(1-s11-

s22+(s11.*s22)-(s12.*s21)))); 
if real(Zc1)<0 
    Zc1=-Zc1; 
else 
    Zc1=1.*Zc1; 
end 
Zc=smooth(Zc1); 

 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------

---- 
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ereff_new=(NeG1c1./go)./(Zc./Zo); 
ereff_newr=real(ereff_new); 
ereff_newi=imag(ereff_new); 

 
%----------------------------------------------------------- 
%-------------------frequency from 1 to 499---------------------------

------- 
fr1=freq(1:1:m-1); 
%----------Refractive Index----------------------------- 

 
N1=((sqrt((er11r).^2+(er11i).^2)+er11r)./2).^0.5; 

 
%-----------Extinction coefficient------------------------- 
K1=((sqrt((er11r).^2+(er11i).^2)-er11r)./2).^0.5; 

 
%-------------Phase Velocity------------------------------- 
vp1=c./N1; 

 
%----------Group Velocity------------------------------ 
lambda01=c./freq; 

 
y=vp1; 
x=lambda01; 
dydx_approx_for=diff(y)./diff(x); 
dydx_approx_back=diff(y)./diff(x); 
dydx_approx_gradient=gradient(y,x); 
dydx_approx_for(length(x))=NaN; 
% dydx_approx_back=[NaN, dydx_approx_back]; 

 
figure(1); 
plot(x,dydx_approx_gradient); 
legend('centre difference formula'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('lambda 0'); 
ylabel('dvp/dl0'); 
grid on; 
vg1=vp1-(lambda01.*(dydx_approx_gradient)); 

 
%-----------------Effective electron mass---------------- 

 
M1=((pc.*(NeB_rad1.*1000))./vg1); 
M1r=real(M1); 
M1i=imag(M1); 
%----------------------------------------------------------- 

 
%------------II layer----------------------------- 
pause(1); 
disp('"Select s2p for superstrate 1 of microstrip line"'); 
pause(1); 
[filename1, pathname1]=uigetfile({'*.s2p'},'Select the s2p file'); 
p1=read(rfckt.datafile,filename); 
s1=p1.AnalyzedResult.S_Parameters; 
freq2=p1.AnalyzedResult.freq; 

 
[pp, n1 ,m1]=size(s1); 
ss11=zeros(m1,1); 
ss12=zeros(m1,1); 
ss21=zeros(m1,1); 
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ss22=zeros(m1,1); 

 
q11=zeros(m1,1); 
q1r1=zeros(m1,1); 
q1i1=zeros(m1,1); 

 
q22=zeros(m1,1); 
q2r1=zeros(m1,1); 
q2i1=zeros(m1,1); 

 
q32=zeros(m1,1); 
q32r1=zeros(m1,1); 
q32i1=zeros(m1,1); 

 
 efff2r1=zeros(m1,1); 
 efff2i1=zeros(m1,1); 

 
 er2r1=zeros(m1,1); 
 er2i1=zeros(m1,1); 

 
    for i=1:1:m1 
    f1=freq2(i,:); 
    Spar=s1(:,:,i); 

 
        S11c=Spar(1,1); 
        S21c=Spar(2,1); 
        S12c=Spar(1,2); 
        S22c=Spar(2,2); 

 
        ss11(i,:)=S11c; 
        p11=real(ss11); 
        p11i=imag(ss11); 

 
        ss12(i,:)=S12c; 
        p12=real(ss12); 
        p12i=imag(ss12); 

 
        ss21(i,:)=S21c; 
        p21=real(ss21); 
        p21i=imag(ss21); 

 
        ss22(i,:)=S22c; 
        p22=real(ss22); 
        p22i=imag(ss22); 

 
        H2=(h+h2)./h;     
        

wef=w+(((2.*h)./pi).*log(17.08.*(((w./(2.*h)))+0.92)));%effective line 

width 
        v2=((2.*h)./pi).*atan((2.*pi.*(H2*h-h)./(pi.*wef-

4.*h)));%quantity v2 

 
        xx=(v2.*pi)./(2.*h); 

 
        q1=1-(0.5.*(log(((pi.*wef)./h)-1)./(wef./h))); 
        q1r=real(q1); 
        q1i=imag(q1); 
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        q11(i,:)=q1; 
        q1r1(i,:)=q1r; 
        q1i1(i,:)=q1i; 

 
        q2=1-q1-(0.5.*((h-v2)./wef).*log((2.*wef)./(2.*H2.*h-

h+v2).*cos(xx)+sin(xx))); 
        q2r=real(q2); 
        q2i=imag(q2); 
        q22(i,:)=q2; 
        q2r1(i,:)=q2r; 
        q2i1(i,:)=q2i; 

 
        q32=1-q1-q2; 
        q32r=real(q32); 
        q32i=imag(q32); 
        q32(i,:)=q32; 
        q32r1(i,:)=q32r; 
        q32i1(i,:)=q32i; 

 

 

 
        % er21r=5.27@100kHz;Corning Eagle glass 
        % tandel=0.001 @100kHz; 
        er21=5.27-0.005i; 

 
        % efff2=(er1.*q1)+(er21.*q2); 
        efff2=(er1.*q1)+((er21.*((1-q1).^2)./((er21.*(1-q1-q2))+q2))); 
        efff2r=real(efff2); 
        efff2i=imag(efff2); 
        efff2r1(i,:)=efff2r; 
        efff2i1(i,:)=efff2i; 

 
        er2=((er1.*q1.*q2)-(efff2.*q2))./((efff2.*(1-q1-q2))-

(er1.*q1.*(1-q1-q2))-(1-q1).^2); 
        er2r=real(er2); 
        er2i=imag(er2); 
        er2r1(i,:)=er2r; 
        er2i1(i,:)=er2i; 

 
    end 
%-----------------gamma alpha beta -----------------------------------

-------- 
G2=acosh(sqrt(((((1+ss11).*(1-ss22))+(ss12.*ss21))./(2.*ss21)).*((((1-

ss11).*(1+ss22))+(ss12.*ss21))./(2.*ss21)))); 
t_g=tanh(G2); 

 
A2=real(t_g); 
B2=imag(t_g); 
[thet,rh] = cart2pol(A2,B2); 
alpha2=(1./(2.*l)).*atanh((2.*A2)./(1+abs(rh).^2));%Np/m 
bet2=(1./(2.*l)).*atan((2.*B2)./(1-abs(rh).^2));%/m 
%--------------------------------beta new----------------------------    
bd2=(2.*l.*((2.*pi.*freq2)./(3e8)).*(sqrt(efff2))); 
Bgpc2=((2.*imag(t_g))./(1-(abs(t_g)).^2));% no unit 
k=ceil(((2.*l.*(bd2))-(atan(Bgpc2)))./180); 
kr=real(k); 
ki=imag(k); 
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NB=(((k.*180)+((atan(Bgpc2).*(180./pi))))./(2.*l))./(2.*l); % deg/mm 
NeB_rad2=((pi./180).*NB);%rad/mm 

 
x2=alpha2; 
y2=NB; 
yy2=NeB_rad2; 

 
NeG1c2 = x2+1i.*y2;%deg 
% newgamma2=x2+1i.*yy2;%rad 

 
%----------------------------Zc---------------------------------------

--- 
Zc11=Zo.*(sqrt((1+ss11+ss22+(ss11.*ss22)-(ss12.*ss21))./(1-ss11-

ss22+(ss11.*ss22)-(ss12.*ss21)))); 
if real(Zc11)<0 
    Zc11=-Zc11; 
else 
    Zc11=1.*Zc11; 
end 
Zc2=smooth(Zc11); 

 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------

- 
g1=(2.*pi)./((3e8)./ff); 
go1=complex(0,g1); 
ef2=((NeG1c2./go1).^2); 
ef2r=real(ef2); 
ef2i=imag(ef2); 

 
er22=((er11.*q1.*q2)-(ef2.*q2))./((ef2.*(1-q1-q2))-(er11.*q1.*(1-q1-

q2))-(1-q1).^2); 
er22r=real(er22); 
er22i=imag(er22); 

 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------

- 
ereff_new2=(NeG1c2./go)./(Zc2./Zo); 

 

 
%-------------------frequency from 1 to 499--------------------------- 
fr2=freq2(1:1:m1-1); 
%----------Refractive Index-------------------------------- 

 
N2=((sqrt((er22r).^2+(er22i).^2)+er22r)./2).^0.5; 

 
%-----------Extinction coefficient------------------------- 
K2=((sqrt((er22r).^2+(er22i).^2)-er22r)./2).^0.5; 

 

 
%-------------Phase Velocity------------------------------- 
vp2=c./N2; 

 
%----------Group Velocity------------------------------ 
lambda02=c./freq2; 
y1=vp2; 
x1=lambda02; 
dydx_approx_for1=diff(y1)./diff(x1); 
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dydx_approx_back1=diff(y1)./diff(x1); 
dydx_approx_gradient1=gradient(y1,x1); 
dydx_approx_for1(length(x1))=NaN; 
% dydx_approx_back=[NaN, dydx_approx_back]; 

 
figure(2); 
plot(x1,dydx_approx_gradient1); 
legend('centre difference formula'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('lambda 0'); 
ylabel('dvp/dl0'); 
grid on; 

 

 
vg2=vp2-(lambda02.*(dydx_approx_gradient1)); 

 
%-----------------Effective electron mass---------------- 

 
% NeB_rad22=NeB_rad2(2:2:end-1); 
M2=((pc.*(NeB_rad2.*1000))./vg2); 
M2r=real(M2); 
M2i=imag(M2); 

 
% figure(3); 
% 

plot(freq2/(10^9),ef2r,'blue',freq2/(10^9),efff2r1,'green',freq2/(10^9

)); 
% legend('Efff(f) measured','Efff(f) formula'); 
% % plot(freq2/(10^9),ef2r,'blue',freq2/(10^9),efff2r,'green'); 
% % legend('Efff(f) measured','Efff(f) formula'); 
% legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
% xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
% ylabel('Efff 2(f) real'); 
% title('Efff 2(f) real Vs. Frequency '); 
% grid on; 
%  
% figure(4); 
% 

plot(freq2/(10^9),ef2i,'blue',freq2/(10^9),efff2i1,'green',freq2/(10^9

)); 
% legend('Efff(f) measured','Efff(f) formula'); 
% % plot(freq2/(10^9),ef2i,'blue',freq2/(10^9),efff2i,'green'); 
% % legend('Efff(f) measured','Efff(f) formula') 
% legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
% xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
% ylabel('Efff 2(f) imaginary'); 
% title('Efff 2(f) imaginary Vs. Frequency '); 
% grid on; 
%   
% figure(5); 
% plot(freq2/(10^9),er22r,'black',freq2/(10^9),er2r1,'-.black'); 
% legend('Er2 measured','Er2 formula'); 
% legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
% xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
% ylabel('Er2 real'); 
% title('Er2 Vs. Frequency '); 
% grid on; 
%  
% figure(6); 
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% plot(freq2/(10^9),er22i,'black',freq2/(10^9),er2i1,'-.black'); 
% legend('Er2 measured','Er2 formula'); 
% legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
% xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
% ylabel('Er2 imaginary'); 
% title('Er2 imaginary Vs. Frequency '); 
% grid on; 
%  
% figure(7); 
% plot(freq2/(10^9),kr,'black',freq2/(10^9),ki,'-.red'); 
% legend('k real ','k imag'); 
% legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
% xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
% ylabel('k'); 
% title('k Vs. Frequency for II layer '); 
% grid on; 
%  
% figure(8); 
% plot(freq2/(10^9),alpha2,'black',freq2/(10^9),NB,'-

.red',freq2/(10^9),NeB_rad2,'-.blue' ); 
% legend('alpha2 ','NB real', 'NeB_rad2'); 
% legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
% xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
% ylabel('Gamma'); 
% title('Gamma Vs. Frequency for II layer '); 
% grid on; 
% %   
%  
% figure(9); 
%   
% plot(freq2/(10^9),q1r1,'black',freq2/(10^9),q1i1,'-.black'); 
% legend('q1 real ','q1 imag'); 
% legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
% xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
% ylabel('q1'); 
% title('q1 Vs. Frequency '); 
% grid on; 
%  
% figure(10); 
%   
% plot(freq2/(10^9),q2r1,'black',freq2/(10^9),q2i1,'-.black'); 
% legend('q2 real ','q2 imag'); 
% legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
% xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
% ylabel('q2'); 
% title('q2 Vs. Frequency '); 
% grid on; 
%  
% % figure(11); 
% % plot(freq2/(10^9),N2); 
% % xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
% % ylabel('n2'); 
% % title('n2 Vs. Frequency '); 
% % grid on; 
% %  
% % figure(12); 
% % plot(freq2/(10^9),K2); 
% % xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
% % ylabel('k2'); 
% % title('k2 Vs. Frequency '); 
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% % grid on; 
% %  
% figure(13); 
% plot(freq2/(10^9),vp2); 
% xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
% ylabel('vp2(m/s)'); 
% title('Phase Velocity Vs. Frequency '); 
% grid on; 
%  
% figure(14); 
% plot(freq2./(10^9),vg2); 
% xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
% ylabel('vg2 (m/s)'); 
% title('Group Velocity Vs. Frequency '); 
% grid on; 
%  
% figure(15); 
% plot(freq2./(10^9),M2r,'red'); 
% legend('m2 real'); 
% legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
% xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
% ylabel('m2 (kg)'); 
% title('Effective electron mass Vs. Frequency '); 
% grid on;   
%  

 
% file_2=[freq2/(10^9) ef2r ef2i efff2r1 efff2i1 er11r er11i er1r1 

er1i1 er22r er22i er2r1 er2i1 q1r1 q1i1 q2r1 q2i1 N2 K2 vp2  ]; 
% E_2 = {'Frequency(GHz)','Eff2(f) measured real','Eff2(f) measured 

imag','Eff2(f) formula real','Eff2(f) formula imag','Er1 measured 

real','Er1 measured imag','Er1 formula real','Er1 formula imag','Er2 

measured real','Er2 measured imag','Er2 formula real','Er2 formula 

imag','q1 real','q1 imag','q2 real','q2 imag','Refractive 

index','Extinction coeff.','Phase velocity (m/s)'}; 

 
% xlswrite('Results for second layer microstrip 

line.xlsx',E_2,1,'A1'); 
% xlswrite('Results for second layer microstrip 

line.xlsx',file_2,1,'A2'); 
%  
% file_22=[freq2/(10^9) vg2 M2r M2i ]; 
% E_22 = {'Frequency(GHz)','Group Velocity (m/s)','Effective electron 

mass (kg)real','Effective electron mass (kg)imag'}; 
% xlswrite('Group Velocity and Effective electron mass for second 

layer microstrip line.xlsx',E_22,1,'A1'); 
% xlswrite('Group Velocity and Effective electron mass for second 

layer microstrip line.xlsx',file_22,1,'A2'); 

 
% %------------III layer----------------------------- 
pause(1); 
disp('"Select s2p for superstrate 2 of microstrip line"'); 
pause(1); 
[filename2, pathname2]=uigetfile({'*.s2p'},'Select the s2p file'); 
p2=read(rfckt.datafile,filename); 
s2=p2.AnalyzedResult.S_Parameters; 
freq3=p2.AnalyzedResult.freq; 
[ppp, n2 ,m2]=size(s2); 
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sss11=zeros(m2,1); 
sss12=zeros(m2,1); 
sss21=zeros(m2,1); 
sss22=zeros(m2,1); 

 
q11=zeros(m2,1); 
q1r1=zeros(m2,1); 
q1i1=zeros(m2,1); 

 
q22=zeros(m2,1); 
q2r1=zeros(m2,1); 
q2i1=zeros(m2,1); 

 
q33=zeros(m2,1); 
q3r1=zeros(m2,1); 
q3i1=zeros(m2,1); 

 
q44=zeros(m2,1); 
q4r1=zeros(m2,1); 
q4i1=zeros(m2,1); 

 
efff3r1=zeros(m2,1); 
efff3i1=zeros(m2,1); 

 
 er3r1=zeros(m2,1); 
 er3i1=zeros(m2,1); 

 

 
    for i=1:1:m2 
    f1=freq3(i,:); 
    Spar=s2(:,:,i); 

 
        S11c=Spar(1,1); 
        S21c=Spar(2,1); 
        S12c=Spar(1,2); 
        S22c=Spar(2,2); 

 
        sss11(i,:)=S11c; 
        p11=real(sss11); 
        p11i=imag(sss11); 

 
        sss12(i,:)=S12c; 
        p12=real(sss12); 
        p12i=imag(sss12); 

 
        sss21(i,:)=S21c; 
        p21=real(sss21); 
        p21i=imag(sss21); 

 
        sss22(i,:)=S22c; 
        p22=real(sss22); 
        p22i=imag(sss22); 

 
%----------------single layer filling factor----------------         
        H1=h./h; 
        q1=1-(0.5.*(log(((pi.*wef)./h)-1)./(wef./h))); 
        q1r=real(q1); 
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        q1i=imag(q1); 
        q11(i,:)=q1; 
        q1r1(i,:)=q1r; 
        q1i1(i,:)=q1i; 
%----------------double layer filling factor-----------------         
        H2=(h+h2)./h;  
        

wef=w+(((2.*h)./pi).*log(17.08.*(((w./(2.*h)))+0.92)));%effective line 

width 
        v2=((2.*h)./pi).*atan((2.*pi.*(H2*h-h)./(pi.*wef-

4.*h)));%quantity v2 
        v22=v2./h; 

 
        xx=(v2.*pi)./(2.*h); 

 
        q2=1-q1-(0.5.*((h-v2)./wef).*log((2.*wef).*cos(xx)./(2.*H2.*h-

h+v2)+sin(xx))); 
        q2r=real(q2); 
        q2i=imag(q2); 
        q22(i,:)=q2; 
        q2r1(i,:)=q2r; 
        q2i1(i,:)=q2i; 

 
%---------------- three layer filling factor----------------- 
        H3=(h+h2+h3)./h; 
        wefn=wef/h; 
        v3=((2.*h)./pi).*atan((2.*pi.*h.*(H3-1)./(pi.*wef-

4.*h)));%quantity v3 
        vn3=v3/h; 
        xxx=(v3.*pi)./(2.*h); 

 
        q3=1-q1-q2-(0.5.*((h-

v3)./wef).*log((2.*wef).*cos(xxx)./(2.*H3.*h-h+v3)+sin(xxx))); 
        q3r=real(q3); 
        q3i=imag(q3); 
        q33(i,:)=q3; 
        q3r1(i,:)=q3r; 
        q3i1(i,:)=q3i; 

 
        q4=1-q1-q2-q3; 
        q4r=real(q4); 
        q4i=imag(q4); 
        q44(i,:)=q4; 
        q4r1(i,:)=q4r; 
        q4i1(i,:)=q4i; 

 

 
        %-------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------- 
        ng=2.98- 1.44i; 

 
        % ngr=real(ng); 
        % ngi=imag(ng); 
        % er31r=((ngr).^2-(ngi).^2); 
        er31=(ng^2); 
        efff3=(q1.*er1)+(((1-q1).^2)./((q2./er2)+(q3./er31)+(1-q1-q2-

q3))); 
        efff3r=real(efff3); 
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        efff3i=imag(efff3); 
        efff3r1(i,:)=efff3r; 
        efff3i1(i,:)=efff3i; 

 
        % er3=(er2.*q3.*(efff3-q1.*er1)./(er2.*(1-q1-q2).^2-(1-q1-q2-

q3).*(efff3-q1.*er1))); 

 
        numer3=((efff3-q1.*er1).*er2.*q3); 
        dener3=(((1-q1).^2).*er2-(q2+er2.*(1-q1-q2-q3)).*(efff3-

q1.*er1)); 
        er3=numer3./dener3; 
        er3r=real(er3); 
        er3i=imag(er3);   
        er3r1(i,:)=er3r; 
        er3i1(i,:)=er3i; 

 
    end 
%-----------------gamma alpha beta -----------------------------------

-------- 
G3=acosh(sqrt(((((1+sss11).*(1-

sss22))+(sss12.*sss21))./(2.*sss21)).*((((1-

sss11).*(1+sss22))+(sss12.*sss21))./(2.*sss21)))); 
t_g3=tanh(G3); 

 
A3=real(t_g3); 
B3=imag(t_g3); 
[thet3,rh3] = cart2pol(A3,B3); 
alpha3=(1./(2.*l)).*atanh((2.*A3)./(1+abs(rh3).^2)); %Np/m 
bet3=(1./(2.*l)).*atan((2.*B3)./(1-abs(rh3).^2));%/m 
%--------------------------------beta new----------------------------    
bd3=(2.*l.*((2.*pi.*freq3)./(3e8)).*(sqrt(efff3))); 
Bgpc3=((2.*imag(t_g3))./(1-(abs(t_g3)).^2));% no unit 
k3=ceil(((2.*l.*(bd3))-(atan(Bgpc3)))./180); 

 
NB3=(((k3.*180)+((atan(Bgpc3).*(180./pi))))./(2.*l))./(2.*l); % deg/mm 
NeB_rad3=((pi./180).*NB3);%rad/mm 

 
x3=alpha3; 
y3=NB3; 
NeG1c3 = x3+1i*y3; 
%----------------------------Zc---------------------------------------

--- 
Zc33=Zo.*(sqrt((1+sss11+sss22+(sss11.*sss22)-(sss12.*sss21))./(1-

sss11-sss22+(sss11.*sss22)-(sss12.*sss21)))); 
if real(Zc33)<0 
    Zc33=-Zc33; 
else 
    Zc33=1.*Zc33; 
end  
Zc3=smooth(Zc33); 
%----------------------------------Erff-------------------------------

--- 
% g2=(2.*pi)./((3e8)./ff); 
% go2=complex(0,g2); 
ef3=((NeG1c3./go).^2); 
ef3r=real(ef3); 
ef3i=imag(ef3);     
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% er33=((ef3-q1.*er11).*er22.*q3)./(((q2+q3+q4).^2).*er22-

(q2+er22.*q4).*(ef3-q1.*er11)); 
% er33=(((ef3-q1.*er11).*er22.*q3)./(((1-q1).^2).*er22-(q2+er22.*(1-

q1-q2-q3)).*(ef3-q1.*er11))); 

 
%numer3=((efff3-q1.*er1).*er2.*q3); 
numer33=((ef3-q1.*er11).*er22.*q3); 

 
%dener3=(((1-q1).^2).*er2-(q2+er2.*(1-q1-q2-q3)).*(efff3-q1.*er1)); 
dener33=(((1-q1).^2).*er22-(q2+er22.*(1-q1-q2-q3)).*(ef3-q1.*er11)); 
er33=numer33./dener33; 
er33r=real(er33); 
er33i=imag(er33); 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------

---- 

 
%-------------------frequency from 1 to 499---------------------------

------- 
fr3=freq3(1:1:m2-1); 
%----------Refractive Index----------------------------- 

 
N3=((sqrt((er33r).^2+(er33i).^2)+er33r)./2).^0.5; 

 
%-----------Extinction coefficient------------------------- 
K3=(((sqrt((er33r).^2+(er33i).^2)-er33r)./2).^0.5); 

 
%-------------Phase Velocity------------------------------- 
vp3=c./N3; 

 
%----------Group Velocity------------------------------ 
% lambda03=c./freq3; 
lambda03=c./(freq3.*sqrt(er33r)); 

 
y2=vp3; 
x2=lambda03; 
dydx_approx_for2=diff(y2)./diff(x2); 
dydx_approx_back2=diff(y2)./diff(x2); 
dydx_approx_gradient2=gradient(y2,x2); 
dydx_approx_for2(length(x2))=NaN; 
% dydx_approx_back=[NaN, dydx_approx_back]; 

 
figure(16); 
plot(x2,dydx_approx_gradient2); 
legend('centre difference formula'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('lambda 0'); 
ylabel('dvp/dl0'); 
grid on; 

 
vg3=vp3-(lambda03.*(dydx_approx_gradient2)); 

 
%-----------------Effective electron mass---------------- 
% NeB_rad33=NeB_rad3(2:2:end-1); 
M3=((pc.*(NeB_rad3.*1000))./vg3); 
% kgraphene=(2.*pi./lambda03); 
% kgraphene33=kgraphene(2:2:end-1); 
% M3=((pc.*(kgraphene.*1000))./vg3); 
M3r=real(M3); 
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M3i=imag(M3); 
%--------------------------------------------------------  
figure(17); 
plot(freq3/(10^9),ef3r,'blue',freq3/(10^9),efff3r1,'green',freq3/(10^9

)); 
legend('Efff 3(f) measured','Efff 3(f) formula'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('Efff 3(f) real'); 
title('Efff 3(f) real Vs. Frequency '); 
grid on; 

 
figure(18); 
plot(freq3/(10^9),ef3i,'blue',freq3/(10^9),efff3i1,'green',freq3/(10^9

)); 
legend('Efff 3(f) measured','Efff 3(f) formula'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('Efff 3(f) imaginary'); 
title('Efff 3(f) imaginary Vs. Frequency '); 
grid on; 

 
figure(19); 
plot(freq3/(10^9),er33r,'black',freq3/(10^9),er3r1,'-.black'); 
legend('Er3 measured ','Er3 formula'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('Er3 real'); 
title('Er3 Vs. Frequency (For graphene on glass layer) '); 
grid on; 

 
figure(20); 
plot(freq3/(10^9),er33i,'black',freq3/(10^9),er3i1,'-.black'); 
legend('Er3 measured ','Er3 formula'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('Er3 imag'); 
title('Er3 Vs. Frequency (For graphene on glass layer) '); 
grid on; 

 
figure(21); 
plot(freq3/(10^9),q3r1,'black',freq3/(10^9),q3i1,'-.red'); 
legend('q3 real','q3 imag'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('q3'); 
title('q3 Vs. Frequency '); 
grid on; 

 
figure(22); 
plot(freq3/(10^9),NB3,'black',freq3/(10^9),NeB_rad3,'-.red'); 
legend('NB3','NeB_rad3'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('Beta'); 
title('Beta Vs. Frequency'); 
grid on; 

 
figure(23); 
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plot(freq3/(10^9),N3); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('n3'); 
title('n3 Vs. Frequency'); 
grid on; 

 
figure(24); 
plot(freq3/(10^9),K3); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('k3'); 
title('k3 Vs. Frequency '); 
grid on; 
%  
figure(25); 
plot(freq3/(10^9),vp3); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('vp3(m/s)'); 
title('Phase Velocity Vs. Frequency '); 
grid on; 

 
figure(26); 
plot(freq3./(10^9),vg3); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('vg3 (m/s)'); 
title('Group Velocity Vs. Frequency '); 
grid on; 

 
figure(27); 
plot(freq3./(10^9),M3r,'red'); 
legend('m3 real'); 
legend('Location','NorthEast'); 
xlabel('Frequency(GHz)'); 
ylabel('m3 (kg)'); 
title('Effective electron mass Vs. Frequency '); 
grid on; 

 

 
file_3=[freq3./(10.^9) ef3r ef3i efff3r1 efff3i1 er11r er11i er1r1 

er1i1 er22r er22i er2r1 er2i1 er3r1 er3i1 er33r er33i q1r1 q1i1 q2r1 

q2i1 q3r1 q3i1 N3 K3 vp3]; 
E_3 = {'Frequency(GHz)','Eff3(f) measured real','Eff3(f) measured 

imag','Eff3(f) formula real','Eff3(f) formula imag','Er1 measured 

real','Er1 measured imag','Er1 formula real','Er1 formula imag','Er2 

measured real','Er2 measured imag','Er2 formula real','Er2 formula 

imag','Er3 measured real','Er3 measured imag','Er3 formula real','Er3 

formula imag', 'q1 real','q1 imag','q2 real','q2 imag','q3 real','q3 

imag','Refractive index','Extinction coeff.','Phase velocity (m/s)'}; 
xlswrite('Results for third layer microstrip line.xlsx',E_3,1,'A1'); 
xlswrite('Results for third layer microstrip 

line.xlsx',file_3,1,'A2'); 

 
file_33=[freq3./(10.^9) vg3 M3r M3i ]; 
E_33 = {'Frequency(GHz)','Group Velocity (m/s)','Effective electron 

mass (kg) real' }; 
xlswrite('Group Velocity and Effective electron mass for third layer 

microstrip line.xlsx',E_33,1,'A1'); 
xlswrite('Group Velocity and Effective electron mass for third layer 

microstrip line.xlsx',file_33,1,'A2'); 
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Appendix C 

Three measurement results for estimating measurement error 

 

Fig. C1. Three measurement results for unloaded microstrip line, (a) magnitude of S11, 

(b) phase of S11, (c) magnitude of S12, (d) phase of S12, (e) magnitude of S21, (f) phase of 

S21, (g) magnitude of S22 and (h) phase of S22.  
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Fig. C2. Three measurement results for microstrip line loaded with glass, (a) magnitude 

of S11, (b) phase of S11, (c) magnitude of S12, (d) phase of S12, (e) magnitude of S21, (f) 

phase of S21, (g) magnitude of S22 and (h) phase of S22.  
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Fig. C3. Three measurement results for microstrip line loaded with quartz, (a) 

magnitude of S11, (b) phase of S11, (c) magnitude of S12, (d) phase of S12, (e) magnitude 

of S21, (f) phase of S21, (g) magnitude of S22 and (h) phase of S22.  
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Fig. C4. Three measurement results for microstrip line loaded with SLG/glass, (a) 

magnitude of S11, (b) phase of S11, (c) magnitude of S12, (d) phase of S12, (e) magnitude 

of S21, (f) phase of S21, (g) magnitude of S22 and (h) phase of S22.  
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Fig. C5. Three measurement results for microstrip line loaded with SLG/quartz, (a) 

magnitude of S11, (b) phase of S11, (c) magnitude of S12, (d) phase of S12, (e) magnitude 

of S21, (f) phase of S21, (g) magnitude of S22 and (h) phase of S22.  
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Fig. C6. Three measurement results for microstrip line loaded with BLG/Cu1, (a) 

magnitude of S11, (b) phase of S11, (c) magnitude of S12, (d) phase of S12, (e) magnitude 

of S21, (f) phase of S21, (g) magnitude of S22 and (h) phase of S22.  
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Fig. C7. Three measurement results for microstrip line loaded with BLG/Cu2, (a) 

magnitude of S11, (b) phase of S11, (c) magnitude of S12, (d) phase of S12, (e) magnitude 

of S21, (f) phase of S21, (g) magnitude of S22 and (h) phase of S22.  
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Table C1- Maximum measurement errors () associated with mean of 

three results for all samples shown in Fig. C1 to C7 

 

Parameter 

values with 

maximum 

standard 

deviation 

S11(dB) S11(degrees) S12(dB) S12(degrees) S21(dB) S21(degrees) S22(dB) S22(degrees) 

Unloaded 

microstrip 

line 

- 46.38 

 0.50 

141.39 

 2.07 

- 25.43 

 0.05 

76.57 

 0.37 

- 22.49 

 0.4 

82.61 

 0.27 

-39.57 

 0.15 

44.83 

 0.86 

Glass 

loaded 

microstrip 

line 

- 48.38 

 0.21 

96.99 

 1.95 

- 30.75 

 0.04 

138.68 

 0.45 

- 31.47 

 0.05 

138.82 

 0.38 

- 38.74 

 0.12 

- 91.11 

 0.42 

Quartz 

loaded 

microstrip 

line 

- 53.00 

1.28 

- 92.49 

5.21 

- 31.08 

0.12 

- 94.94 

0.71 

- 28.50 

0.09 

151.98 

1.08 

- 40.28 

0.12 

12.46 

1.97 

SLG/glass 

loaded 

microstrip 

line 

- 30.94 

 0.18 

- 169.47 

 0.85 

- 34.97 

 0.08 

- 153.99 

 0.39 

- 34.92 

 0.13 

38.16 

 0.38 

- 33.77 

 0.12 

- 44.49 

 0.77 

SLG/quartz 

loaded 

microstrip 

line 

43.87  

0.20 

- 72.29 

 1.47 

- 26.46 

 0.07 

- 22.69 

 0.25 

- 31.09 

 0.07 

-15.57 

 0.42 

43.16 

 0.28 

38.64 

 0.79 

BLG/Cu1 

loaded 

microstrip 

line 

- 25.47 

 1.72 

- 41.27 

 4.60 

- 40.06 

 0.54 

111.23 

 2.68 

- 40.14 

 0.58 

81.16 

 2.80 

- 36.97 

 1.74 

172.24 

 3.71 

BLG/Cu2 

loaded 

microstrip 

line 

- 25.28  

 0.19 

- 177.04 

 2.50 

- 32.83 

 0.17 

- 167.28 

 1.03 

- 30.21 

 0.14 

-160.03 

 0.94 

- 20.94 

 0.33 

- 66.83 

 3.44 
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